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1. Introduction and Summary 
1. I INTRODUCTION 
The geollynchronou8 microwave atmospheric sounding radiometer (MASR) concept 
has great merit in meteorological applications. This study outlines an instrument 
deBign which meets needed system performance goals, and shows that the instru-
ment technology is feasible. 
The microwave atmospheric sounding radiometer is a four- band, millimeter wave 
radiometer designed to accomplish three-dimensional atmospheric temperature 
and reladve humidity mapping from geosynchronous orbit. The MASR mission 
colt'lcts .lata to aid in the observation and prediction of severe storms. The geo-
synchronous orbit ailows the continuous atmospheric measurement needed to 
resolve mesoscale dynamics. The inetrument may operate in conjunction with 
muitispectral imaging and infrared sounding sensors, and will be particularly 
valuable in collecting data in overcast regions. The anticipated ability to predict 
severe thunderstorms and larger cyclonic storms from MASR data adds to the 
economic and social benefit. 
Angular resolution of MASR is limited by the beam width of a shuttle launched 
antenna (4.4 meter diameter) at the 118 and 183 GHz oxygen and water vapor sound-
ing frequencies. Temperature resolution is a function of system noise temperature 
and integration time. Resolution element size and required integration time 
combine to limit the mapping coverage rate. From geosynchronous orbit, the 
4.4 meter antenna provides nadir earth surface resolution of about 20 km at 
183 GHz. The antenna is mechanically scanned in raster fashion :0 cover an area 
with contiguous resolution cells. The nominal dwell time per cell i8 1 sec-ond at 
183 GHz, allowing an area 600 by 800 km to be mapped in about 30 minutes. 
Temperature sounding is achieved by obtaining a profile of the thermal radiance 
of the atmosphere in the frequency region of the 118 GHz oxygen absorption line. 
There are II double sideband (DSB) channels centered at the peak of this line and 
located variCJus distances from the line center. Each ::hannel will receivIJ radia-
tion predominately from a given altitude layer of the atmosphere, and the atmo-
sphe1'ic temperature profile can be obtained from the 11 measured brightness 
temperatures using an inversion algorithm. 
Similarly, there are six DSB channels centered at the 183 GHz water vapor line 
to determin,e the humidity profile. In addition, there are two window bands at 
104 and ;'40 GHz to correct the measurements at 1) 8 and 183 GHz for ground 
emissions (see Figures 1 and 2). 
A 4.4 meter symmetric Cassegrain antenna brings aU four frequency bande. to a 
common focus. The radiometer receiver package is designed to demultiplex the 
four bands through the use of quasi-optical filters and 'to direct the individual 
l:>eams to four separate feed horns, followed by four separate receivers. The 
~18 and 183 GHz receivers have very wide band channelized IF systems for the 
purpose of profiling the microwave spectrum of the atmospherp. at these frequen-
cies. Window bands mea.sure the temperature of the earth's surface and there-
fore, each requires only one IF channel. ,A cornmon chopper wheel and calibration '. 
load serve all fOllr bands. Synchronous detection and other !lignal processing are 
achieved through a single onboard digital processor. Figure 3 is a simplified 
block diagram of the radiometer receiver subsystem. 
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Millimeter wave technology status offers several approach"s to MASR
, each having 
"softness" but currently under rapid deVelopment. A preferred techn
ical approach 
is difficult to recommend at p"cscnt, but several technical approache
s can meut 
the MASR system requirements. The present study eHort has sl'lecte
d a tentative 
configuration which appears to have least technical risk. Technology
 advances in 
alternate approaches could chang" the selection but the present choice
 serves as 
a modul to estimate weight, power, size, and cost of the flight instrum
ent. 
This report addre~ses the tradeoH and design study of the MASR radiomete
r. 
Volume HI gives details of the 4.4 meter antenna subsystem. 
The authors are grateful to the follO\dng for their assistance in prepa
ring this 
final report: D. 11. Staelin, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; D
. N. Held 
and A. R. Kerr, NASA-Goddard Institute of Space Sciences: T. S. Ch
u, Rell 
Telephone Laboratory; .r. M. Schuchal'dt, .T. R. Langley, and .T. A. S
tratigos, 
Georgia Institute (If Technology; .T. Payne, R. L. l'lich, National Radio Astronomy 
Observatory; and .r. Shiue, L: King, and T. Dod, NASA Goddard Spac
e Flight 
Center. Within lIughes, special thanks ar" given to the Technical Co
ordination 
Committee: T. A. Midford, K. L. Brinkman. P. Schwartz, W. 1I. K
ummer, 
and Chairman R. G,·aves. Also, the technical assistance of P. 13ernu
es and 
K. Weller proved to be invaluable. 
Specific reference material used in the preparation of this final repor
t is cited in 
each technical "ection. General references appear belo.v. 
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I, Introduction and SummaI'\, 
I..! SlTl'vIMARY 
Desi~n analyses and highlights of technical tra<ipoffs sllI'I'mlnding " I'adiomf'teI' 
configuration art:" dt·scribt"d in this sllllullary. Estimat~d ~T':-> \\"ill 1l1('l't antici-
pa t eel MASR n<'ed s, 
l\lASR study obipcth'es are to make technical tradeoffs, rleteI'minp feasibility, and 
isolate kpy tf'chnology arpas, These objectives WPI'e achie\',·d \\'ith in-cl"pth t<'ch-
noIngy SUr'\PPYS, concluding with a rf"ceh"er hal~rl\\'al·f' df'finitinn llf gllfficit'llt dc·tail 
to ailo\\' weight and power estimates ancl the pI'pparation of" pI'('liminary 
specification, 
The study revealed the importance of quasi-optical techniques to reduce feed, 
diplexer circuit, and local oscillator (LO) filter losses, It also indentified the 
nlixer as the" .:;oftest!t technology, including the lllixer configuration, 1l1ixer diodes, 
mixer-to- IF impedance match, mixer bandwidth, and mixer local oscillator, 
While the best state of the art mixer performance was reported to be sufficient 
to meet MASR requirements, typical performance is in general marginal. Con-
clusions are that MASR is feasible, ~ T (radiometer temperature resolution) 
rt.'qllirt·nH'nts gent' rally can bl' ~Lhie\·('d, quasi-optical dpsign tcchniqu('s art' 
rf'colnrnt~ndf'd, and 1l1ixt'l" d(,\'l'loptl1ent 111P'hodology will paCt' thr' progratn. 
program, 
This t<,chnicaI I'eport consists of sections on D('sign Analysis, Receh'P1' Design, 
and Antenna Intpdace: appendices d('al with tlH' MASR conc"pt, and optical design 
forn'lalisn1, referl"'nc{' averaging, and pl~npel~ties of tl'l.J.t(,l-iais _ Thf' following 
paragraphs summaJ'izp th" highlights of "ach s('ctioll, 
Design Analysis_ Radiot1lcter tetllpcrature l"c.'soiution is COll111HHliy t.~xpr('ssed as 
the n,inl111un, tenlpcrature diffcrcncL~ which l'an bl! ck:teci"ecl 
\vhf'rf' 
TS system noise tempeI'atllJ'(' 
R IF balldwidth 
T -: inte,gratiol1 titnf' 
From system analysis of the radiometer, it was determined th",t the effective 
sensitivity factor K of the raciiometer (normally K l for a Dicke switched sys-
tem) could be reduced to a value approaching 1.4, depending on the gain stability 
of the system, by using the technique of reference "v<'raging, The improvement 
in temperature resolution results by integrating the reference channel over a 
number of pi:·:el periods, where a pixel period equals the intcgr'ation time of l:'e 
signal channel. With practical limitations, impl'O\'PI11l'nt factor offered by r('f<'1'-
enee averaging is about equivalent to that achievable with a doublp Dicke (Graham's 
receiver) systen1, but does not require the complexity of two I"ec('i\'ers, 
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It is recommend "d that calibration of the radiometer receiver be p~rformed at the 
antenna feed with a movable reflecto r that periodically switch.:;~ the receiver input 
to a reference hot load and to cold space. The calib.oation accuracy expected is 
of the order of ± 1 0 K in all channels. The radiometer system calibration, including 
the main antenna, must be performed in the far fidd of the main antenna. Pos-
sible method!> of ",chitlving total radiometer system calibration are discussed in 
Topic 5.4. 
It is recommended that quasi-optical filters be used both for LO filters and for 
frequency multiplexing in MASR . Analytical techniques commonly used for optical 
system design were found to be advantageous; ray matrices and Gaussian beam 
formalism provide an e'<trenlely versatile dl'sign approach for quasi-optic2. 
Unconditional stability of the beam optical system assures negLgible loss Jue to 
diffraction and radiation from these open structures. Appendix B provides the 
fundamental reference work of Kogelnik and Li which details the mathematical 
formalism; Topic 3.7 sumnlarizes the work and illustrates its applicatio,o.s to 
quasi -optical systems. 
Appendix C presents an analysis that determines the effects of gain variation 
errors in a reference averaging radiometer and the maximum improvement 
achievable. This analysis shows that for ypical gain stability the K value can be 
reduced from K = 2 (Dicke case with squar e wave modulation and demodulation) 
to I< = 1.4. The analysis is summarized and r e sults pres ented in Topic 3.4 . 
A theoretical treatment of reference averaging was conducted which includes 
ge neral considerations of chopping frequency, asymmetrical chopping, and 
chopper trar>s ition effects. Because this work is highl y thea retica I a nd lengthy, 
it is included in Volume IV of this report . 
Another theoretical treatment was developed of chopper frequency selection in a 
reference averaging Dicke radiometer . One of the more significant results is 
that second detector low frequency noise (1 If), which is suppressed in a conven-
tional Dicke radiometer b y proper selection of chopper frequency, cannot be sup-
pressed in the same way in a reference a\'eraged system. Rather, the reference 
averaged system has a floor on the detector noise feedthrough. Becau.oe this 
analysis is highly theoretical and lengthy, it is alsu included in Volume IV. 
~eceiver Design. A tentative receiver subsystem block diagram is shown in 
]"igure I. The basic four-band radiometer receivE'r consists of a quasi-optical 
q ' ,adraplexer which separates the bands and directs the beams to separate feed 
horns and mixers. The 118 and 183 GHz mixers are n1atched into IF networks 
that provide IF channe l separation for the 11 temperature channels and s1..,< water 
vapor channels. The window bands at 104 and 140 GHz are amplified after mixing 
over nominal IF bandwidths of about I GHz and detected . A signal processing 
and control subsystem manages all functions, including the antenna drive, calibra-
tion control, chopper synchronization, a nd synchronous detection of the 19 r.\di-
ometer channels. In addition, the signal p rocessing and control subsystem 
provides the capability to perform reference averaging to enhance the performance 
of the radiometer. 
Radiometer temperature resolution or t:. T performance is a direct function of sys-
tem noise temperature. To facilitatl' the foHowing discussion, the contributing 
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factors are given in Table I, together with example values (or parameters 
each radiometer band and a computation of its respective system noise 
temperature. 
(or 
Mixer Tradeoff. The heart of the radiometer receiver is the low noise mixer. 
Reported mixer conversion loss and noise temperature data are scattered over 
a wide range of values for the frequencies of interest. It is obvious that con-
sistent mLxer performance will be achieved only with great effort. A recom-
mended approach is to begin nlixer development early and to build a selected 
inventory of mixers suitable for MASR. 
The quality of nlixer performance is conventionally expressed in terms of 
single-sideband noise temperature TMSSB and nlLxer conversion loss LM' 
Mixer performance is affected by the quality of the mLxer diode material, 
precision contacting, microwave circuit design, and impedance match for 
both tne signal input and IF output circuits. Further, it is also a function of 
the quality and level of local oscillator signal. Of all the factors influencing 
the r2.diometer system noise temperature, TIvlSSB is the term over which 
there is least control. State of the art values of TMSSB reported in the liter-
ature vary over a wide range. Figure 2 shows a number of denl0nstrated 
values. The solid line shows the probably minimum achie"able "alues 
expected, and also represents approximate MASR needs for the more difficlllt 
bands. 
Balanced lnixers have the desirable property of canceling LO nois e and are 
recommended for MASR to provide a degree of inlmunity to the noise generated 
by solid state LO sources such as IMPATTS. Waveguide balanced mixers arE' the 
recommended baseline design. However, conventional balanced ll1ixers at these 
frequencies are difficult to build. Subharmonically pumped mixers, a form of 
balanced mixer, also have LO noise cancellation properties. Further, these 
devices have the advantage of using a local oscillator at half the signal frequency. 
Quasi-Optical Balanced Mixer. This study has produced an alternate approach to 
achieving the noise cancellation effec~s of a balanced mixer with two single-ended 
mixers in a quasi-optical assembly (Fil;ure 3). The signal from the antenna is 
diplexed with a wire grid polarizer 1 and th" ;,83 GHz band is reflected by 90'. 
The signal polarization is upward (not shovm in figure) while the local oscillator 
polarization is in the plane (see Figure 3). Both signal and local oscillator 
encounter a rot"tion plane of 45 0 and are split by a second wire grid polarizer 2 
and directed to separate single-ended mixer mounts. The signal and LO fields 
are in phase in one mixer and out of phase In the other. Their electrical outputs 
combine in such a way as to cancel the dc and noise terms while the IF terms add 
in phase. This approach was determined to be unique and was reported as a new 
technology item. 
Local Oscillator Sources. It was determined that IMPATT and Gunn solid stale 
sources are available for use as local oscillators. IMPATTS produce sufficient 
power in all four bands but are noisy and must be filtered with about 40 dB of 
filtering over each band of frequencies, which for the J.83 GHz humidity band is~; 
±10 GHz from the center frequency. The basic approach to accommodating the ,~ 
IMPATT is to utilize balanced mixers, that provide about 20 dB of immunity to ~ 
the no;;,e, and Fabry Perot quasi-optical filters that provide at least another 25 dB 'j:, 
of filtering. 'The combined effects of the balanced mixer and quasi-optical filter!' 
provide sufficient margin to assure t11at a good low noise r;'dxer is achieved. " 
ii 
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TABLE 1. CONTRIBUTORS TO TSYSTEM 
TSYSTEM = Tp\ + (LF ·1) TO + LF T R 
TR 
1 
='2(TMSSB+LMTIF) 
T R = double sideband receiver temperature 
T A = antenna temperature 
Lr= = feed loss 
TO = feed temperature 
LM = mixer conversion loss 
TIF = IF noise temperature. 
FIF = IF noise figure 
System 183 GHz 140 GHz 118 GHz 
TA• oK 250 250 250 
LM·dB 8.5 6.5 5.0 
FIF·dB 5.0 3.0 3.5 
TMSSB' oK 2100 1100 600 
LM TIP oK 4438 1288 1135 
TR• OK 3269 1169 867 
LF·dB 0.5 1.0 1.0 
(LF'1) TO' OK 35 70 70 
TS' OK 3952 1823 1412 
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illustrated in the radiometer point design. Appropl'iately, optical desig
n 
techniques are fOU:ld to be powerful aids in achieving low loss designs of
 quasi-
optical devices and systems. A novel quasi-optical feed was disclosed (Figure 4) 
which separates the 183 GHz channel with a wh'e grid polarizer (element I) and 
separates the 118 GHz channel from the window channels with either a F
abry-
Perot or resonant grid optical filter (element 2). The antenna feed point is 
imaged at each of the foul' horns. Typical feed losses, including 0.25 dB
 for 
each horn, are given in Figure 4. 
FROM 
ANTENNA 
183 GHz 
(0,46 dB LOSS) 
",,"o"A IMAGE REAL ANTENNA FEEC POINT 
118 GHz 
10.85 dB LOSS) 
RELAY 
IMAGES 
140 GHz 
(095 dB LOSS) 
FIGURE 4. QUASI·OPTICAL FEED SCHEMATIC 
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I. Introduction a nd Summa ry 
1.3 RECOMMENUlW RADIOMETER CONFIGURATION 
The present study effort has resulted in the sel ection of an overall configuration which offers excellent theoretical performance and affords the least technical risk. 
Millimeter wave technology status offers several approaches to MASR, each having 
"softness" but all are currently under rapid developnlen .. A preferred technical approach is difficult at present, but several configurations call meet MASR require-ments. The study effort has resulted in the selection of a tentative configuration which appears to have least technical risk. Technology advances in alternate approaches could change the selection but the present design serves as a model to estimate weight, power, size, and cost of the flight instI·ument. 
The baseline approach util izes balanced mixers in all bands. IMPATT local oscillators with quasi-optical filtel's are recommended for 118, 140, and 183 GHz bands, while a TEO oscillator/d<)ubler is recommended f<)r the 104 GH7, band. Quasi-<)ptical demultiplexers are recommended in the form <)f band dropping mirrors for the 183, 140, and 118 GH7, bands. These dropping mirrors are either wire grid polarizers, resonant grid dichroic mirrors, <)1' Fabry-Perot filters. An isometric \'lew of the opt<)mechanical assembly is shown in Figure I. The incom-ing beam from the antenna reaches a minimum beanl waist at the calibration sub-reflect<)r mirrllr, then focussed sharply to the chopper plane and rec<)l1imated by a matched off-axis mirror. The bealTI is formed and directed through a series of band dropping mirrors and to the balancerl mixers fllr each band. The local oscillator signals are cllmbined with the signal and [F outputs are rlirected the respecth'e IF networks. 
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2. Recommended Radiometer Configuration 
2. 1 PERFORMANCE ESTIMATES 
Tables 1 through 3 are performance estimates for the four radiometric bands 
base<:! on state of the art technologies with modest improvements anticipated. 
TABLE 1. PERFORMANCE ESTIMATES FOR 11SGHz BAND 
• 
AT 
Channel flF, BIF, FIF. TIF, 
Number MHz MHz dB oK Goal Dicke (K· 2) Reference A,erage (K = 1.4) 
-
T·l 3590 1000 3.3 330 0.2 0.06 0.04 
T·2 1930 700 3.3 330 0.2 0.08 0.06 
T·3 1140 400 3.5 359 0.2 0.11 0.08 
T-4 740 287 3.5 359 0.2 0.14 0.10 
T·5 490 212 3.5 359 0.2 0.16 0.11 
T·!! 315 137 3.0 290 0.2 0.18 0.13 
T·7 200 92 3.0 290 0.2 0.22 0.16 
"·8 t:l5 57 3.0 290 0.2 0.27 0.19 , 
T·9 80 32 2.5 225 0.2 0.34 0.24 
T·l0 52.6 22 2.5 225 0.2 0.41) 0.29 
T· l1 30 22 2.~ 226 0.2 O.4,~ 0.29 
Average 0.2 0.21 0.15 , 
Cent:er frequijncy 118.75 GHz 
Mixer Waveguide balanced 
Mixer temperalUre, T MSSB 11000 K 
5dB 
'" ~ 
Col 
~ 
.. 
Mixer conversion loss, Lm 
Local oscillator IMPATT I ~' 
Local oscillator filter Fabry·Perot parallel plata 
Total IF bandwidth 19 to 4090 MHz 
I, I F filter Tripl.xer/g way power divider 
Feed 10$$ 1 dB 
Antenna temp9rature 2500 K /: 
I nt.gration time 1.55 sec 
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Channel 
Number 
H·l 
H·2 
H·3 
H·4 
H·5 
H·6 
TABLE 2. PERFORMANCE ESTIMATES FOR 183 GHz BAND 
Ll.T flF, BIF, FIF, TIF, 
GHz GHz dB oK Goal Dicke (K = 2) Reference Average (K ~ 1.4) 
8.625 2.5 5.5 738 0.2 0.18 0.13 
6.25 2.5 5.1 648 0.2 0.16 0.11 
4.375 1.25 5.3 692 0.2 0.24 0.17 
3.125 1.25 4.9 606 0.2 0.22 0.16 
1.875 1.25 4.3 490 0.2 0.19 0.14 
0.9375 0.625 3.7 389 0.2 0.24 0.17 
Average 0.2 0.21 0.15 
Center frequency 183.30 GHz 
Mixer Waveguide balanced 
Mixer temperature, T MSSB 21000 K 
Mixer conversion loss, Lm 8.5 dB 
Local oscillator IMPATT 
Local oscillator filter Fabry·Perot parallel plate 
IF bandwidth 0.625 - 10 GHz 
I F filter network Cascaded diplexers 
Feed loss, LF 0.5dB 
Antenna temperature, T A 2500 K 
Integration time 1.0 sec 
2-3 
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TABLE 3. PERFORMANCE ESTIMATES FOR 104 AND 140 GHz BANDS 
AT Channel fiF. BIF. FIF. TIF. 
• Number MHz MHz dB oK Goal Dicke (K = 2) Reference Average (K = 1.4) 
W·l 500 1000 3.0 290 0.2 0.05 0.04 
W-2 500 1000 3.0 290 0.2 O.OB 0.06 
W·l centerfrequency 104 GHz 
W·2 center frequency 140 GHz 
Mixers WaveQuirlp. halanced 
Mixer temperature. T MSSB 
W·l 6000 K 
W·2 6000 K 
I! 
Mixer conversion loss, Lm 
W·l 5dS 
W·2 6.5 dB 
Local oscillator 
W·l Gunn doubler 
W·2 IMPATT 
r 
Local oscillator filter 
W·l Waveguide 
W·2 Fabry.Perot parallel plate 
Total I F bandwidth. each band 1 GHz 
Feed loss. each band 0.95 dB 
Antenna temperature, T A 2500 K 
Integrati.Jn time 
W·! 1.76 sec 
W·2 1.31 sec 
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2. Recommended Radiometer Configuration 
2. 2 RADIOMETER MECHANICAL SUBSYSTEM 
The mechanical subsystem is designed to be accommodated in the main dish 
structure of the antenna. The receiver assembly is contained in a package 16 by 
16 by 32 inches. 
'" 
The l·eceiver mechanical assembly includes a structural frame, pivoted mirror 
for calibration, chopper wheel, hot reference load, demultiplexer, and the four 
:radiometer receivers. Suggested layouts are shown in Figures land 2. The 
pivoted calibration mirror iE' shown in position to illuminate the subreflector of 
the antenna. The mirror is also capable of pointing at the hot refel'ence load and 
at cold space. The chopper wheel assembly is shown in greater detail in Figure 2. 
The mirror is an off-axis parabola, bringing the incoming beam from the antenna 
to a sharp focus at a point where the chopper wheel intersects the beam. The 
beam waist at focus is 3.6 mm to the 99 percent truncation points. Since the 
chopper wheel circumference is about 300 mm, the chopper rise and fall transi-
tion ratios are given by 
RRISE/FALL = 3.6 150 
= 2.4% 
Another parabolic segment is matched to the pivoted calibration mirror in such a 
way as to minimize aberrations. The beam is recollimated and directed to the 
quasi-optical demultiplexer and then to the separate mixers. Figure 1 shows the 
use of IMPATTS as local oscillators for three bands and a Gunn for the fourth 
band to illustrate the two available options. Access to the main antenna focus is 
through a cylindrical space 24 inches in diameter and 36 inches deep (Figures 3 
and 4). The surface of the main parabola is provided with a 25 cm diameter cir-
cular hole that allows the beam from the antenna to come to focus at a point 16 em 
behind the parabolic surface. When located in position, the pivoted subreflector 
of the receiver lies approximately at the focus of the antenna. A hole will be 
located in the antenna structure to allow the pivoted calibration subreflector to 
look at cold space. 
The receiver mechanical subsystem occupies only one quadrant of the available 
space in the rear of the antenna, although the structure extends several inches 
into the other quadrants to accommodate a syrnmetl'ical axial beam. 
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2. Recommended Radiometer Configuration 
2.3 MASR WEIGHT AND POWER REQUIREMENTS 
The weight, power, and thermal/mechanical interface data of the MASR payload 
are tabulated in Table 1. 
TABLE 1. PAYLOAD WEIGHT AND POWER REQUIREMENTS 
r-------------------------------------------,~ o 
Weight Tabulation, Ib 
Optomechanical subsystem 
183 GHz receiver subsystem 
15.5 
4.2 
118 GHz receiver subsystem 3.7 
104/140 GHz receiver subsystem 1.8 
Signal processing subsystem 1.0 
Miscellaneous electronics 1.4 
Cables and conroect"rs 4.6 
Chassis 18.0 
Total MASR weight estimate, Ib 50.2 
Power Tabulation, W 
Chopper drive 
Calibration mirror drive 
Local oscillator sources 
I F amplifiers 
Signal processing 
5 
i5 
45.3 
3,2 
13.2 
o 
Power conditioning 16.3 14.3 
Total power required, W 
Package Dimensions, in. 
Thermal Load, W 
2-10 
98.0 max 81.0 min 
16x14x32 
81 to 98 
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REFERENCE AVERAGING 
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3. Design Analysis 
3.1 MASR CONCEPT 
Microwave sounding consists of meaSl'ring at selected h-equencies the brightn
ess 
temperature of pas llive microwave radiation emitted by the earth's atmospher
e 
and surface. Brightness versus frequency near an absorption line yields tem
per-
ature information as a function of altitude. 
The basic equation that relates the brightness temperature of the earth's outg
oing 
radiation to the atmospheric parameters is the microwave radiatiVe! transfer 
equation. (See Appendix A.) The physics of radiative transfer invt)lve: 1) surface 
radiant emission attenuated by the atmosphere; Z) summatiQn of {OmiHions from 
all the layers of the atmospheric column (see Figure 1) attenuat~d by the tnter-
vening atmosphere between the layer and outer space; and 3) reflections by the 
surface of the earth which contribute to the outgoing radiation. In temperatur
e 
sounding, the brightness versus frequency is measured near the oxygen absor
ption 
line at 118 GHz and the temperature profile is ill:erred from the radiative tra
nsfer 
equation. In humidity sounding, brightnes s versus frequency is measured ne
ar the 
183 GHz HZO line, comparing the resulting temperature profile with that obta
ined 
from the oxygen line. Relative humidity as a function of altitude is thereby 
determined. Figure I give!s a functional flow diagram for the sounding system
. 
The radiometer measures directly the antenna temperaturE' given by 
where G(f, e, <1» is the antenna gain function. The calibration of brightness temper-
ature TB against antenna temperature TA is done empirically since calculated
 
calibrations based on the antenna gain function are generally inaccurate. 
At a given frequency difference from line center, the observ d brightness tem
-
perature is dominated by a c()rresponding layer of the atmosphere. For example, 
the oxygen line center is J 18. 7 GHz and measurements at this frequency ar 
dominated by gases in the upper atmosphere above ZO km. However, at J 18. 
ZZ GHz 
the measurement is dominated by gas at 9 km altitude. The composite weight
ings 
for a number )f frequencies near the absorption line will thereby yield information 
about temperature as a function of altitude. 
Appendix A presents a more detailed physical analysis of the MASR concept. 
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3. Design Analysis 
3.2 Noise Temperature 
3.2.1 SYSTEM NOISE TEMPERATURE 
The sensitivity (temperature resolution) of a radiometer is dependent on the 
systenl noise temperature. A discussion of system noise temperature, 
con-
sistent with convention, is pl·esented . 
The receiver noise temperature TR is the temperature to which the sou
rce 
resistance of an otherwise noiseless receiver must be heated to generate
 the noise 
actually pl'oduced by a physical and noisy receiver connected to an ideali
z.ed noise-
less source. It therefore l'epresents the noise generated within the rece
iver 
referred to its input port. 
The system temperature TS is the sum of TR and the antenna temperatur
e TA. 
T A results from collected signal energy and is fixed by the average tem
perature 
of the earth at about 250 o K. TR is composed of contributions from the m
ixel' and 
IF, and for a single sideband system 
T MSSB represents all 
sources of intl'rnally genel'ated lTIixl'r noise at signal, 
ilTIage, and IF frequencies referred to the mixer signal input. TIF is th
e noise 
temperature of the IF stage, and is multiplied by the mixel' signal conve
rsion loss 
LM· 
Itl a single sideband receiver system (see Figure I) where the iInage sideballd 
is rejected, all sourc"s of internally generated receiver noise arC' referred to 
the mixer signal input and the system temperature 
Physically, image rejection can be ilTIplemented using a sharp RF filter at the 
mixer input. 
In a double sideband receiver used in the MASR radiometE'l', signal is re
ceived in 
both the signal and ilTIage channels which havE' similar characteristics (TIM = TA 
and LIM - LM) (see Figure I I. The amount of internally generated receiver llOise 
is the same as in the Single sideband .case, but now its effect is divided b
etween 
two signal channels with the result thatll ) 
I 
= 2: T RSSB 
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Feed losses between the antenna and the mixer raise the system noise telnpel'ature 
by attenuating the signal and by emitting noise. For equal signal and image chan-
nel losses L F , the system telnperature becomes(2) 
where To is the physical telnperatul'e of the lossy element. FOl' To = 290°1(, 
about 7 oK noise is emitted for each O. 1 dB loss. The factor LF also multiplies 
the l'eceiver noise temperatul'e, which l'eS~\lts in an added contribution for the 
highest frequency channels of 
1. 023 - 1 (4000 OK) = 47 OK 
2 
Thus, each O. 1 dB loss between the antenna and mixer adds appl'oximately 54°K 
to the system noise ten"lperature. 
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SINGLE CHANNEL 
TS = TA + TMSSB 
+ LM T'F 
DOUBLE·CHANNEL 
RADIOMETER 
1 
TS:::: T A +"2 
(T MSS6 + LM T 1F) 
TIM TA 
LIM"" LM 
WITH FEED LOSSES 
TS = TA + (LF -1ITO 
LF 
+ 2'" (TMSSB + LM T 1F ' 
SHORTED 
IMAGE cHANNEL 
(LF,S = FEED LOSS FOR SIGNAL CHANNEL 
(LF'I • FEED LOSS FOR IMAGE CHANNEL 
T A ANTENNA TEMPERATURE FOR SIGNAL CHANNEL 
TIM • ANTENNA TEMPERATURE FOR IMAGE CHANNEL 
FIGURE 1. MIXER MOPEL EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS 
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3 •. 2 Noise Tem.perature 
3.2.2 MIXER NOISE TEMPERATURE 
A millimeter 'Wave diode mixer can be characterized by its conversion loss LM and its equivalent input noise temperatul'e TMSSB' Experiment shows that simple mixer models relating the properties of a diode mixel' to those of passive devices have limited usefulness. 
Neglecting feed losses, the system temperature of a double sideband receiver was s.hown to be 
TMSSB adds directly to system temperature while LM multiplies the IF noise tem-perature TIF. In the l1igh:frequency MASR channels these two contl'ibutions to TS are of compara?Je size. 
TMSSB can be determined using the relationship for receiver noise temperature 
and measul'ing TR, LM, and TIF. Rapid and accurate techniques for measuri11g mixer pel'formance have been developed. (1) 
An alternate characterization of mixer performance is the mixel' output noise tem-perature ratio t, defined as the ratio of the mixel' output noise temperature to its physical temperature when both the signal and image channels are tel'lninated at To .( 1) When LM = LIM 
tT 
o 
A similar concept is that of diode noise temperatul'e Tn' defined as the physical temperature of an attenuator having insertion loss LM and LIM at the signal and image floequencies and producing the same output tempel'ature as the mixer(2) 
Tout = t To = :~ + L:~ + (LM - 1 -~I:)Tn 
ForLM = LIM 
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For fixed values of t or TD, these mixer characterizations imply similar 
relationships between TMSSB ana L M , and it is tempting to use thes(:, relationships in a tradeoff study. However, data taken with a mixer operating at 87 GHz and at 
115 GHz show that these simple models do not adequately describe mixer oper-
ation. (3) From Figure 1 the data taken at 87 GHz agrees with the mixer noise 
temperature ratio mod€l, but data at 115 GHz bears no resemblance to the per-
formance predicted by the simple model. 
Attempts to relate LM and T MSSB using a simple model of the millimeter wave 
mixer are unproductive due to the complex nature of the noise and mixing pro-
cesses. LM and TMSSB must both be considered i, evaluating mixer performance. 
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. 3.2.3 IF CONTRIBUTION TO NOISE. TEMPERATURE 
C:;oritri'hutidrts to the system noise temperature from the IF are determined by the mixer conversion loss as well as the effective noise temperature of the IF network. 
The system noise temperature for a radiometer (DSB) was shown to be 
It can be seen from the above relation that the contribution to the system noise from the IF is deperldent on the conversion loss. The receiver noise temperature is 
1 
= '2 (TMSSB + LM TIF) 
and 
Now the IF contribution to the receiver noise temperature is simply LMTIF, and is dimensionally equivalent to TMSSB ' LMTIF is plotted in Figure 1 fOl: four values of IF noise temperature as a [unction of conversion loss. It should be emphasized that the contribution to the system noise telTlperature [01' a radiometer application is just half of the plotted values. 
The IF noise temperature is generally dOlTlinated by the noise figure of the first stage of the IF alTlplifier. When the gain of the first stage is high and is followed by another stage of gain with reasonably low noise figure, the above rule holds. However, in the proposed radiometer application, the IF may consist of a network of low gain alTlplifiers and filter banks where the overall effective nolo,,,, tetnpera-ture is not entirely determined by the noise figure of the first stage. Figure 2 illustrates one pos sible IF network where the first stage alTlplifier is a low gain, broadband amplifier, followed by a delTlultiplexing filter bank where each band is then alTlplified separately. Let the noise figure of the first stage be FA and that of the postamplifiers be FBX, where X is the individual demultiplexed band. A filter loss of LX is introduced for the Xth band. The noise figure for the network is given by 
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and the noise temperature is 
= (F AB - 1) TO 
= 
where aTE is the excess noise temperature of the network over and above the 
nois e t e mperature of the first s tage. Values of e xcess noise temperature are 
plott e d a s a function of the gain-to-loss ratio of the first stage gain and filter loss 
for a s econd stage a mplifie r noise fi gure of 2. 
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3. D.,,,ign Analysis 
3,3 RADIOMETER AT PERFORMANCE PARAMETRIC TRADEOFFS 
Radiometel' AT performance is directly propol'tional to the systen'l lloise 
ten'lpel'attll'e. Typical values of TS are esti=ated f01' the foul' radiometric ballds 
and their dependence on feed and n'lixel." comrersion losses, alld IF lloise te=-
perature are analyzed. 
The temperature 1'esolution of the Dicke radion'leter can be w1'itten 
AT 
where B is the 1'eceivel' bandwidth and T is the radi0l1'leter integration time. Since 
the radiomete1' performance dil'ectly depends on TS' it is instructive to exanline 
the term closely. System noise ten'lperatures f01' the foul' radiOlnetric bands can 
be calculated from the expression developed in Topic 3.2. Cel'tain assUlnptions 
l'l'lust be made such as antenna noise tenlperature, lnixer conversion loss, IF noise 
figure, and feed losses. Figure 1 lists tentative calcul<l:ted values. 
The dependence of system lloise temperatures and radiomett'ic AT upon the included 
pal'ameters can be analyzed by exanlining the partial derivatives of TS with l'espect 
to the various paranleters. Fron'l the genel'al expression for sysel'h noise . 
tempe ratur e 
we have 
The relative magnitudes of the partial dedvatives tells which pal'ameters are 11'l0st 
important in achieving and maintaining a ':.ow noise tempel'atul'e.Takhlg a parti-
cular example of the 183 GHz band and the pal'amete1' values given ill Figure 1, 
the pal'tial derivatives and their nUlnerical values are 
3-12. 
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aTs 
aLF 
aTs 
aFIF 
aTs 
aLM 
aFMSSB 
T 
= T +~ = 3818 0 o 2 
LF 
= TLMTo = 1152° 
LF 
393 0 =TTIF = 
LF 
= -T 2 0 = 163
0 
In two of the expressions, noise figures were used instead of noise temperatures 
to make all of the expressions dimensionally equivalent. The results indicate that 
feed losses are of greatest importance, followed by IF noise figure, mixer con-
version loss, and mixer noise figure. 
It should be emphasized that these expression al'e for sn'lall in~remental effects, 
Large changes in pal'ameters, such as 3 dB increments, give substantially dif-
ferent l'esll1ts. FigUl'e 1 illustrates how the LI. T values fOl' the 183 GHz band change 
for a i"'g.' (3 dB) change in mixer conversion loss, IF noise figure, and feed 
losse,;.. 1n the left column of Figure I, the LI. T goals are listed for the six H20 
channd;:: ;n 'the: right columns the calculated values of LI. T are listed for each of 
three valne,; , ~ mixer conversion loss, The value of L~{ = 8,5 dB is selected as 
typical. in the next group of computations, the effects of increas~ng the IF noise 
figure are listed, In the final grouping of computations, the effects of increased 
feed losses are shown, 
Conclusions are that in striving to 'l.chieve ultil1'late performance, feed losses have 
the greatest incl'emental effect. However, gross changes in any of the pal'an'leters 
have almost a direct effect on perforn'lance, 
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AT 
F'F T'F B'F LF GOAL 
0.2 6.5 739 2.5 0.6 
0.2 5.1 64B 2.5 0.5 
0,2 5.3 693 1.25 0.5 
0.2 4.9 606 1.25 0.5 
0.2 4.3 491 1.25 0.5 
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~ 
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8.3 1671 
7.9 149B 
7,3 1267 
6.7 1066 ~ 
6,6 
5.1 
6,3 
4.9 
4,3 
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l!.T = RADIOMETER SENSITIVITY 
F'F IF NOISE FIGURE" dB 
T'F IF NOISE TEMPERATURE, oK 
LF FeeD LOSS, dB 
LM = MIXER CONVERSION LOSS, dB 
B'F = IF BANDWI DTH, GHz 
TA 2500K 
TMSSB 21DOoK 
K = 1.4 (REFERENCE AVERAGING) 
AT KTs 
= ,; SIFT 
LF 
TS=TA + (LF -1) To + _(TMSSS + LM T 1F) 
2 
3.6 
3.5 
3.5 
3.5 
3.5 
3.6 
AT FOR 
LM=7 LM =B.5 
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Dc ign Analysis 
J,·l R ' FERENCE AVERA ,]N ; 
Rl'fcl'cn c av I'aging an redu 'c lhe Di k radiol11C'le,'.l' f cl " fr m 2 to -ome 
valu!' of thc order 1,3 lo I, (, d<'pending o n chopping [,' tion ilnd g< in stabi lit A 
slIml1,ary of the d tailcd ana l ysis g ivcn in App"ndix B a pp a,'s bel w , 
The temp(,.I'il ul' e 1'('S lulion of a !'aeliomcte,' is I l"'mined by c"rors ft' m lwo 
SO Ul' S! 1) random nll lnalions i nh l' 'n l in lh' squ" "(' law ddt' Li n of noise' 
power in a frequency band and l) tcmp r a l \'ariati n iJ: gain, Th, LI S uf " l'('fe r-
en '" avcI'aginA" to Imp1' VI' il Dicke radionwter, first prop sl'd by Brel'tl l' an 1 
Prin ce , (I) has the eIf" t of redu inA o nly Ihl' [i,'sL t 'P l' of e!'l'01'S, Th t hniqu,' 
reduce ' th(' \'arian (' in the ,'('I' 1'en(' <' volt ge by in ,' caSing its int Bration tim 
fa !' poslelel" lion smoothing, which leads 10 a de rl'ase in th o \' c1'a ll varian e of 
the differential ulput voIlag", 1n a swi l hin" r adiol1lelc' j' wilh ~ O percent duty 
e l e instead of intcg,'aling 0 \ ' ('1' one- h alf ('he dwell lim ITp) fo" a l'l'SOll.liil)n 
cl "n'lent o r "pixcl, " w(, an integrate' o\' 'J" NTp/l by aye' l" ... gil1g th{' I" [('1'''''11 C" sanl -
ples in N cons" utiv(' pix('ls, Hef 1' (' n c av('ragi n g n be impl mcnt('d using a 
digital sign ! pro ssor tu slo.l' lhe requi!'cd signa) and rcie"l'nel' data, a "d to 
pcrfo1'm the n ssary an'raging nlln.cri ll y, u h n xt·nsion of i nteg r ation 
tin.e is p ssible f !' thc referen sampl es becaus e th ref rence t mpc1'atu1'e is 
cs ntially c nsta nt, whereas f r th ant nna sampl '5 thc integration time must b 
limited to Tp/2 to r so l ve the \'aria li n of Sene temperatu!'c from pixe l to pixel. 
For thi case, the. nlenna t mperature ('1'1'01' 6TAn du' sold y I· det t' tor 
fluctions is given in Lhe Br(,111('" a l1d Princ(' rep rl. 1_) 
aT = -.....!::.-, 1, = An (I ) 
whel'c l' is the sysl 111 nuisl' t Cl11p<' ra[II"(', B is lIw IF or lH'Nl<'l(' tion bandwidth , 
Tp is th pix('1 dwell tim!', N is th e J1l1mlH'r of pixe l s Vl' r whkh the ref,' r"n l' 
samples arl' averag" I, and to; is the radi mdl' r sCl1sili\'itc fa tor , In Equation I, 
squal''' wa\'c m dulalion nnd detl' lion aI'!' assum .. d, 
To d termi n ' how l arAe N sh uld be a nd to ('stim. lc Ll", p<,ssible impro\'ement, a 
det ilcd sludy waS m , de' to und,'r ' land how rderen" averaging aHe t s gail1 \ '<1 1'[-
ability Cl'!' rs ( ce Appen dix B), W d<'ri\'('d thl' fo llowin g xpr"sslOn fo,' th 
ant~nna ten1l?cl'atUl"e Ct'!'?!' 6TAg d~L' to ga in Vc l'i~liul1 in l'l"'["'J'f'l1 (' a\'cragil1g 
radl meter f r sy m11'H' tl'lcal hoppIng Co: ncl a\'C'J'ngulg 
bT A g = 
! 
G t _l 
(l) 
where is lhe a\'l'ragl' of the timc val' ' ing g in .(1) within a pix<,l dwell lime: TA. 
TO, nd Tn. ;.. J' thC' a nlenna, Di 1 C" 1'("[\'1'(\11 C' , and J'e -'ivcr nu isC' lC'J11.pe r alul" ' So 
resp tiv I , \'N is an inl"g.'a! in"ol"in):! (I) ddined as 
/ 
'NT 
l' 
(I)G(t)dt 
-1 
( ) 
, 
I 
l 
! 
( 
\ 
I 
I 
{ 
I 
I 
I 
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r 3. Design Anal ys is 
3 . 5 RADIOMETER CALIBRATION 
Radiometer cal ibration accuracy, exclusive of the antenna, is better than :1:1 oK in 
all channe l s . 
The accuracy with which remote temperature can b e radiometricall y measured is 
depe ndent on radiometer calibration accurac y, radiometer linearity, and size and 
rate of va riations in radiomete r gain, 1I0i se leve l, and b a ndwidth during the time 
interval between calibration and data coll ection. The calibration accuracy is 
e xamined below . 
The dc component of the radi ometr ic output may be represented by 
v = a + bT + cT Z 
x x x + .... 
w h e r e a and b r e p resent the dc bias and gain constants of the l:adiometric receiver 
a nd T is the input temp e r atul· e to the radion1e-ter . Nonlinear terms cTx Z, etc ., 
should b e negligible . The radiometer wi ll be carefully tested for linearity befo re 
l aunch and any required corrections will be determined . (I) 
Let Ta rep resent the antenna temp e r ature ,,,hen the antenna i s viewing the earth, 
T I the antenna temperatu r e when the antenna i s viewin g cold space , and TZ the 
temperature of the hot reference load. Given the output voltage for these three 
situations , the dntenna temperature is 
T 
a 
From thi s and the linear r e l ationship between voltage o u tput and input temperature , 
the sensitivity of Ta to errors in T Z and TI may be w ritten 
8T 
a 
8 T Z 
Exan"lination of this equation shows that the sensitivity to erro ,·S in T) is propor-
tiona I to TZ - T a , a nd the term vanishes when TZ = Ta. Errors du e to uncertainty 
in measuring the radiometer output voltage b ecause of analog -tn - dig ital quanti-
zation a nd nonlinearity will be smaller than th e radiometer 8 T and can b e 
ne gl ected . 
Radiation at cold space and hot refer ence temperatures is refl ec ted into the feed 
u sin g a movable calibration mirror (Figures I and Z) . The tempe r ature of cold 
space is known and the efficiency of the cold look calibr'ltion will be measured 
before launch. 
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EPISCOTISTER 
SURFACE 
I freq\len i s , b ," 10 IH 7. , th l"a,di n1etl'i t mp ratl:'," s al und rgo s a 
n stant dep'"CS i n in 'to I u t i n t Lbe ph si n l temp loahll" S a l e, and at t mp ra -
Ilues bel \\' nb utlOOKi n ntine " l' (see Figur ) " This b hnvior is du to 
inn \11' a i 5 i 1'\ the R n rl i h-J ans approximnti n t P l a nck ' radinti n law 
I", ' f( hOI T ) dt" • I TB 
= \." xp(hC/kT)- 1 = 
whl're 
= l'adL .. tion p w r mit d b y mat h d 10 d 
k = it m 1'1 15 nst nt 
h = k' s o n t nt 
T = t mp r ntul'e 
f = [re quen 
= bandwidth f int rC t 
in \\" calibrate \lr S sl m u si ng a the rmal mit r, w nr nlibrating to th 
ph 'sicnl t m p r tur s , I f r I mp rnlur s b v lO OK. H w -v r, blow 10 0r.:: 
the n pI r n lin nl" t mp ralur s a l i s no long r "alid, nd at JR GHz, th 
z 1"0 r dinli n corres p ond t a li t mperntur II [.} " 1 0 K n ur scal " Th l' for, 
f r . libr,lion purp ses w assig n a t mperatur T ) to cold spnc of " . Z°1.:: wh nit 
radiatin at a Ra rl igh-J ans rodi metri temperature of O. 1 0 K" 
Th radi m t r Iib," u ion pr o dur requi,"~ - th u e f a hi h misshrit n~icro­
wa" b orb rat nn a urat I " kn wn t mperatur t provid a h t r f r nc . T 
nchi v the requi r d p rf r man , Br wster angl imp danc matching techniqu s 
d - ,"e l p d by Ri hard Iwnsaki at th J t ropul i n Lab r at ,. are " d . (Z) 
T h e h t ta rgat is f ddg de sign, u ing an ir n fill - d, high di J ctric ns ant 
p x absorb r i cast dir tl onto a11 Illuminum ba plate (Fi gUl· 4) " Basepla e 
fins pr trudi nj:( into the nbsorbi n n~o l rial nr us d to d cr a t mpe ra tur 
radi nt fr m the ti p to th r ot f th ridg P latinum r i sta11c ensor~ 
ac Ul"nt to ±O. 1 OK ar u ed to n~onitol· ta '·g t t~mp ratur • 
Th B,"ewst r angl [or th hi h di I tric c n sta nt mPot rial u d i r la t iv I y 
ind p nd nt of fr qu ncy, all wing the a b orb r t b u cd fo,· calibration ov r 
wid fr quen y r ng s . 
Th'm a ur .. d mis " , it of tho alibr ti n t r t built for us - in Nimbus-F by 
JPL was per nt. 
A Di k 
efI t 
l'ndi m tel' us in g h pp~l' ",h I r feren clad i u ed to r du 
I m 1l val·, ti ns in r di n~ t ,. pel·f rn, neb tw <,n alibration 
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To calculate an estimate of MASR radiometer temperature accuracy, the root sum 
of the squares o f e _'rors in TA due to estimate d uncertanty in the calib rati on tem-
peratur es and due to the radiometer {),. T will be taken. 
T h e temperature of cold spac e is known, but uncertanty in the efficiency of the 
cold look aperture will introduce some e rro r 
T I = -!. 0 ±2 oK 
Radiometer {),. T = 0. ;: oK 
{)"T 2 
A 
[ 2 2JI/2 ° Il.T A = (0.34) + (0.2) = 0 . 39 · K 
The emiEsivity of the hot absorber will be >99 percent, the temperature will be 
monitored to ±O. 1 °1< , a nd t emperatur e gradi e nts wi ll be <0.2 oK. 
T 2 = -300 ±O. 5 oK 
Il.TA = 0.47°K 
Th e tota l uncertainty in T includes contributions f r o m e rro rs in the two cal-
ibration temperatures an"l'a contribution from the radiometer Il.T 
Radiometer calibration accuracy better than 1 0 K can be expec t e d in all channels. 
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3 . Design Analysis 
3. 6 QUASI - OPTICAL DESIGN FORMALISM 
Design forma lism using ray matrices and Guaus·sian beam illumination profil es 
provide an extremel y versatile design approach to quasi-optical systems. Uncon-
diti<>na l stability of the system assures negligible loss due to diffraction and 
rad iation fr01TI quasi-optica l open structures. 
Quasi-optical structures are preferred over waveguide structures for dipl exer 
filters, local oscillator filters, a nd genera l signal management because of inherent 
higher Qs ;.nd lower losses of the structures . Conventional optical design tech -
niques are applicable which may include extreme geom etries and arbitrary illumi -
nation . However, with son1e qualification s (paraxial rays and Gaus sian illumina-
tion) great simplification of design can be achieved . The methods described were 
developed by H . Kogelnik and T . Li as a means of simplifying the description and 
design of las r r esonators. " A summary of the Koge lnik and Li paper is gh-en 
below . 
Ray Matrices . The passage of para..xial rays through linear optical structures can 
be described by ray transfer matrices • • ara..xial rays are rays that have small 
slopes with respect to the optic a..xis . For a -given position along the z - a..xis 
(propagation axis), the ray is characterized by its distance r f rom the optic 
(z)-a..xis, and by its angle Or s lope r' with respect to that axis (see Figure 1) . The 
r ay matrix, or ABCD matrix, relates the input q uantities rl and rl' to the output 
quantities r2 and r2' by 
Each element of a ray matrix has physical s igni.Iicance 
A = lateral magnUication 
13 = e q uivalent length 
C = equivalent foca l 
1 length, - [ 
D = angular n1agnification_ 
The principal planes are given by 
h] = (D-l )/ C 
h2 = (A-l )/ C 
,-------------, ~ ~(~ '2 ~I~_ ~ I '1 I 1 -I 1---I 1 I I I BLACK BOX : I L _
_
 L _
_
_
_
 ~ __ __1 t_h1-~ PR'NC'PAL ~h2-t INPUT PLANES OUTPUT PLANE 
PLANE 
FIGURE 1. RAY MATRIX DIAGRAM 
"-,
See AppendLx C, Herwig Kogelnik a nd Tingye Li, Applied Optics, 5, p ]550, 
October 1966. 
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Ray matl-ic s a r unin odular, that is, their d t rminants equal unity . Thus, a 
ray matrLx 1-.''£5 o[ ~mp ex optical tructures is built up by cascading matric 5 o f 
indiv idua l I ments Mi ~ 
1-.1i = [ : : 1 DET 
D E T M. " ] 
1 
1-
1 
L = 1 
1 
Ray matl-i es [or (our cOmmOn optical I ITl nts a re given in Figure 2 . 
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Gaussian Beams. Gaussian beams satisfy the scalar wave e quation a n
d, in many 
respects, behave similarly to uniform plane waves. However, their in
tensity 
distributions are not uniform but are concentrated near the axis of prop
agation, 
and their phase fronts are slightly curved. Gaus sian beams are mathe
matically 
tractable and physicall "{ reasonable. For example, fields emitted by lasers are 
Gaussian; TEM waves in cylindrically symmetric waveguides and HEll
 modes in 
any waveguide are very nearly Gaussian. Fields produced by scalar h
orns can be 
tailored to approximate Gaussian illumination patterns . A typical Gau
ssian illumi-
nation profile is illustrated in Figure 3 . 
1) Beam Radius. The width of the beam is measured by the "beam radius " 
w, defined as the distance at which the field amplitude is lIe times tha
t on axis. 
2i Bea.1J Expansion . A Gaus sian beam contracts to a minimum diameter 
2wo at the beam waist where the phase front is a plane . The beam expa
nds with 
the distance z from the waist a ccording to 
The resulting beam contour w(z) is illustrated in the Figure 3 . 
fraction angle e is given by 
e = A/Trw 
o 
The radius of curvature R of the wavefront changes according to 
The far fie Id dif-
As the beam propagates, R varies from infinity at the waist to a minim
um of 
R = 2Trw 2 fA 
o 
at 
2 
z = TrW II.. o 
and approaches z asymptotically. Also, the beam experiences a phase
 shift e 
relative to an ideal uniform plane wave given by 
-1 I 2 e = tan (Az TrW ) o 
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3) Complex Beam Paramete r . The real beam parameters wand Rare 
used to define ~ complex beam parameter q by 
1 1 >.. 
q = R - j --:;'""'2" 
1TW 
o 
U sing the q parameter the laws of beam propagation s implify to 
where ql a nd q2 refer to the input a nd output planes, r e spectively, and z is the 
distance between these planes . 
A thin lens of focal length f transforms the q parameters a ccording to 
= 
whe re q a nd q2 are measured immec'.iately before a nd a fter the lens . A beaITl 
passing \hrough a general optica l sydteITl cha racterized by its ABCD matrix a r e 
related by 
a s olution which is ac curate to within a phase factor 
e ~ - j ln (1 -~) . 
TOW 
o 
Because of the combination properties of ra\' matrices described earlier , a c om pl i -
c ated optical system of s e lements is expre ss e d sin1ply as 
A beam waveguide consisting of a se ries o f l e n s e l ements represented U,/ the 
individual matrLx ML is simply 
M = [ML]i system 
where there a total of lense s in the system . 
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~) B am " Smith" Charts . Th c omplex b am paramo tel' can b 
r e pr sente d in a be-am "Smith"(;hart in muc h th e samc way as a ompl cx imp da nc 
param t r. Wh l' the b am pa r a m t l' is giv n by l/q = I /R - i2. / b, th c ompl x 
p lane of i/q = i / R + 2./b is ac tu a lly plotted . Th imagina ry a..,<is is a plot of i /R 
while lhe r a l a..,<is is a plot o f 2./b, wh ere b i defin d a s the c onfocal pa r am t 1', 
b = 2.lTWo2./).. . 
Any beam propagating in [1' pac can be described by its r adius o[ c urvatur a t 
some point a lon g the propagation axis a nd by its c onfocal parameter . Any propa -
gating b am mode c an be matched to a ny othe r through a n approp r iate s t of i nte r-
faces, such as 1 nses Or r n ctor s . Th proc ss [ mod m atching a ssures 
unconditional stability of th y st m, which mans tha t the only diffraction losses 
su[[ered are those introduc d by th limit d ap rtur , or t runc a tion los s of th 
Gaussian beam. Figur · 4 illustr a t s th use of th compl x b am parameter 
cha rt to design a quasi - optical [eed for a radiom t r . In Figure -1" the r e a r e 
thr ee modes desc rib d by the appl' opria t confocal pa r am ter fo r each mod .. , 
b l , b Z' a nd b 3 • 
The b I mod is d l ermin d by th h arac t risti cs of th e a ntenna a nd is repl' s nted 
on the bealn c ha rt by a circl of r a dius lib]". It i Ln structiv to " waUc through " 
the system a l on g t h z - a..'<is a n":l to obse rv t he tec hniques of mode match ing . 
• E nter Chart a t z = - ex> . T he point o f b g innin g is from the a ntenn a 
repr s nted by z 1 = - to o n the chart. lvlovin g a lon g th z - axis in 
the positive direction is th sam as movin a long th circl of 
cons ta nt b pas t z l = 0 to th 1 n LI' 
• 
• 
• 
• 
L n s LI . T he len s is the mode 111 t c hin g le m ent to match th b l 
mode to t he b2. mod . ' e ncounter th 1 ns a t appro. imate ly 
z 1 = +1 on th b l chart . T h 1 ns ha - the prop rty o[ c ha ngin th 
radiu s o[ curvature o f th way [ront . In this ase , we "':<tnt to 
c h ange it [rom a pos iti," va lu to a negative valu s uitabl" to match 
the b Z mode . Th I n gth [lin l , be led L 1 on th ho rt t Us us th 
powe r of th I n s n d d . Its [ocal l ng th is f = - l /LI ' 
J umping to Chart b2. ' In ord l' to mat ch mod s, we m u st xit from 
c h a rt bl a t the san, point on th imag inary a.."is as \V ' nter chart b Z' The beam chart l' pr senting r gion b2. has a small l' r adius th a n 
that o [ b l b caus th valu of l/bZ is s maller . W continu lo mov 
in the positive z dir t ion until r achin g lr.ns L2. ' 
Lens L 2• T he second 
s t 'on ly c onverging b 
g r at r tha n tha t of th 
-1 / L 2· 
l e ns m u st hay s u[fici nt pow l' to match th 
an, mod b3' thus th pow r of t!, I n s is 
fi r st In. Its [ocal 1 ngth is given b 
Jumping to Chart b 3. Chart b3 l' pr s nt s th co ny rgiog b am \Vhi h 
must match th [eedhorn to the mL'<er . Th con[oca l param ler b 3 is 
a sm 11 numbe r b caus th b a m waist is small a nd th radius r the 
c ircl · in ch rt 3 is t h r [or la r g . ' nl r th ha rt fr om t h 
matching 1 n s a t approximat ' ly the z 3 = - I poin t a n d e nd a t the [ d-
horn wher e th b am waist is small t a nd th ",ave is a p lan \Va,' . 
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3. D si n Analysis 
3 .7 F BRY-PEROT 'ILTERDE lGN ON IDER nON I 
T h e us o( qu s i- pti al Fabry- erot (ilt rs is anti ipa lud (or both 10 al 
o i11ator (iltor nd (or (1' qu n y mUltipl xing in LA R . Analyt ical t hniqu s 
ol11n'\oJlly u d f l' opti al systems ar db- tty applicabJ • 
Th t hniqu (g n rating multipl bean int r(er n e [ring s [1'0111 par, II 1 
plat s wa first l' port d by Fabry a nd rot in I . ( 1) Th l hnique has sin 
I 
be n n'plo' d as n 0111m n sp tros pi tool in opU 5 a th Fabry
-Pe r ot 
int 1'( rom t 1', onsistin g o[ p lan parall 1 nat plat s with l' [le tiv inn l' 
Sll1'(a s . Wh nth two r on tiv Stll'(a a l' pr is ly pal'all 1 a nel ar spa oel 
l inl gra l multipl~s of ~/2. of the wav passing through, a n oxt r 11' ly s ha rp pass-
band is p l'oduc d . Th s h a rpn · ss o[ lh bands mak th tool uniqu ly us fu l a an
 
ptica l sp tral a na ly ze r a nd as a quasi -oJ ti 0110 a l os illator fil t l' 
1'1 ultl- n 
pl x l' [ill' r . 
U 
Th f 11 win!! dl'sign l' l a tion s hip ar xtl'a t od by Ih g n r al analysis 
giv n by 
Born and Wol LI ) Th I"' lalionships ill' gh' n with ut proof f rth purp s of 
J 
aiding in th d sign appli ation t t-.IA I~ . Th fi it rtransmission h 1' .
 t ~ l'istic 
is iv n by 
= P t iP, U In , 2 1T [ - (0 I + F S Ul (2 ' [ ) 
and is 
= J -
hO\\ln in FigUl' 
ut l l in' \\,h" t· 
F = 4R 2 (I -R) 
I. Th l' fl ti n hara t risti 
th F para11' t r is d fin d by 
R i s giv n by R = P r efi in 
Th s harpn ss f th filter is nhanc d [ l' ".lu - {R approa hin ,' unit · \\h I'e 
the valu' f F b o11'('s" ry larg . Th torlll F si n [1T/~ ' I f - fo)/fo ] is .o cr fOl' 
f = ( , but be om s v l'y lar ge for , 'a lues of ( "1'0 ' th r"by dl'i\'in' Pout l in l 
z 1'0. 
Loss 11' chllnis11's in Fabry - Per t fillers in lud hllli I SRes, re t
i,' 1 ss s 
due to poor renecti,' surfa s, < nd wlIlk · o[[ loss s( ) du~ diffr. ti n. nel 
g om ·tric (tiltin g) (s Figur I). hmi loss S 11 1" <'stim.ted b the exp ,' essi n 
L (dB) -
ohmi -
\Vh r Lis th load d o[ th I' sona tor and 0 i~ t h ' 11 nl ad d T he loaded 
Q is giV'11 by lhe r . tio o[ signal.[l'~quenc)' to banawidth (o/B". while the unl aded 
Q is " (uncti n o[ th in-nnd-out oupling I sS'S = ,'.d /2. o lI nl :ld 'cl s f 
F. bl' ' -Port I' son.t 1'S inlh millimet r wa,·' I'egi n r:tnl: f,' 11' 10
,000 t m I' 
th 11 100,000 . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I , 
[ 
f 
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FIGURE 1. FABRY·PEROT PARALLEL PLATE FILTER CHARACTERISTICS 
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Fin sse factor is defined by th r,lt io of free sp>ctral rang to th 3 dB bandwidth 
of the filter transmission band . Tl.e c hal'ac teristic of the filter is such that the 
rth dB bandwidth is relat'd to th 3 dB bandwidth by 
Table 1 lists these charact ristics and oth er important d sign l' l ationships of th 
Fabry-Perot filter for applications to MASR. 
Practical application of Fabry-P rot fitt rs to the mUlim tel' way 1" gion has been 
achieved by Goldsmit h (4) and Gustincic(5) . 
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4. RECEIVER DESIGN 
Where possible, recommended receiver component designs are described. In 
"soft" technology areas, such as mixers and local oscillator sources, various 
possible approaches are examined . 
Mixer Design Alte rnatives. Tht·ee mixer designs look attractive !()r MASR. 
Selection of a preferred configuration from among these alternatives depends on 
development progress in waveguide balanced mixers, quasi-optical mixers, and 
subharmonically pumped mixe rs. 
Mixer Diodes . High quality vapor phase epitaxial gallium ar senide material is 
difficult to obtain, and a batch selection and impound methodology is recommended 
for MASR flight programs. A conventional diode array of I to 2 f.LIn dots, whisker 
contacted in a Sharple ss wafer , is the recommended diode de sign. 
Local Oscillator Sources. IMPATTS are primary contenders for use as LO 
sources in MASR . Quasi-optical filte rs used with balance mixers will provide 
sufficient LO noise rejection. The Gunn oscillator is unsuitable for use as a 
fundamental local oscillato r due to a present high frequency limit of 100 GHz . 
Superior Gunn noise performance makes it an attractive alternative to the IMPA TT 
when used with a doubler or w ith a subharmonic mixer . 
Quasi-Optical Local Oscillator Filters. Fabrey - Perot quasi-optical filters have 
a much higher unloaded Q than waveguide filters, resulting in improved selectivity 
and lower loss. 
IF Design. IF networks consisting of filters, diplexer s, and amplifiers are 
described for the liB and IB3 GHz c hannels. 
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4. Receiver Design 
4 . 1 MIXER DESIGN ALTERNATIVES 
Three mixer designs look attt'active for MASR. Selection of a preferred 
configuration from among these alternatives depends on development progress 
in wavdegui.de balanced mixers, quasi-optical mixers, and subharmonically _I 
pumpe mu<ers . 
During the course of the present study, a number of mixer configurations were .1 
analyz,d and evaluated; they include s i ngle - ended, waveguide hybrid b alanced, 
c r ossbar balanced, quasi-optical balanced, and subharn10nically pumped balanced ._! 
configurations (Tabl e l). The characteristics of each approach are summa r ized 
below. 
Th" designs treated in detail in the succeeding topics of this s ub section were '! 
selected as the most appropriate for the MASR a p plication Of those co nfigurations 
that provide both r eliability and high performance, the waveguid e balanced mixer 
probably involves, at this time, the l east technical risk. However, further devel- I 
?p,:,enft work in t h e subharmonic mixer may imprcw' confidence and swing opinion • 
In Its avor . 
ing le-Ended . Single - ended mixers have been us ed more than any other type at 
these frequencies in ground base d radiometers for r a dio telescope s . The lowest 
r eported conve rsion loss above 100 GHz has been achieved with a single-ended 
mb:er . ThE' di sadvantage s of this unit are difficulty in LO injection and extreme 
sen sitivity to LO noise . It is estimated that 45 d B of LO filtering is required with 
IMPATT local oscillators . Filters having sufficient noise rejection at the IF fre-
quencies also ha,'e high los s at the local oscillator frequency . Thus, the use of a 
Sing le-ended mixer in the MASR system depends upon the availability of sufficient 
local oscillator power of the required spectral purity . 
Waveguide Balanced MixE'r . The classic waveguide balanced mixer using a magic 
T or a short - slot hybrid has been successfully used at 118 GHz and can be scaled 
up to 183 GHz . A balanced mixer has the advantages of local oscillator noi se sup-
pression , high local oscillator to RF isolation, and good IF source impedance . 
The main disadvantage is thE' a dded complexity due to the two mixer diodes per 
mL"er. The use of a waveguide balanced mL"er in MASR will be constrained to a 
top - wall hybrid or fo lded side-wall hybrid in order to provide contiguous LF out -
puts of the two diodes, minimizing the capacitance to h el p achieve a uniform 
impedance over the ve ry wide IF bandwidths . 
Crossbar Ba lance d Mixer . The crossbar balanced mixer has a good IF impedance 
characteristic that makes it attractive for use with ,-ery large IF bandwidths. The 
n1ain disadvantages of this design are poor local oscillator to RF iso lation, poor 
LO noise suppression , and poor reliability . The crossbar design has been used 
exclUSively with beam-lead or pill-packaged diodes, limiting its use to the lower 
millimeter wave frpquen cies . Mechanical and thermal ruggedness of the crossbar 
mixer with whisker contact dioc:es remains to be proven . 
~u\::'harmonically Pumped Mixer . Subharmonic mixers have the distinct a dvantage 
vf using a local oscillator at half the signal frequency . The excellent performance 
reported has been achieved at the lower n1ill imeter wave frequencies us ing bearn-
lead diode s . Further development is ,..·quired to prove that the subharmonic 
mixers can perform at t he higl.er signa l frequencies . The subharmoni mixer s 
have the advantage of local oscillator noise cancellation _ 
4 - 4 
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Quasi-optical Balanced Mixer. The quasioptical balanced mixer is designed to 
use two single -ended waveguide mixers in a quasioptical hybrid assembly. This 
technique shoul d be cons idered as a method C'f achieving local oscillator noise 
suppression withou·. ~he usual concomitant losses. 
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TABLE 1. MIXER OESIGN ALT£RNATIVES 
r------------------------------------------------,~ o 
Balanced Waveguide Mixers 
• Topwall hybrid meets conditions of proven design i?:nd special 
low output capacitance needed for MASR I F bandwidth 
requirements. 
Quasi-optical balanced mixer 
• Quasioptical balanced mixer permits balanced effect to 
be achieved with two single-ended mixers. 
Subharmonic mixers 
.. Subharmonic mixers offer good mixer performance wi th 
half local oscillator frequency. Local oscillator noise 
cancellation in IF is inherent in system . 
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4 . Receiver Design 
4 . I MLxer Design Alternatives 
4 .1. I WAVEGUIDE BALANCED MIXER 
TopwaU or folded sidewall hybrids meet the requirement of local oscill ato r noise 
cancellation and the specia l requiremcnt of low output capacitance for wide MASR 
IF bandwidths . 
Balanced m ixers have long been used to prov ide immunity to noise in the lo cal 
oscillator and to provid e convenient local oscillator injection .(I) Special wideband 
IF req uirements of MASR are a special constraint for the output of the mixer . In 
the balanced mixer, output terminals should b e joined and matched in the optimum 
characteristic impedance to the IF circuit . Physical distances between the mixer 
whiskers and the point where they are joined s hould be minimized . The waveguide 
hybrids that can meet this requirement are the topwall h ybrid and the fold ed side-
wall hybrid . In both 0< these st r uctures, the IF outputs of the mixer s are contig -
uous and can be cunveniently matched to a transmission line to the IF circuit . 
Figure I illustrates the topwall hybrid assembly as it may be used for the 183 GHz 
mixe r. The signal enters through a scalar horn in one arm of t he hybrid while the 
local oscillatur enters another horn . After p assing through th e hy b rid , the outputs 
are matched to an identical pair of mixer diodes mounte d in Sharpl ess wafer s2 , 3 . 
The wafers are shown separated from the interface flange, their respective out-
puts in clo se proximity . The IF outputs are individually filtered in the Sharpless 
mounts thr o ugh an inverted LP coa.'< filter . When mounted to the interface flang e , 
the IF outputs of the individual wafers are joined through a coax feedthrough that 
has a characteristic imped ance of about 100 ohms . The 100 ohm output is m atched 
to the IF nt>twork, which may b e a wid eband am"lifier (buffer) or a multipl exer 
fil ter network . 
The advantag es of the design are 1) a standard design that has been used at the 
lower microwave frequencies for many years; 2) identical diode waves - a fea-
ture that fac ilitates the testing, evaluating , and selecting of matched pairs; 
3) optimum MIC geometry from mixers to IF; 4) demountabl e mixer diodes to'-
easy replacement. 
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4. Receiver Design 
4.1 Mixer Design Alternatives 
4.1.2 QUASI-OPTICAL BALANCED MIXER 
The quasi-optical balanced mixer permits local oscillator noise cancellatiOI. to be 
achieved with two single-ended mixers and a quasi-optical hybrid assembly. 
The quasi-optical balanced mixer using two single-ended mixers is made possible 
by combining the received signal and local oscillator through a polarization 
diplexer. Both signal and local oscillator (combined) signals are then divided 
with a second polarization splitter and focussed onto separate mixer mounts in 
such a way that IF variations caused by local oscillator noise are out of P~L oe at 
the mixer outputs and are thereby cancelled with these outputs combined. '" 
For radiometric applications, the incoming signal polarization is random. Thus, 
selecting either one of the two incoming polarizations results in no dlfference in 
the signal quality. As shown in Figure I, the polarization perpendicular to the 
paper is selected and reflected tow.;.rd the top of the figure while the rejected 
polarization is transmitted by the wire grid polarizer 1. At the plane of rota-
tion, the signal polarization is rotated 45 0 • This r2sults in two components, one 
into the plane of the paper and one to the right in the plane of the paper. The local 
oscillator signal, whicl: is incident on polarizer No. 1 from the bottom of the fig-
ure, is orthogonal in polarization to the signal and is transmitted through polarizer 
with no (or little) attenuation. After the rotation plane, the local oscillator polar-
ization is shown separated into two components, one out of the plane of the paper 
and one to the right in the plane of the paper. Components of the signal and local 
oscillator in the plane of the p".per are transmitted through the second polarizer 
(No.2), reflected off the mirror at the top to the upper mixer mount. Components 
of the signal and local oscillator perpendicular to the paper are reflected off polar-
izer 2 to the right, reflu,ted off the mirror at the right and focussed to the other 
mixer mount. 
The signal and local oscillator are in phase in the upper mixer and are out of 
phase at the lower mixer. This results in the production of an IF signal at th€. 
upper whose noise components are out of phase with the IF signal at the lower 
mixer. Noise cancellation effects can be illustrated with a simplified analysis. 
Consider the simplified schematic diagram of the mixer in Figure 1. The signal 
and local oscillator fields can be represented at point 1 by 
1) E (t) 
s = E cos (w t + '" ) s s s 
p -
The polarization of these fields with respect to t~e plane of the paper looking along 
the direction of propagation is indicated at the right. The changes caused by the 
polarization rotator are also indicated. 
* This technique uses waveguide mounts for the mixer diodes and therefore differs 
in concept from the quasioptical single-ended mixer reported in J. J. Gustincic, 
"A Quasi-Optical Receiver Design, " Symposium on Microwave Theory and 
Techniques, June 1977. 
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4.2 Mixer Diodes 
4 . 2 .1 EPI- GALLIU M ARSENIDE MATERIAL 
Mixer performanc e is critically dependent on high qual ity ivapor phase) epita.'<ial 
gallium arsenide material. Sources of this high quality material are extrpmely 
limited . Batch selection-and-impound methodology is recommended for MASR 
flight programs. 
Performance of a mixer diode i: dependent on geometry and upon th e mate rial. 
Candidate mat e rials in c lude silico" gallium arsenide , and inditllTI phosphide, in 
either a I iquid phase or vapor pha se epitaxial form . It is genet· a lly bel ieved that 
the cutoff frequencies achievab le with silicon are far be low those achieved eit her 
with gallium arsenide o r indium phosphide . Given the resu l ts re\JOl·ted to date, 
gallium arseniae appears to be th e preferr ed material for f r equencies from 100 
to 200 GHz . A:though indium phosphide s how s promise of having even higher c ut-
off frequencies, its state of developm e nt is fa r behind that of gallium arser.id e , 
and its seleclion as a ~and id a te material involves greater risk. 
Thl:' two types of gallium a r senide that h ave been consid ered are liquid phase and 
vapor phase epitaxial (VPE) material. Mix .. r conversion los s and noise figure 
are a c ritical function of the junction forward resistan c e, and whisker conta cti ng 
of vapor phase material produces lowe r resistance and l ow e r capacitance junc-
tions. Some of the producers of vapor phase n,aterial are: 
• Hughes Electron Dynamics Division (Torrance) 
• Raytheon Research Center (Sudbury) 
• GHz D vices (Cambridge) 
• British Drug Hou se (London) 
• Plessey, Ltc . (London ) 
Prod uction of quality VPE material suitable for low noise mixers is at present 
achieved accide nta ll y , since full understanding of the g rowth contro l process has 
not yet been achieved . However , most of the above laboratories are currently 
improving facilities to accommodate a strong interest in Gunn diodes , FET ampli-
fiers, and microwave mi..'<ers at the lower frequencies . It is reasonable to expect 
that th es e facilities will be able to produce batches for evaluation for mixer s in the 
200 GHz region . Certainly, one identified batch of high quali ty material is s' ."i-
cient to prodde all the mixers ne e d e d for a MASR flight program. 
Evaluation of tht material is not a simple process; it involves fabrication of diodes , 
contacting. n"lount ing , and testing o f samples from each b atch produced. T h e 
m ethodology of EPI gallium arsenide evaluation and selection is illustrated in 
Figure I. The re c on"lmended approach is to pro,:ure batch es fron"l a number of 
sou r ces , fabricate san"lp le diode s , a nd evaluate each of the batc hes from ea<.: h 
source . When the quality needed for MASR has been achieved , the high quality 
batch is impounded for the exclusive fabrication of mixers for the progr an"l . 
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4. Receiver Design 
4 .2 Mixer Diodes 
4.2 . 2 DIODE DESIGN 
A conventional honeycomb diode array of I to 2 fUll dots, fabricated with electron beam lithography, is recommended. Sharpless wafers cont'lining whisker contacted diodes are the most suitable packages for the 100 to 200 GHz ,·egion. 
Photolithography and electron beam lithography are conventional methods of fabri-cating dlode s from the basic EPI substrates. The smallest dots practical to achieve with photolithography are about 2 fUll diameter, and some excellent diodes have been made by this method . Electron beam lithography is useful in producing sub-fUll dots of great precision as well as exotic geometries such as the cross stripe geometry. These two configurations are shown in Figure 1. The cross stripe device has the advantages of lower series resistance a nd shunt capacitance and thus produces a higher cutoff £requ .. 1CY than the conventional dot geometry.(!) However, the simpler dot geometry of -2 f.LID diameter is probably adequate for MASR applications. 
Gontacting of whiskers to t he dot s is accomplished under either high power optical microscopes or scanning electron microscopes (SEMs). ThE' r esolution of optical microscopes is mal·gin~.t for achieving precise c ontacting, and yields of diodes produced in this fashion are very low. SEMs give superior resolution and permit a.:curate contacting but have the dis a dvantage of requiring a vacuum environm ent 
.... nd the use of micromanipulators to achieve proper contacting. 
The importance of the diode package is directly r e lated to the parasitic elements in the diode RF equivalent circuit. For low conversion loss, the cutoff frequency, fco, has to be at least ten times the operating frequency (greater for subharmonic mL'<ers), and the se ries resistan ce should be as low as possible . The cutoff fre-quency is given by 
f = (2lTR C)-l 
co s 
where 
R = forward series resi stance (8 ohms for best mixers) and s ' 
C = junction capacitance (0 . 007 pF for best mixers) .C2l 
The calculated cutoff frequency is thus 2. 8 x 10 12 H z, which should produce a suitable mixer at frequencies up t o 300 GHz. 
A critical de sign element of the wafer mount is the IF output terminal. Figure I illustrates a typical mount with contacted diode chip and output IF pin . DC bias can be provided to the whisker through the insulated anodized whisker post, while local oscillator filtering in the IF is provided by the inside-out low pass filter built into the IF pin. 
Reference 
1. 
2. 
G. T. WrL'<on, "Low Noise Diodes for Mixers for the 1 to 2 rom Wavelength Region, IEEE Transactions on MTT, Vol. MTT-22, No. 12, December 1974. 
A. R. Kerr, R. J . Mattauch, and J. A. Grange, "A new Mixer fo r 140 to 220 GHz , " IEEE Transactions, Vol. MTT-25, No.5, May 1977. 
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4 . Receiver D esig n 
4 . 3 L oca l Oscillato r Sources 
4 . 3 . 1 TRANSFERRED ELECTRON OSCIL L ATORS 
The Gunn, or transferred e lectron oscill ator , i s un suitabl e for us e a
s a 
fundamenta l. local oscillator beca u se of a present high frequ en cy limi
t of about 
100 GHz . Superior G unn noise p e r formance makes it a n attractive a l
ternative 
to the I;vlPATT when used with a d oub ler or with a s ubharmonic mixe
r. 
Materials. Inter est in indium phos phid e as a Gunn material is growi
ng because 
i t has properties s up e rior to those of t h e more widely used gallium a
rs enid e . 
InP shows promis e of achievin g high e·. conv ersion efficiencies, reduc
ed fabrica -
tion to l erances, a nd improve d nois e pe:-£orrnance . 
Power . The powe r presently ava il a ble ir o o- CW Gunn o scillators is 
s hown in 
Fig ure 1. The d as h e d line shows the present GaAs limit at 100 GHz . I
nP d evices 
m ay extend this l imit to ~ 1 5 0 GHz . (l) 
Rel i abi l ity. The re l i a bility of Gunn d evices is q uite good . Exten sive
 life testing 
by Varian ha s es tablished that the MTBF at the 9 0 percent confidence
 level is ove r 
222,000 hours; a t the 5 0 percent l evel, it is over 5 00,000 hours .(l) Thr ee 55 GHz 
s our ces included in the Nimbus 5 satellite h a.ve ope r ated flawle ss ly in 
space . 
Noise . The carrier n oise pro pertie s of Gunn devices are s uperior to
 tho se of 
I M PATTs , as shown in F igure 2. A filtered Gunn - d o ubler u s ed with 
a single-
ended mixer is a v iable a l ternative to th e filtered IMPATT-balan c ed 
mixer a t 
183 GHz . 
Phase lock te c hniques used with Gunns are similar to those used with
 IMPATTs 
(see Topic 4.3 . 2). Circuit design and productization procedures are discussed 
in the literat ul'e. (See References 1 thxough 4 , ) 
Referen ces 
1. R . E. Goldwasser , J . F. Caldwell, "Millime te r Wave Gunn De vic
es ," pre -
s ented at WESCON, Los Angel es , September 1974. 
2 . R . J . Hamil ton, R . D. Fairman , S. 1. Long, M . Omori, and F . 
B . Fank, 
"InP Gunn - Effect Device s for Millim e ter - Wave Ampl ifiers and Oscill
ators , " 
IEEE Transactions MTT, Vol. MTT-24 , No . 11, November 1976 . 
3. N . B. K r an,e r, "Millime te r- Wave Semiconductor Devices , " IE
EE ~ransac ­
tions MTT, Vol. MTT-24 , No . 11, November 197 6 . 
4 . T . G . Ruttan, "High Frequ e ncy Gunn Oscill a tors, " IEEE Tran
s action s MT T, 
February 19 74 . 
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Oscillator Ci r cuit . Figure 3 is a cross section of a V-band (170 to 260 GHz) 1 
IMPATT oscillator developed at Hughes .("') It consists of three majoi' sections: a 
tapered waveguide section that transfol'l1"ls full height waveguide to reduc ed height, 
a reduced hei g ht waveguide wafer section t h at contain s the Itv'J'ATT diode, and a 
rr.echanical tuning s hort section. The diode mount resembles the Sharpless waf r 
m ount used in mixer diod e app l ications . Use of the wafer mount facilitates the 
variation of ci r cuit c haracte risti cs at the chip l e \·e l. a ll owing th " dev e lopment of 
a diode pa c kage with optimum parasitics a nd good the rm a l properties. A d etailed 
des c ription of millimeter-wave IMPATT d esign and deve lopment procedures is 
given in the refe ren ces listed below . 
Phase Lock System. The 1\\!lPATT local oscillators will be phase locked to a 
stable reference to assure long-term frequency stability. (5) A blo ck diagram of 
the proposed phase lock system is shown in Figure ... . A sample of the IMPATT 
output is n1ixed with a harmonic of a lo\ver frequen cy sta bili ze d Gunn source , 
generating an IF signal close to the crystal r efe r ence . This IF signal is then 
Locked to the referen ce b y varying the IMPATT bias cu rr ent , r esulting in a phase 
locked IMPATT frequen cy of fS = NfLO ± fRo 
Locking to the proper sideband, above or below the nth harmonic 
assured by the use of two phase dete cto r s working in quadrature. 
the quadrat.ure phas.e detec tor is sideband d epende nt, and is used 
oscillator to move the IMPATT toward the desired sideband . 
References 
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l. N. B . Kra1l1e\', " Millimeter- Wave Sen1iconductor Devices, " IEEE Trans -
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International Conference on Electron Devices, Washington, DC, 
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3. K. P. Weller, private communi cabon. 
4. Chente Chao, Robert L. Berniek . bdward M. Makaji, Robert S. Ying, 
Kenn eth P . Weller, and Don H . Lee, " Y - Ba1ld (170 to 260 GHz) Tunable CW 
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4. Rccciv r Desi gn 
-I . -! Quasi - opti al L a L il Lato r Filters 
AhALLEL PLATE V ' R U .IUN RE ONATOR CO F I RATIONS 
a r a ll e l pL at Fabry - Pe r ot filt rs h av th adva n tage of a rbi t r a riL y l a r g fr 
s pe lra l. r all",e while l he ring c onfiguration offe r s a onvenient way of comb in ing 
sibna l a nd 1.0 a l s ill atol· . T he l arge IF ban dwidth rc qu i r cments fo r MA R mak 
the use f pa ra ll eL pl at nfigurati n s m ndato r y . 
An imp rtan t r quirem nt f r a La a l a ill ato r filter 1 t hat t h filt r p band s 
have sufficient sp tr nl sepa r atio n to avoi d noise b a nd s in the IF of th r eiver. 
For the indi vidua l ivrASH band s , th r c qu i red s p ctr a l se par ation s a r : 
1 t lz ban d, n1axin1U 1TI IF fl-equen 10 G Hz 
I.J 0 Hz band , m xin1unl IF fr · quen 2 H z 
II Hz bnnd, n1axi n"lUn1 IF f ,' quen ·L I r Iz 
104 li z b nd , m Xl tTI un1 IF fr ~q uen 2 Hz 
While one of lh L fi lle r pas b ands mu·t li 3l th e ent •. fJ-equ n y of each Line , 
lhe firsl passbands n eilher id mU Sl b s p a r"t d from t.he enler fr qu n by 
at l ast th \' " Iue s I i ted ab ve . In a Fab r y-P r l f i l l ", the se p a r ati n f pas s -
band s is " ll d t he fr e s pect r a L rang , F R . and i gh'en by F R = c/2d, wh r 
c i the ve l it · of Ii h l and d is the epar , li n belween th pL t s .(J) This r el.ati n 
yie ld s th f llowing va Lues of m ximum pLale sep rati n f r the individua l bands : 
I 3 G Hz b nd d 15 mm 
I.JO Hz b nd d 75 m . 
l iS H z b nd d :: 7 ITI n1 
10.J Hz band d 75 !TIm 
For a pa r a lleL pl at Fabr ' - Perot onfigu r ation , p La le 
a 2 t 3 mil' a r e easiLy a hie\' ed , whiL a ring resonaL 
eparation d te rmined b y th ap rture of the devi e . 
p .:1. rat ions [ valu e as 1 \V 
r mu t l1'\ c inla,in pl l 
Figure I how a para ll I p late Fabr ' - Pe r ot fiLte r with it min'o,: s urfa es 
s l i htl ' c an av to correct for diffr a ti n . The eff tive p i , te p r ali n, d . i 
very ne. rl ' the ph si a l sep ration at t h e mirror (!I1lcr . The lIppli alion for 
l\U\ R i - for th La al osci ll ator OUrc to be o nnecte d to lh horn La b e l d Pin 
whi l the Pout horn is moun tC' d to t h e mixer. ince oul of b nd en r gy is r eft l d 
back to th s our · , a s l ighl till (typi a ll ' 30 ) i req uh'ed lo avoid aIf tin g t h 
p rIorm n of the L sou r ce . An isolalor m yaltern tel r be us · d \ here till 
L sses a,' t a se \' r e . This l pe f onfi urati n is a p pli abl t a ny f Ih 1\1. R 
b nd • 
Th r ing r sona lo.· with I a L s ill a tor inj tion and provl .on f r im u lla n us 
L filte ri ng ar a l. a sho wn in Figur (s e subs tion 3 . ). It an b -: sc n lh. 1 
Lhe r sonat r spa ing , d, i rel at.ed l Lh be ? tTI \vaist , Wo , and lha L th fr 
spectr a l range i d etermin ed b the sing l e pa dist n e e , d, t hr oug h th r · 
T h sp cifi example for a I .J.O Hz on figuralion is s hown wh r , f ,. th 
tent,tive d sign , \va = 27 mOl. Th pL ' lte sepa r ation is t hus g r at · ,. than 21 
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and the free s p ectral range FSR is less than 1. 38 GHz. Since the IF frequen c ies 
for this band may e x tend to 2 GI-lz, the ring r es onato r is no t suitabl e for the 
MASR a pplication. 
The unique proper t ie s of the ring r eson a tor for lo c al oscillator injection s hould 
not be ove rlook e d .(2) As the sign a l i s incident on t he filter, e ner gy at or near the 
140 GHz frequency enters th e filter and is lo st while ener gy on either side of 
140 GHz i s r eflected into the 140 GHz mix e r. From the loca l o sc illa '~or s ide, 
ene rgy at precis e l y 140 GH z is transmitted thr o ugh the filt e r to t h e m ixe r whil e 
local osci llator noi se on eithe r side of th e 140 G H z fr e quen cy i s .cefi ected at 9 00 . 
This c onv en ient property of ring r e sonator s a lso pre vents reflectlld ene rgy fr om 
r etur ning to the IMPATT, whic h m ay othe r wise cause in stab il i ti es . 
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4 . 4 . 3 FILTE R 
Cr\ L S I LL ATOI, FIL
T · R 
The L 3 G Hz Lo a l os i
l l a t I' fi LL I ' ha s a tota l
 inse rti n l o ' s o f I dB 
and a 
m idba nd r C'jc lion o f m o r e tha
n 26 d B (TaLle I) a nd F igu l" e
 I. 
TABLE 1. 183 GH z LOCAL O
SC IL LATO R FI L T ER 
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3 dB bandwid th 
10 dB bandwidth 
Free spectral range 
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Aperture diameter 
Walkoff diffraction loss 
Reflect ivity 
Pl ate spncing 
Ohmic loss 
Midband reject ion 
Wal koff geometric loss 
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4 . Receiver D es ign 
4.4 Qua si -optical Local Os c illator Fi l te .r s 
4 . 4 . 5 DESIGN FOR 104/140 GHz LOCAL OSCI LLATOR FILTERS 
Fil te r s fo r the 104 and 14 0 GHz window band s are of similar d es ign . A midband 
i nsertion lo s s of 1. 4 and I. 9 dB with wa l koff lo s ses of 4. 6 dB i s achievabl e with 
a midb a nd r e jection of 26 d B . Filter c harac t e risti cs are summarized in Tab l e I. 
TABLE 1. 104/ 140 GH z LOCAL OSCILLATOR FILTER 
r-----------------------------------------------------,~ 
Type 
3 dB bandwidth 
10 dB bandwidth 
Free spectral range 
Beam waist 
Aperture di ameter 
Walkoff d iffraction loss 
Reflectivity 
Plate spacing 
Ohmic loss 
Midband rejection 
Walkoff geometric lOSses 
Fabry-Perot paraliel plate 
64 MHz 
200 MHz 
2 GH z 
22.4 mm 
70mm 
1.1 dB (without correction) 
0.89 
75"1m 
1.4 dB at 104 GH z. 1.9 dB at 140 GH z 
25.6 dB 
3.5 dB for 30 tilt 
"aJrtNG PAGE BLANK NOT FfLME 
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"L 5 IF D sign 
-l . 5 . I NETWORK F R 0. 625 TO 10 GI-lz IF 
A network of contiguous diplcxers , fill r 5 , a nd a lTIptif ie r s can provide satisfa tOT)," IF mu l tip le"i ng and nois figu r es for each of t he s ix J-I 20 channe l s . 
The state of the a r t of filter banks is pr og r ess in g r ap idl and has r ac hed the point whe r e it can b e s tated w ith a Su r ance that a s i..x-way eva nescent, mode ont igu us mu l tiplexer t o n1 t th 0 . 625 to 10 G Hz r qu ir ment is feasibl ": uch a fi lte r would have low 1050 and woul d pr sent a substantia ll y con "ta n t inp ut impedance to the m ixer over th nti r e band . How ve r , the d es ign procedur es fo r su h fi ll e r s are new, and a u tom des i n requires fur t her effor t beyond t he s ope of thi s r epo r t. 
Conv ntiona l de s igns usi ng ont ig uous diplexer 
a r e directly app l ica ble to th probl m . uch a 
e:xa nl pl e and is 5h wn in Figures 1 and 2 . 
in a searl e are ITlore Qnll1'lOn an d 
de s i n h as been worked out a.s an 
The c r itical part of the filte r i s the impedan e m a t c h between the mixer and the first dip l exer . From t h e output of t he h ybrid balanc d mixer, the filter input coax onne ts to t h j un ction of a high pas low pas s d i pl ex e r. T h e nominal imped ance of the oax i s 1000hlTIs , the a ppr oxi m ate output i mp e da nc of a bal-anced mi,x er . The impedan e of a h fil te l" is als 100 0 hlTI s , in c rea si ng at the rossover fr e qu ncy (5 GHz ). At th e crossove r r," eque n cy, t he s hunt impe d ance of the two para ll e l br anc h 5 is a l so 1000hn1s . 
The 5 to 10 GHz por tion is again s pli t into two bands in a nother eva n escent mode contiguous diplexer whose outputs c r oS over at 7 . 5 G J-Iz ; each b and feeds all IF an1plifier . Similarly, th band from 0 . 6 to 5 .0 GHz is a l so s plit into two bands which cross over at 2 . 5 GI-l z . Finally, the lowe r ba"d a r e each spl it again so t h at s i x bands a r e produ c ed , ea h with a 5 0 0 lm1 output a nd each w i th all I ampli -fie r . Figu r e 2 s h ows the complete 183 GHz band IF c ircuit \vith si..-x output chan -ne l , id ntlfying the band of frequ ncies co \"e r e d b" ach c hanne l and the r espec-ti,, " I F noise figu r s . 
sing the r lationships d eveloped in ection 3, and the eff cth"e I F nois figures , F if are calculated which include t h e effect of filter lo ses . The r adiom te r liT ' s are calcu lated for a conventional Dicke radiomete r . These c a lcu lations as ume a conse r "ative 8 . 5 dB mL-..;er conve r ion loss and an 0 . 5 d B fe d lo A typ ical antenn a temperatur of 250°J( is al s o assum d. It s hould be note d that th cak,, -lated values of AT ex cee d the goals by about I. 7 times . T hes va lu es ma b ltTlpro ved by achieving a lower D"lixer c onver sion loss o r by t he use of r e f e r nee ave r aging in t he p r ocessing of data . 
':'For exam pl e , the Fi l t r onics (Santa. C lar a , Califu r nia) quintuplexer , O. to 12. GI-lz 1. 5 d B maximu m lo;s , 55 rl B isolation, 2 . S to I maximum V WR . 
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5 TO 10 GHz 
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5 GHz 
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0 .6 TO 5 ,0 GHz 
FIGURE 1. WAVEGUIDE BALANCED MIXER OUTPUT INTERFACE 
TO IF NETWORK 
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BANDPASS 5011 
EVANESCENT 
BANDPASS 
EVANESCENT 
CONTIGUOUS I 
_O~E~-1 
'1.5 TO 10 GHz H· l 
FT .. 5.5 dB 
5 TO 7 5 GHz H ·2 
F T .. 5 . 1 dB 
, r-=::;;;""'" BANDPASS I EVANESCENT 3.75 TO 5 GHz H-3 F T - S.3dB 
I I BANDPASS ~ ...... 5:::0~n::...~ :2.!i TO 3 .75 GHz i _VANESCENT V- FT .. 4 .9 dB 
H·4 
loon 
TENTATIVE BANDPASS FILTER 
DESIGNS 
N .. 5. 0.01 dB RIPPLE TCHEBYSHEV 
I 
I 
L 
3 dB BANDWIDTH " CHANNEL BANOWIOTH 
SIGNAL" 95'" MAIN CHANNEL 
5' ADJ ACENT r.HANNELS 
CONTIGUOUS I 
~I£<E.!!. .J 
.H. 
loon 
CHANNEL f lf , dB T lf , K GOAL FOR K - 2 
H 1 5 .5 738 0 .2 0 . 18 
H·2 5. 1 648 0 .2 0 . 16 
H3 5.3 692 0 .2 02' 
H·4 4 .9 606 0 .2 0 .:2:2 
H·5 4 .3 490 0 .2 019 
H·6 3 . ' 389 0 .2 024 
dT .. RAD IOMETER SENSITI V ITV 
IF NO ISE F IG URE 
T IF .. I F TEMPERA T UR [ 
I CONTIGUOUS I 
_D~E~...J L 
,---:-' 
BAN 0 PASS ,--""",,;;':"-1 I EVANESCENT r 
I BANDPASS EVANESCENT 
I 
L 
I 
CONTIGUOUS I 
_O~E~R.-J 
MIXER CO N V ERSION LOSS " 8 . 5 dB 
FEED LO SS " 0 5 d B 13S 0 K I 
ANTENNA TEMPERATURE .. :250o K 
FIGUR E '- ; 83 GHz IF NETWORK [ ' [ <"GN 
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1 25 T O 2 5 G Hz H 5 
FT - 43 d B 
0 .625 TO 1.24 GHz H 6 
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-l . Re i\'cr esi n 
-l . IF Design 
.±, - .2 N' TIl' R], FR O t .. 000 ]\Uiz IF 
at"isfa i r ' IF :nu l t i plexin e nnd n i ~ e figure perf rn1.nn f r the 11 ten'1p t" L !tn"L' 
hannels -un b pr dd"d b ' dir e . input· to a filter n hvork . ul a br adband rc-
nrnplific1" b twccn th.-. 111.Lx - .1" und tilte r uld b .... ben 1"i i::ll t is l 3 tC he 111ix 1" 
fr m th fi l ter netw rk . 
The phrnun1. pe r f 1"1n ne t! fa l11.ixcr is:'l hi '" d with I. n ptil1l.lll" ten,.,in ol\ n 
f 1" the n,ixer at· the II- f requen. Br . dbund uAs F;- d .... v i cs .. rc presentl\' 
a\'3i La b l e with meet th ne d fa fi" sl s . age I , amp lifier fr mO. -l000 ~L1I-, . 
The i 11 wing di s l1ssi n tr ats tw Sf' S : I) th e use f a t ripl e .. ~er fillt:' r dire tl y 
nn ted t th rn ix c r nd u $e o f .. 1:.l ~.1, S "ET nrnp l ifier ns n buffet' b twcen 
t h l.~ rnixcr 3nd .filte r. In Fi:=olll" 1 thf' input t the triplcxcr is s h \\-11 w ith tent .. -
ti\- 100 hn, input i l'1'lpcd .. nce . Di re °tl , e l \v, an ptiona l nl'11pl ifier i::; sh WH . 
The noi ' e Jigllre f rh e , mp l ifiel' a . the high end f Ihe ban(! is -l. - d : , t lh I ,,' 
end it i - nb ut 2 . " dB . he 'ignl.l ent r s t he Triplex e r filt.i:'>r ass I'll is 
d h-id"d in t Ihr · bands : ~090 l -l00 0 " IH~ . ) ' 0 I 2_80 ~[Hz . and 
] "-l0 ~ IH . The I \\'('r band is amplified with a ,10 dB ampl ifi r and n . e"~ n ine -
\\'nr is l ated r (' i st i""e p wer divid r h3,-ing n 2" d loss . The nine Utpllt5 a r c 
s pa r al I , fi lt e red \\'il"h bandpas s ax fi l te r. nmplifi -'d . and then d le .ed . The 
etfc th"e n i se figures fen h hann I J if is given at the output f.:>a h n ll"1plific1- . 
In pa r nthcsi . a larger n ise fi-=-u r · is in di at-cd f r th two h igh frequ n 'chan -
nel . ~he n is figure in parentlF"sis is th nt se n when the pre .. l1'1pl iiic l" is 
in - erted b tween the n"l ixcr and the tr ip l "'xcr : with llt the n"lp l ifi j" . th - n i - c fig-
ure is d termined by the 3 . 0 dB 117 amplifiers I' r e. h of these h nn('\ - plus lhe 
eHe Is of I sses in t rod u db' the filte r . I--I We" r, "'hen the amp l ifier is inse rted, 
th noi se fi"ure is dominated b· the II' nt-end amplifier . Thu - , th use fa 
broadband front- nd amplifier is jus tified nl· . s a buffer. 3id in the br db1llJd 
il'npedan e I11.a t h be t ween the J11ixer un d 1 "1 and is 3 hie," doni " nt the ex pense 
of rhe nois figure I the high r frequen hannf'l s . 
• 1 ,dation of radi meter AT perf rman e [ r ea..:h f th T h nnels is gi en i n 
igu r I. T he I, noise figur s as - ume d a rc th se btained w ith ut the br :ldband 
a n1.plifier . T~: n1.i x er nver i n loss asswlled i s - dB, a \~alue whi his on -
idel'ed within t l" state f th art a. )) GHz . An ant"nna feed loss of ) dB and n 
antenna temp rature "r "oor.; ar a - sum~d . It should b noted that the al u lated 
AT valu s are lower than th values I i ted a goals . The 11 Ius ion f this 
a sess m nt is thar the 11 Hz r ei,- 1' te hn 10,,' i s \\' · 11 within lh sta.e f the 
a l' t . 
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FIGURE 1. 110 GHz IF NETWORK DESIGN 
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4 . 6 Quasi-opti ca l Diplex e r s 
4 . 6 . 1 SEPARATION OF 183 G Hz BAND 
Wir e grid polariz e rs are the l owest loss el ments capable of sepa r ati
ng millimeter 
wave bands . It i~ logica l to uS such a device to separate the 183 GHz b
and from 
the other bands . 
The m ost difficult radiometric band is the 183 G J-I z band . High mixer
 conve rsion 
loss, d iff icu lt IF, and loca l oscillato r source noise an d powe r l imitat
ions combine 
to pr.)d uce a receive r noise teITlpe r ature significan tl y highe r than any of the other 
radioITletric band ,; . Input feed losses a dd further to the inp ut noise te
ITlperature . 
Since the 183 GHz band is a key MASR sounding band, one approach i
s to ITliniITlize 
input feed losses in tills band e ve n at the expense of increased losses 
in the other 
bands . 
If it was des ir able to mlmmi z e losses i n th e 11 8 GHz b a nd at the expe
nse of the 
183 GHz band, the 11 8 GJ-lz ba nd woul d be separated using a po l arize r
 and the 
183 GH z band would b e r e m ove d with a hi gh pass filler, re sulting in 0
. 5 dB feed 
loss at 118 GH z a nd I. 0 dB l oss at 183 GH z . The r es ulting ~T 's woul d be thos
e 
presented in Topic 2 . I , iITlproved at 11 8 GJ-li a n d degra d e d at 183 GHz 
by a fac tor 
of I. 12 
A wire g r id polari ze r functions as a diplexer in a radiomete r because
 both polar -
izations a r e pr esent in the signal input. Since a hete rod yne mixer is 
sensitive 
onl y to one polarization, the oth er p o l a rization i s usually lost in a co
nv ntional 
r eceiver . Thus , a wire grid pol arize r can be used to refl ect the 183 
GJ-lz band of 
one pol a r ization , and to t r ans mi t a ll other b a nds of the opposite po lar
ization . 
Figure 1 shows the polarizer disposed at 45
0 with r espect to the incoming signal. 
whi c h contain s both po l a ri zations . The reflecte d polarization contain
s the entire 
b a nd of frequ e n cies , but onl y the 183 GHz portion is used . The trans
mitted po l ar -
ization co ntains t he entire band of frequencies , but on ly the lower ban
d are used . 
Wire grid po l a ri ze r s have long be en in common use as microwave dev
ices . Imple-
mentation is routine at the lower ITli c r owave f r equencies but is not dif
ficult even at 
183 GHz . Two fabrication techniqu es a r e commonly used . The photo-~tch 
method 
consists of photo - etched coppe r strips on a mylar of Kapton substL·ate
. II, 2) Figu re 2 
s hows the d esign for a midband frequenc y o f 150 GJ-lz , with reac tive an
d ohmic 
losses es t imated for 183 GHz . Losses in th e m y l a r or Kapton ar no
t inSignificant, 
but a re kept low because the thickness of the sheet is only 50 fUTI (0 . 002 inch) . 
Anothe r fabrication method is by h and w:nding phosphor bronze wire o
n screws of 
very small pitch, ) 00 to 250 turns per inch . The tigh tly stretched grid of wires 
formed by th e Screw pitch is bonded to an e ll iptical r iL"; , and the exc
ess wire is 
cut away after the bond is set . The ;'esu l ting polarizer will pro\'ide a
 circular 
apertu r e at an incident angle of 45
0
• Figur e 3 i ll ustrates winding the fine wire on 
the sc r ews , bonding to the ring, and fini s hing t h e fina : po l a ri zer . Pe
rforman ce i s 
d etermin ed by the wi r e s ize , s pacing, a nd wavelength , as shown in F
igure 4 . 
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4. Receiver Design 
4. 6 Quasi-optical Diplexer s 
4. 6.2 SEPARATION OF 118 GHz BAND FROM WINDOW BANDS USING
 
FABRY-PEROT FILTER 
A Fabry-Perot etalon offers a unique and low loss method of separating
 window 
band s from the 118 GHz band. However, the tilt angle !I' ust be kept sm
all to 
minimize geometric walkoff losses. 
The characteristics of Fabry-Perot filters are such that low loss, narr
ow trans-
mission bands and broad reflection bands can be achieved. (1) For some applica-
tions, the Fabry-Perot is an ideal diplexer, but for 9therlj, such as for a high pass 
or low pass application, the device is poorly suited. \2 to ) A unique application 
is seen for the Fabry-Perot in separating the broad 118 GHz band from
 the window 
bands at 104 and 140 GHz. The required bandwidths at 104 and 140 are
 about 4 GHz, 
permitting a loaded Q of about 30. Using the relations given in Subsection 3. 8, a 
filter "an be designed which has a transmission loss of only O. 1 dB and
 reflection 
loss of 0.14 dB. The layout of the filter is shown in Figure 1. The filt
e: is tilted 
with the inc ident axis and the 118 GHz band is reflected at an angle of 3
0'. The 
unique property of the filter is that the third and fourth half-wave reson
ances 
(M = 3, M = 4) are resonant at frequencies that are very close to the specified win-
dow frequencies. For example, if a free spectral range of 35 GHz is ass
umed, 
the third order resonance is at 105 GHz and the fourth is at 140 GHz. S
ince the 
precise window frequencies are not critical, the 105 GHz frequency wou
ld serve 
the purpose as well as 104 GHz. Further, with a FSR of only 35 GHz. th
e plate 
spacing is about 4.2 mm, and the walkoff geometric losses can be kept 
to 0.12 dB 
at an etalon tilt angle of e = 15°. 
The reflectivity of the etalon need be only 0.7, which gives a midband r
ejection at 
118 GHz of 15 dB. In terms of reflection los s for the 118 GHz band, this
 amounts 
toO.14dB. 
Design parameters are summarized in Table 1. An aperture of 70 mm
 is assumed 
for the 104 GHz band. It should be noted that walkoff diffraction losses
 are negli-
gible because the plate spacing is only 4.2 mm. 
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TABLE 1. FABRY-PEROT MULTIPLEXER FILTER CHARACTERISTICS 
Type 
Mode 
3 dB bandwidth 
Free spectral range 
Beam waist 
Aperture diameter 
Walkoff diffraction loss 
Reflectivity 
Plate spacing 
Ohmic loss at 105.140 GHz 
Reflective loss at 114 to 
122 GHz 
Walkoff geometric loss 
t 
183 GHz 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
Fabry-Perot parallel plate 
Reflect 118 GHz. transmit 105.and 140. 
or 104.6 (M = 3). 139.5 (M = 4) 
4 GHz 
35 GHz 
22.5mm 
70mm 
OdB 
0.7 
42mm 
0.1 dB 
0.14 dB (lIB GHz feedthrough = ·15 dB) 
0.12 dB at 8 = 150 tilt 
... 
0 
en 
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'l' 
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M "'.3 
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\ I 
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FIGURE 1. FABRY-PEROT MULTIPLEXER FILTER FOR 104. 118. AND 140 GHz BANDS 
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4. Receiver Design 
4.6 Quasi-optical Diplexers 
4.6.3 SEPARATION OF 118 GHz BAND FROM WINDOW BAND USING RESONANT GRID DICHROIC FILTERS 
Single and double-sheet resonant grid diplexers can be used to separate the window bands from the 118 GH? band. These devices have the advantage of operating well at 45 ° incidence. 
In its simplest form, a dichroic filter is a thin sheet of conducting material perfo-rated with slots that are resonant in the desired frequency band. Two or more sheets resonant at the same frequency or at separate frequencies may also be used to produce sharper passband characteristics. Excellent design approximations can be obtained from a mathematical model based on a planar array of identical waveguide elements. In the present application, the resonant grid will be placed at an angle of 45° simulating a planar array scan angle of 45°. Given the slot dimensions and their periodicity in the array environment, the computer program determines the transmis sian and reflection coefficients of the assumed modes at the aperture. The transmission and reflection coefficients are determined by a mode matching technique invoking the continuity of the tangential fields of the w,il-Vi-guide modes and the aperture fields expressed in terms of "free space" modes.\l,.:) The slot configuration and array geometry are given in Figure 1. At the slot resonant frequency, incident energy is transmitted without loss. On either side of resonance the slots become reactive and the complete sheet becomes reflective. 
The transmission and reflection characteristics of a resonant grid backed by a 0.002 inch thick material of dielectric constant Er = 3.1 (Kapton) are shown in Fig-ure 2. Clearly,· the resonant grid passes the 135 to 145 GHz frequency band and rejects all other frequencies accordingly. The final dimensions of the resonant grid are arrived at after several iterations; in each case care must be taken that the selected slot spacings do not give rise to grating lobes in the region of interest. Grating lobe formation is avoided by selecting DX < 2'11./( 1 + sin 8) where 'A is the wavelength corresponding to the highest frequency of the band and 8 is the maxi-mum scan angle of the array. 
The design of the resonant grid for the 110 to 125 GH? passband is much more dif-ficult since the rejection bands (102 to 106 GHz and 135 to 145 GH?) are relatively close to the passband. Single sheet and double deSigns for various combiriatior.s of slot dimensions and two different slot spacings are shown in Figure 3. 
The steepness of the slope between the transmission and rejection bands may be increased by placing a second sheet of identical design a suitable distance behind the first sheet. Since the resonant frequency is the same for the two sheets, all the energy will be transmitted irrespective of the spacing between the two sheets at the resonant frequency. Variation of the spacing between the sheets changes the effective bandwidth of the passband .. This is illustrated in Figure 3. The curves clearly show that the bandwidth may be increased by increasing the spacing between the two sheets, while the slope between the transmission and rejection bands remains essentially unchanged. The slope may be made steeper, however, by the addition of identical sheets. 
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5. ANTENNA INTERFACE 
Interfaces between the radiometer receiver and antenna consist of 
mechanical/thermal, electrical, feed, and calibration. Special requirements of 
the feed interface include illumination with a quasi-optical quadraplexer. 
One of the primary tasks of MASR system engineering is to establish interface 
specifications between the antenna and radiometer receiver subsystems. Such 
interfaces as mechanical/thermal and electrical, including bus power and telem-
etry and conunand, are routinely achieved during system definition phases of 
flight programs. Establishing those interfaces at this time in the concept phase 
is premature. However, for the present study two critical areas require pre-
liminarv interfaces to be established: the feed interface and the antenna calibra-
tion intel'face. 
Feed Interface. The concept of using beam optics design formalism in the receiver 
subsystem has assUlTIed the use of Gaussian illumination to facilitate design pro-
cedures and to minimize diffraction losses. This concept implies that illumination 
patterns are generated in the receiver subsystem and are the responsibility of the 
receiver subsystem engineering. Thus, contrary to a conventional antenna inter-
face such as a waveguide flange, the MASR ~ntenna interface consists of a set of 
four complex beam parameters at the focus of the antenna. 
Corrugated horns with quarter-wave spacings carrying the HEll mode produce 
nearly symmetric circular Gaussian field amplitude patterns. Gaussian design 
formalism is therefore appropriate in quasi-optical feeds for MASR. Separate 
horns may optimally generate the pattern for each frequency band, and these 
bands can be combined with a quasi-optical quadraplexer. Topics 5.1, 5.2, and 
5.3 address the details of the feed interface. 
Antenna Calibration. The radiometer receiver measures antenna temperature 
continuously with a AT resolution of typically, 0.20 and an absolute temperature 
accuracy of ±l OK. Antenna characteristics must be known to relate the radio-
metrically measured antenna temperature to the desired main beam radiation 
temperature. Brier,-, the calibration procedure consists of three steps. A "cold" 
look into space will yield a residual antenna temperature caused by ohmic losses. 
A relative antenna pattern measurement will allow observations to be corrected 
for sidelobc introduced errors. Finally, comparison between radiosonde and 
MASR temperature measurements will yield an accurate absolute calibration. 
Topic 5.4 addresses the details of the antenna interface. 
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5. Antenna Interface 
5. 1 ILLUMINATION PATTERNS 
Corrugated horns with quarter-wave spacings ca7.'rying the HEll mode produce 
nearly symmetric circular Gaussian field amplitude patterns. Gaussian optical 
design formal ism is therefore appropriate in quasi-optical feeds for the MASR 
antenna • 
By convention, an antenna pattern of a receiving antenna is defined by reciprocity 
to be identical to the pattern generated by a transmitter having the identical 
antenna configuration. The MASR receiver antenna pattern is thus a function of 
the illumination pattern of the feed horn. 
For an antenna of infinite extent, a Gaussian illumination profile produces a far 
field pattern which has no sidelobe structure. The main beam field intensity 
decreases monotonically off axis in a characteristic Gaussian pattern. In prac-
tice, a Gaussian illumination pattern is truncated by the antenna edge which intro-
duces sidelobes in the far field. Illumination patterns generated by computers 
through iterative processes to obtain minimum sidelobes are very nearly Gau~oi"n 
profiles. 
The radiation from a horn can be made polarization symmetric through the use of 
corrugations spaced )../4 apart near the radiating aperature. (1) The field pattern 
of the HEll mode in the region of the horn is then given by(2, 3) 
girl = E J [2.405rJ 
o 0 a 
(r and a are defined in Figure I). 
The Gaussian approximation of this function is 
2 2 g(r) = E exp (-r /w ) 
o 0 
where Wo is the beam waist when the field is e- I times the field amplitude on axis 
and r is the variable distance from the z-axis. If we let these two functions be 
equal at the e- I point, we have the relations r = Wo 
and 
Thus, 
w 
2.405 ---2 = 1.7538 
a 
w = 0.73a 
o 
2 2 g(r) = E exp (-I' /0.53a ) 
o 
Both the Bessel and Gaussian functions are plotted in the Figure 1. It can be seen 
that very close agreement is achieved by the proper choice of Gaussian profile. 
The tail of the Gaussian is truncated at r = a whereas the Bessel function goes 
to zero at the walls. This inconsistency is the greatest analTIoly in the Gaussian 
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approximation of the field in th" region of the horn. However, in the far field of 
the horn, for large values of z, very close approximations to Gaussian have been 
demonstrated. (4) Side lobe levels of -40 dB and antenna beam efficiencies of 
98 percent are common using these methods. The close approximation of actual 
optimized fields in high performance antennas to Gaussian fields make the use of 
Gaussian optical design formalism not only warranted but actually preferred to 
other design approaches • 
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5. Antenna Interface 
5.2 MASR ANTENNA AND FEED GEOMETRY 
The recon,n,ended antenna configuration for MASR is a sYln=etl'ical cassegrain 
reflector syste=. The =ain reflector truncates the Gaussian illu=ination at the 
99 percent bea= energy points, and forward spillover is limited to -32 dB down 
fro= the total beam energy. 
A detailed tradeoff study for the MASR antenna systeln has deter=ined that thc 
symmetrical cassegrain antenna is lighter, more cOlnpact, and has a bC'tter pat-
tern for given surfacp figure than the offset paraboloidal reflector. \11 The basic 
antenna layout is sho'Jl1 in Figure 1. The primary reflector is a 4,4 =eter clia=-
eter parabolic reflector which has a priIne focus at 1. 54 meter ft'oln the center 
of the dish. The secondary hyperboloidal reflector is disposed between the pri-
mary reflector and focus such that an external focus is fornled 0, 16 =eter behind 
the surface of the antenna. The external focus is the antenna feed point for the 
four radio=eter frequency bands, 104 GHz being the lowest and 183 GT-Tz being the 
highe st frequency. 
Since the antenn.,. feed point is located 1. 64 =eter fro= the center of the subreflec-
tor, the energy distl"ibution characteristics at the external focus will be detern,ined 
by diffraction. 
A special property of Gaussian bea=s is that the relative intensity =easured at a 
point is equal to the fractional power for all radii beyond that point. In other 
words, the relative intensity at a point at the edge of the subreflector is equal to 
the fractional spillover. In the presently reco=ended design, the illunlination 
of the primary is controlled by a =aximu= subreflector dialneter of -0. 198 =eter, 
while the spillover is limited by a total subrefledor dia=eter of 0.25 meter. 
Thus, the relative intensity at O. 198 Ineter is 
where 
I (_2r2) r: = exp :z = 0.01 
z 
l' = 
O. 198 
2 
Solving for w we have 
z 
w = 0.065 m 
z 
Having determined that the e- 1 illumination circle of points is 6.5 c= from the 
center of the center of the subreflector; the spillover or energy which falls beyond 
the O. 25 meter outer diameter is 
P [_2(0. 125)2J 
-p = exp 2 
o Wz 
or about -32 dB down from the total power. It has been determined that spillo .... er 
of these levels does not seriously affect the radiometer perfor=ance (Topic 5.3). 
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The external focus is the feed point of the cas s egrain antenna. The feed point consists of four coaxial beams representing four radiometric bands. The 104 GHz band has a beam diameter of 63.4 mm to the 1 percent intensity points, and the 183 GHz band has" beam diameter of 39.5 mm. These beam diameters are deter-mined by 1) the iEumination requirement of the subreflector and 2) the laws of diffraction. The illumination requirement is shown in Figure 2. Note that the 
"amplitude" profile is shown truncated at 0.1 at the beam limits. The intensity at these limits is 1 percent, and 99 percent of the beam energy is contained within these limits. Also note that the illumination pattern requirements holds for all frequencies. Thus, the diffraction Hmited "focus" can be determined from the Gaussian formalism described in Topic 3.7. The fixed conditions are the values of W z and the distance F from the subreflector to the focus which fixes the diffrac-tion half angl e 
W
z 
= F = O. 040 rad 
From Topic 3.7 we have the relation 
A. 
TrW 
o 
or Wo 
from which the beam waists for each wavelength can be determined. The values of beam diameters at the 99 percent beam energy points are obtained by multiplying the beam waist values by 3.035. 
Figure 3 illustrates how the foul' frequency bands give different beam diameters at the antenna focus. Table 1 lists the values of beam waist, beam diameters, and confocal parameters for each of the four frequency bands. The confocal param-eter values are essential in designing the quasi-optical quadrap1exer which is described in Topic 5.3. 
Reference 
1. A. T. Villenueve, "Microwave Atmospheric Sounding Radiometer Antenna Feasibility Study," Final Report, Contract NAS5-24087, December 1977. 
TABLE 1. BEAM PARAMETERS FOR FOUR RADIOMETER BANDS 
Beam Diameter Confocal Frequency. Wavelength, Half Angle, Beam Wl:list, at 1% Intensity. Parameter, . f, GHz A.mm 
°1/2. rad wo,mm mm b,mm 
183 1.64 0.040 13.05 39.5 326 
140 2.14 0.040 17.03 51.6 425 
118 2.54 0.040 20.2 61.2 505 
104 2.88 0.040 22.9 63.4 572 
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5. Antenna Interface 
5.3 QUASI-OPTICAL QUADRAPLEXING 
Four separate feed horns for four radiometric bands can be imaged to comm?n feed point through quasi-optical techniques. Feed losses for the 183 GHz band can be l<ept below 0.5 dB and below 1 dB for the worst band. 
The four band coaxial beam geolnetry, illustrated in Topic 5.2, enters the radiometer and must be spectrally separated and directed to the four receivers. The techniques of quasi-optics were selected for this design example since losses can be minimized. The demultiplexing technique is to use spectrally sensitive mirrors to create images of the antenna focus suitable for the individual bands. Figure 1 shows that mirrors imposed in front of the real antenna focus, or feed point, to reflect images to the 183 GHz and 118 GHz feed horns. Lens images or relay images are formed for the 104 and 140 GHz bands. 
The first mirror in the systelTI was determined to be a wire grid polarizer for good reasons: it is the 10-,,,est loss quasi-optical elelTIent which is capable of separating two beams (Topic. 4.6); and it tal<es advantage of the energy in both polarizations which would otherwise be lost i,n a more conventional diplexer. The second mirror may be either a Fabry-Perot filter or a resonant grid filter. Also, the third mirror may be either a Fabry-Perot or resonant grid device. 
Estimated feed losses for each band are listed in Table 1. Losses for the 183 GHz band assum", the use of a quasi-optical balanced mixer which also uses a wire grid. A horn loss of 0.25 dB for each band is assumed. This loss is based on measure-ments of the throughput loss of two identical horns operating against a parabolic mirror at conjugate foci. The total loss of two horns at 140 GHz was 0.5 dB. 
TABLE 1. ESTIMATED FEED LOSSES FOR FOUR RADIOMETER BANDS 
r:d 
Wire Wire Fabry· Fabry· Resonant Resonant Horn Total Grid 1 Grid* Perot 2 Perot 3 Grid 2 Grid 3 Loss, dB Loss, dB 
183 <0.1 <0,1 0.25 <0.45 140 <0.1 0.1 ** 0.1 ** 0.25 <0.55 
<0.1 0.5 0.1 ** 0.25 <0.95 118 <0.1 0.14 0.25 <0.5 
<0.1 0.5 0.25 <0.85 104 <0.1 0.1' 0.25 <0.55 
<0.1 0.5 0.1** 0.25 <0.95 
it Assumed using quasi-optical balanced mixer. 
"Midband loss, ADD 1 dB at band edge. 
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5. Antenna Interface 
5.4 ANTENNA CALIBRATION 
Antenna perforInance must be known to relate the radiometrically measured 
antenna temperature to the desired main beam radiation temperature • 
Antenna Temperature. The measured antenna telTIperatur'O at the radiometer 
calibration reference planE for each radiometric channel iB related to the -radia-
tion brightness temperature in all directions by the equation 
where 
TA = 
k = r 
D = 
TB -
(8,<1» = 
dS1 = 
antenna temperature 
antenna ohmic efficiency 
antenna directivity 
radiation brightness temperature 
polar and azimuthal angles about the antenna 
element of solid angle 
average physical temperature of the antenna reflecting surfaces, 
weighted by the feed system illumination pattern 
The antenna directivity is defined as the ratio of the power intensity produced by 
(1 ) 
the antenna in the given direction to the mean value of the intensitv l.~, all directions. 
The first term of equation 1 is the contribution to the antenna temperature from 
energy received by the antenna, reduced by the ohmic efficiency. The second term 
is due to radiation emitted by loss es present in the antenna. 
There are two sources of antenna resistive loss. The first is due to small losses 
present in the antenna reflecting surfaces, and the second is due to the porti,m of 
subreflector blod,age energy which is terlTIinated in the mixer. Both of the. ~ 
losses contribute to kr' 
An alternate representation of this resistive loss due to blockage is obtained by 
considering the mi.xer diode as a therlTIal radiator at a telTIperature deterlTIined by 
diode characteristics and operating point. SOlne of the thermal energy emitted by 
the lTIixer will be reflected back into the feed by the subre£1ector, raising the 
antenna temperature (see section 5.5). 
D(S, <1» is composed of a main beam, near sidelobes, and remote siclelobes, Near 
sidelobes are defined as those which fall on the disc of the earth (TB" 2500 K) and 
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remote sidelobes are directed to cold space (TB - 2.5 OK). The antenna temperature can now be expressed as 
where 
T = T k" + T k n + T k" + (1 - k )T A m }"'Im ns r"lns rs r'lrs r 0 
11m = portion of the pattern energy in the lnain beam 
= 4
1jn(8,q,)drl. 
lnain beam 
and where 
T = weighted average main beam radiation temperature m 
= 41T~ • ffD (8,q,) TB (8,q,)d~ 
m main beam 
(2 ) 
similarly for Tns, 'lns and T rs , 11rs, the near and remote sidelobe temperatures and percent energy contributions, 
= 1. 
The first term in Equation 2 is the contribution to the antenna temperature due to the brightness temperature in the main beam. The second term represents energy collected by antenna near sidelobes from the eath. The third term aCCOl1nts for far sidelobe energy from cold space and the fourth term is due to energy emitted by the antenna reflecting surfaces. The energy collected from the sun in the antenna remote sidelobes is negligible. 
To accurately determine the lnain beam brightness temperature Tm from TA, other factors affecting antenna temperature must be known. This requires knowledge of the antenna performance characteristics. 
r Calibration Procedure. Range measurement of the MASR antenna is impractical J0 due to the large range length required to satisfy the far field criterion. 
where R is the range length, d is the aperture diameter, and >- is the wavelengtb. For the MASR antenna at 183 GHz, the minimum range length is about 15 miles. Ground reflections and atmospheric effects would degrade measurement accuracy. However, the antenna performance can be measured after launch. 
Briefly, the calibration procedure consists of: 1) a "cold look" into space with the main antenna system; 2) an approximate antenna pattern measurement; and 3) an atmospheric temperature measurement by both radiosonde and MASR. 
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The cold look is used to determine the antenna ohmic efficiency kr • The pattel'n 
measurement yields an estimate of the ratio of 'lm to 'lns and an energy distri-
bution in the near sidelobes, which is used to correct MASR measurements for 
side lobe contributions in a relative manner. Finally, comparison between MASR 
and radiosonde measurements enables the total amotmt of pattern energy on the 
disc of the earth ('lm + 'lns) to be accurately determined. The calibration is 
complete. 
1) Cold Look. With the antenna looking at cold space, the first term in 
Equation 1 is near zero, which exposes the antenna resistive loss radiation 
(l-kr ) To' To minimize collected energy the earth, moon, and sun should be 
located behind the antenna. This posture could be accomplished by pos itioning the 
spacecraft looking away from the earth. Reflecting surface temperatures needed 
to calculate T o (6p.n be obtained from an antenna thermal model, allowing the deter-
mination of k r . , 
2) Pattern M:easnrement. the antenna pattern is needed over an angle 
somewhat larger than the disc of the earth to allow the calculation of energy col-
lected by antenna sidelobes from the earth during observations. The overall 
system temperature accuracy is affected very little by the accnracy of the mea-
snred antenna pattern, and an approximate pattern is all that is required. The 
pattern can be measured in orbit using either a ground-based transmitter or 
astronomical sources. 
A ground transmitter measnrement is simple in concept and has the capability of 
wide dynamic range with accnrate control of transmitted power. Atmospheric 
absorption in the oxygen and water vapor high frequency IF channels is less than 
10 dB and should not be a problem. The transmitted signal can be modulated to 
improve sensitivity against the thermal background of the earth. 
However, the demands placed on the antenna positioning syste!TI by a transmitter 
rrteasurement are severe. To map the ITlain beam nsing a transmitter would 
require an antenna positioning accuracy of about one-tenth beam width or 0.05 ITlr 
at 183 GHz. The presently planned 0.15 mr would not be sufficient. Also, due to 
the fine structnre of the antenna pattern, a large nUITlber of data points would be 
required. 
Pattern measurement using the moon and the sun as ITlilliITleter wave sources 
eliminates the disadvantages of a ground-based transITlitter ITleaSUrelTIent while 
yielding results accurate enough for our use. An averaged pattern, rather than a 
point-by-point mapping, can be obtained by deconvolving scans across the ITloon 
IN'ith antenna patterns containing various amounts and distributions of sidelobe 
energy. Constraints on a correctly deconvolved scan are that no energy COITle from 
beyond the disc of the moon and that there be no limb brightening at the dark edge. 
Average sidelobe levels to 45 dB below the main beaIn can be mapped using the 
moon. The sun Can be used to extend this measurement to -60 dB. 
This procedure is des cribed in Reference 1 where it was used to measure the pat-
tern of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory 11 meter millimeter-wave tele-
scope operating at 214 GHz. The pattern information obtained was used to correct 
solar maps for sidelobe introduced errors. 
The orbital motion of the satellite can be used to scan the antenna beam across the 
moon, eliminating the problems with antenna positioning inherent in a ground 
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transmitter measurement. The orbital angular rate is 0.07 mr/sec, or about 
7 seconds/beamwitlth at 183 GHz, which is a convenient l'ate. 
Pattern measurement using large sourceS such as the moon and the sun does not 
yield information about the fine structure of the antenna pattern, but an averaged 
pattern is all that is required to make an estimate of the temperature contribution 
of the sidelobe energy during earth observations. 
3) Radiosonde Comparison. The amount of the total antenna energy which 
falls on the earth ('1m + '1ns) must be known, and can be determined by comparing 
radiometric and direct atmospheric measurements. The ratio of '1m to '1ns is 
known from the pattern measurements. This ratio, along with observ,;.tion over 
the disc of the earth, allows the radiometric observations in the area oi the radio-
sonde measurement to be corrected for relative sidelobe contributions. At this 
point, the estimate of ('1m + '1ns) is adjusted to bring the radiometric measure-
ment~ into~greement with the radiosonde measurements. This procedure assumes 
that Tm" Tns , which is accurate. 
The amount of energy on the earth outside the main beam will be a function of beam 
position on the earth. The antenna patterns 'are used to calculate changes in'1ns 
and '1rs for various beam positions. 
Temperature Accul'acy Estimate. To calculate an estimate of MASR system tem-
perature accuracy, nominal values of antenna performance and projected tempera-
tures for the worst case at 183 GHz will be used to determine the accuracy of the 
calibration procedure previously discussed. Then the uncertainty in system per-
formance parameters obtained during calibration will be used to calculate overall 
systeITl temperature accuracy. 
1) Antenna Performance Estimate (183 GHz) 
Power Breakdown, 0/0 Temperature 
Resistive losses 1 antenna To 
Central blockage, 20/0 1 earth 
1 antenna To 
Spar blockage 2 
-------
space 
Spillover 1 earth 
Random scattering, 5% 4 earth 
1 space 
Sidelobe s. 4"'0 2 earth 
2. space 
Main beam 85 earth 
5 -15 
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Performance ParametE'rs (nominal values) 
k = 0.98 (from resistive loss and central blockage) 
r 
TIm " 0.8674 
TIns = 0.0816 
TIl'S = 0.0510 
2) Cold Look. To estimate the error in the 
Hon 2 is solved for the term 
Since 
= T ns 
---emE'nt of (1 - k r ), Equa-
Using nominal values and estimated errors of TO, TA, and Tsignal, the 1 rr error 
in (1 - k r ) is the 1'8 s (root sum of the squares) of the error s due to each component. 
Error A(l- k ) 
r 
T = 
0 
200±20oK O. ,'02 
T A +ATA = T A ± 0.7 OK 0.0035 
T +AT = T. 1 ± 0.4 OK 0.002 
s s slgna 
(1- k ) = 0.02 ± 0.0045 l' 
To correctly compute the expected value for TA, the radiometric temperature 
scale, not the depr~sed radiometric temperature scale, should be used to add the 
contributions from To and Tsignal (Topic 3.5). At 183 GHz, cold space emits 
very little radiation, and TA is comprised largely of antenna resistive loss 
radiation. 
3) Pattern Measurement. It is anticipated that the pattern ,neasurement 
using the moon and the sun will be accurate enollgh to determine the ratio TI'm to 
TIns to within 20 percent. 
TIm 
TIns 
= 10.6 ±2 
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4) Radiosonde Measurement. Using the radiosonde data and the 
atmospheric model, the main bealn radiation temperature Tm can be predicted to 
within 10K. This measurement will be conducted in an area of slowly varying tem-
p',rature, Tm - Tns :5 looK. By making observations around the test point, Tns 
can be determined to within 5 OK. 
The purpose of the joint MASR/radiosonde observation is to determine the sum 
'lm +'lns, the percentage of the pattern energy falling on the disc of the earth. To 
solve Equation for 'lm + 'lns' the values of Tm and Tns are combined into an 
average earth temperatu':e, T e , known to 1 0 K due to the small effect of the uncer-
tainty in Tns. 
= 
T A - T rs kr 'lrs - (1 - k1') To 
Tekr 
Summing the errors as before 
Error 
TA = 245.5 ± 0.7 OK 
T 
1'5 
= 4.5° ± 0.5 OK 
T = 200 ° ± 20 OK 0 
T = 259.5 ± 1 0 K e 
k 
" 
0.98 ± O. 0045 
l' 
'1 + n = 0.949 ± O. 0056 
m "ns 
The calibration is complete. 
0.0036 
O. 000 1 
0.0020 
0.0037 
0.0008 
5) Overall System Accur~o. To determine the uncertainty in Tm during 
observations, Equation 2 is solved for this quantity. 
Nominal values and uncertainties are known for all terms on the right hand Side, 
and the error in Tm can be found as before. However. because the sum 
'lm + Y)ns + 'lrs = 1 without error, there are only two independent errors involving 
the three 'l, which are the error in the r~io Y) ...1'0 'lns and the error in the sum 
'lm + 'lns. Also, the difference between Tm anWTns is likely to be greater during 
observations than during calibration. 
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F01' exanlple, 
160.69° =" (O.98)( ~.8674) [245'- 2400{ 0.98)( 0.0816) - 4. 2 '( 0.98){ 0.0510) " 200'{O. 02) I 
Error 6Tm {'K) 
( + \ 
'lm 'lns' 
1.65° 
l1m\' T) ns' 
0.45° 
k 0.24° 
r 
TA O. 82" 
T 
ns 
0.47' 
T 0.47° 
0 
The total system temperature accuracy is fO\1nd to be :1:2.0° K. 
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5. Antenna Interfac e 
5. 5 SYSTEMATIC ERRORS 
System noise temperature variation with frequency due to radiated mixe
r noise 
reflected from the antenna feed mismatch places Severe constraints on s
ubreflec-
Lur position stability. These constraints can be eased using optical desi
gn proce-
dures to greatly reduce the mismatch between the antenna and the feed. 
A millimeter wave mixer radiates noise power at an elevated temperatu
re of 
=400 oK due to nontherlual noise generation in the diode. Some of this en
ergy is 
reflected back into the mixer by the small mismatches at the chopper wh
eel reflect-
ing surface and at the antenna subreflector. These reflections cause v'l.
ri?tions in 
system noise temperature with frequency. The period of this variation i
s 
Af c = d 
where c is c!J.e speed of light and d is the two way reflection path length. 
For the 
MASR antenna system the period of the antenna subreflector standing wa
ve is 
88 MHz. 
Shown in Figure 1 is a system temperature calibration of the Na'ional R
adio 
Astronomy Observatory 11 lueter millimeter wave antenna operating as 
a single 
sideband spectrometer at 88.6 GHz. System ten,perature variations with
 two dis-
tinct periods are evident. The rapid variation with a period of 22.8 MH
z is due to 
the reflection from the antenna subreflector, and the larger variation wi
th a period 
of 280 MHz is due to the reflection from the chopper wheel absorbing su
rface. 
System temperature variation in the MASR due to chopper wheel reflecti
ons will 
be less than shown here due to the use of a higher performance absorber
. 
The system temperature of each radiometric channel in the MASR is det
enuined 
during calibration at the end of every frame. These reflertions will affe
ct tem-
perature accuracy only if the reflection path length changes between cali
brations, 
shifting tne phase of the standing wave in the IF. This effort is most notic
eable in 
the narrow IF channels which only cover part of a variation period. The
 reflection 
distance from the feed horns to the chopper surface is not likely to vary,
 and this 
reflection will not degrade sycltem accuracy. However, the reflection pa
th length 
to the main 5ubreflector must be accur-";ely controlled. With a subreflec
tor mis-
match similar to that present in the NRAO telescope, the subreflector p
osition 
must be stable to within ±1 mil between calibrations to keep the maximu
m temper-
ature error within bounds, An estimated 0,7 OK error will result in som
e channels 
with a subreflector position change of 1 mil. The error in the l'est of th
e system 
will be less. 
Computer programs developed to design optical systems can be used to r
educe the 
amount of radiated energy reflected back into the feed and ease the subre
flector 
stability requirement. LACOMA is an optical design program developed
 at Hughes 
which emphasizes the reduction of backscatter from optics and structure
. 
Commercially av ... ilable programs such as ACCOS-5 and POL YPAGOS al'
e cur-
rently used in the design of direct detection optical systems where baffle
s are 
required to isolate the detector frorn scattered light. The use of these p
owerful 
design aids will allow the subreflector mismatch to be greatly reduced. 
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APPENDIX A. MASR CONCEPT 
1) MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
The lTlissionof the microwave atmospheric sounding radiolTleter 
(MASR) is to collect data to aid in the observation' and prediction of severe 
storms and other mesoscale weather phenolTlena. The MASR is to be launched 
via shuttle into a geostationary altitude orbit. Thio orbit choice allows the con-
tinuous measurement needed to resolve mesoscale dynalTlics. The instrument 
will operate in conjunction with lTlultispectral ilTlaging and infrared sounding 
sensors, and its function is to provide three dilTlensional telTlperature and hUlTlid-
ity fields, prilTlarily in cloudy and overcast atmospheric regions. Further 
mention of the optical senSors will be limited to noting that the other sensors 
have stringent line of sight pointing requirelTlents, This will limit allowable 
spacecraft attitude perturbations due to reaction torques of scanning the MASR. 
A 20 minute pitch and roll stability of 11 fLrad is typical of the requirements 
of the advanced atmospheric sounding and ilTlaging radiolTleter (AASIR). 
As part of an IR&D progralTl, Hughes has been assessing the observa-
tional requirelTlents for satellite data for all scales of weather phenolTlena. An 
understanding of the data requiren'lents for mesoscale weather prediction has 
been derived frolTl numerous discussions with NASA, NOAA, military, and 
university personnel, as well as from the literature in the field. The require-
ments listed below represent Hughes current understanding of how the MASR 
might be used in a severe thunderstorm environlTlent, 'but obviously represent 
only one of a number of scenarios for the use of the MASR. This lTlaterial is 
included to indicate Hughes continuing interest in mesoscale forecasting 
problems. 
The observation requirelTlents for mesoscale weather phenorv 'na are 
as varied as the phenomena thelTls elves. A particularly simple meSO scale 
phenomenon to predict is frost, in which knowledge of the synoptic conditions, 
surface temperature, and existing and projected cloud cover is adequate to 
forecast frost a few hours in advance. At the other extreme are the d~ta 
requirements for the severe thunderstorm environment, where knowledge of 
the synoptic environment, coupled with frequent lTleasurements frolTl the 
synoptic scale down to the cloud droplet scale, are needed. The severe 
thunderstorlTl has been chosen to size the MASR mission requirements, both 
because it places severe time constraints on fralTle repetition rates and 
because of the economic and social benefits to be derived frolTl the improved 
prediction of this phenomenon. 
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What are the measurement requirem
ents imposed by the severe 
thunderstorm environment? The tim
e and space scales over which meas
ure-
ments are needed depend upon the s
tate of the thunderstorm developmen
t. In 
the early stages of the storm, befor
e convergence and convection have 
begun, 
knowledge of the temperature field w
ith synoptic scale resolution (= 400 km 
in the horizontal and :::8 levels in the
 vertical) and the humidity field and loca-
tion of the clouds with mesoscale re
solution (=20 to 30 km in the horizontal 
and =10 vertical levels), with a measuremen
t frequency of once per 2 hours, 
are the measuremer,ts of primary i
mportance. After convergence has 
begun 
and the inversion layer begins to ris
e, all variables should be measured
 with 
mesoscale resolution and with a onc
e per hour frequency. Finally, fro
m the 
beginning of cumulous cell developm
ent until the end of the storm, meas
ure-
ments with mesoscale he rizontal an
d vertical resolutions should be mad
e 
approximately every 15 minutes. A
t the same time. measurements wit
h sub-
mesoscale resolution and 15 minute 
repetition rates would be desirable 
for 
precise location of storm activity, 
extent of storm development, and fo
r fore-
cast verification. Submesoscale res
olution from satellite data will be li
mited 
in the near future to visible and infr
ared i.magery data. 
The use of the MASR should be limi
ted to measurements in cloudy and 
partly cloudy atmospheric regions. 
Its coverage rate of 750 km
2 in 30 min-
utes means that it would take nearly
 6 hour s to make a measurement ov
er the 
2500 km2 extent of a typical numeric
al prediction model, which might be
 
used in the early morning to identify
 areas of proba1:.!e storm activity in
 the 
afternoon and evening. Rather, it s
hould be used to sample temperatur
e and 
humidity distributions in and around
 selected cloudy regions of the 2500 
km2 
grid structure, and sampling should
 be completed in about 1 hour. 
The coverage area of the MASR sho
uld be further limited, and its 
repetition rate increased as thunder
storm development proceeds through
out 
the day. After the beginning of cum
ulous development, the MASR will b
e 
most useful in measuring temperatu
re and humidity under the cloud top 
level. 
During the height of the storm, the 
MASR will be required to sound ben
eath 
the thunderst.orm's cirrus anvil cov
er and may provide semiquantitative
 pre-
cipitation data in the center of the th
understorm over an area of 500 km
2 with 
a 15 minute repetition rate. Estima
tes of the acc.uracy requirements fo
r the 
temperature and humidity fields are
 between 1° and 2° K for the tempera
ture 
field and approximately 10 percent f
or the absolute humidity field. 
In addition to the quantitative uses of
 MASR data, it is likely there will 
be a de sir e to produce temperature 
and humidity maps of the se data for
 visual 
analysis and interpretation. A pOSS
ible application of this type would be
 to 
map total vertically integrated wate
r vapor as a function of time. Area
s 
where the water vapor is increasing
 would indicate areas of convergenc
e and 
likely locations for future convectiv
e overturning. Another application 
of this 
type would be to combine both the te
mperature and humidity sounding da
ta to 
produce a stability map using one or
 more the the conventional stability 
indices. The purpose again would be
 to identify areas of convective inst
ability. 
In conclusion, a summary of the perf
ormance needed for the MASR to me
et its 
mission objectives is given in Table 2-1. 
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TABLE 2·1. MASR MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
• Spatial resolution 
Horizontal 20 to 30 km 
Vertical 8 to 10 levels up to 100 mb 
• Coverage rate 750 km
2/30 min 
• Temperature accuracy 10 to 20K 
• Humidity accuracy 10 to 20% absolute 
2) SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
The horizontal spatial resolution requirements for temperature and 
humidity sounding of severe storms vary for different severe storms and meso-
scale phenomena, but most can be satisfied with the 20 to 30 km resolution 
element indicated in Table 2-1. For nadi>: observation from synchronous alti-
tude, this range corresponds to antenna beam widths in the range O. 56 to 
0.84 mr, or 0.032° to 0.048°. 
Due to the fundamental limitation of diffraction, a typical radiometer 
antenna of diameter D can only give a beamwidth of the order 1. 3 )../D, where 
).. is a wavelength. The frequencies of the microwave absorption resonances 
of 02 and H20, which are available for the sounding of atmospheric tempera-
ture and water vapor, respectively, are shown in Figure 2-1. The 60 GHz 
02 and 22 GHz H20 resonances have been used in microwave sounders flown 
or designed to date, since these are for observing synoptic scale phenomena 
from low altitudes (-1000 km), where antenna beamwidths in the range 7° to 
100 are adequate. For geosynchronous sounding of severe storms, there is 
a need to use the higher frequency 02 resonance at 118 GHz (2.53 mm) for 
temperature sounding, and the H20 resonance at 183 GHz (1.64 mm) for 
water vapor sounding. These shorter wavelengths allow the required narrow 
beamwidths to be achievable with practical antenna sizes «4.4 m) that can 
fit into the shuttle payload bay without furling. 
The need for a narrow antenna beam thus leads to two critical require-
ments for geosynchronous microwave sounding: 
• Large aperture reflector antenna, 3 to 4.4 m in diameter 
• Low noise radiometer operating between 118 and 183 GHz 
To map a finite area on the earth's surface, the antenna beam has to scan in 
two orthogonal directions. Because of the very high frequencies utilized and 
the requirement for low loss reception, electrical scanning is impractical to 
implement and mechanical s canning is required. This leads to a third criti-
cal requirement: 
.. Mechanical scanning of a large antenna in two orthogonal axes. 
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This last requirement is subject to the constraints that the antenna 
scan motion must not cause excessive reaction torques on the spacecraft that 
would violate the poinHng accuracy and stability requirements of other 
instruments (e, g., AASIR). 
These three requirements determine the general characteristics of a 
microwave sounding system needed for observing severe storms from 
geosynchronous altitude. The objective of the two proposed studies is to 
verify the feasibility of developing such a system for a future flight in the 
1982-1983 time frame. 
3) MASR REQUIREMENTS 
IF Bandwidth and Channel Selection 
In order to better appreciate the basis for the system requirements 
involved in the selection of operating frequencies ar,d IF bandwidths, it is 
necessary to review briefly the principle o,f microwave sounding and radiative 
transfer. 
The MASR is a multichannel radiometer (01' spectrometer) for perform-
ing microwave soundillg experiments from a geosynchronous satellite. Micro-
wave sounding consists of measuring, at selected frequencies, the brightness 
temperature of passive microwave radiation emitted by the earth's atmosphere 
and surface, and the derivation of meteorological parameters from these 
measurements. The basic equation that relates the brightness temperature 
of the earth's outgoing radiation to the atmospheric parameters is the micro-
wave radiative transfer equation. 
where 
<Xl 
-.r a(f, z)dz 
=eTe o + 
s s 
<Xl <Xl 
J -f a(f, z')dz' a(f, z)e z T (z)dz 
o 
<Xl Z 
+ (1 -
<Xl 
-f a(f, z)dz 
e )e 0 
s J -f a(f,z')dz' a(f,z)e 0 
o 
T(z)dz 
T B(f) = brightness temperahlre of earth's outgoing microwave 
radiation as a function of frequency f 
T(z) = atmospheric temperature as a function of altitude z 
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's and Ts = emissivity a
nd temperature. respect
ively. of earth's surface
 
a(f. z) = absorption coefficien
t of atmosphere fOj- microwaves
 of fre-
quency f; varies with alt
itude 
O'(f, z) = ~ k i [f. p(z), T(z») n 1 (z) 
i 
(2) 
where the sum is over th
e number of molecular s
pecies that contribute to 
absorption at frequency f
. ni(2O) is the ith absorber num
ber density profile. 
and ki(f. P. T) is the molecular
 absorption coefficient o
f the ith absorber. 
which usually depends st
rongly on pressure p but
 weakly on temperature 
T. 
Equation 1 is for vertica
l (nadir) viewing as illu~trated
 in Figure 2-2. For 
off nadir viewing. a sim
ilar equation can be writ
ten for an inclined atmo-
spheric column. 
The physical Significanc
e of the different terms 
in Equation 1 are as 
follows: The first term 
is the surface emis sion.
 attenuated by the atmo-
sphere. The second term
 is a summation of emis
sions from all the layer
s 
of the atmospheric colum
n (Figure 2- 2). the contributio
n from each layer 
being attenuated by the i
ntervening atmosphere b
etween the layer and out
er 
space. The third term i
s due to surface reflectio
n effect. It accounts for 
downward atmospheric r
adiation reflected by the
 surface. and which even
-
tually contributes to the 
outgoing radiation. 
The theory for the differ
ent microwave sounding 
experiments is gen-
erally as follows: In temp
erature sounding. 's. T 
Sl and a(t. zl are assumed 
known. then the tempera
ture profile T(z) is tnferred fr
om measurements of 
TB(f), the two functions being 
related by Equation 1. I
n humidity sounding, 
• s, Ts and T(z) are assumed k
nown. and a(f. zl is adjusted in E
quation 1 by 
varying the water vapor 
concentration until the o
bserved and calculated v
alues 
of TB(f) agree. In window me
asurements. the surface
 term in Equation 1 
dominates over the other
 two terms. and the mea
sured brightness temper
a-
ture can be used to infer
 surface temperature or
 emissivity. 
Figure 2-2 shows a func
tional flow diagram for a
 microwave sounding 
system. The brightness
 temperatures at the sel
ected frequencies are th
e 
primary quantities relat
ed to the atmospheric pa
rameters. However I th
e 
radiometer meaSUr'3S di
rectly the antenna tempe
rature at the selected fre
-
quencies. Th'l! ,!"tenna t
emperature is related to
 the brightness temperat
ure 
from all directions by th
e equation 
T A (fl 
I 
= 4lT f G(f.e,q,) TB(f,e.q,) dO 
4lT 
A-7 
" : 
where G(f,9, <1» 1S the antenna gain function, (9,<1» are polar and azimuthal 
angles about the antenna. The above equation together with the radiativ
e 
transfer Equation 1 form the system equations shown in Figure 2-2. 
where 
Rewriting Equation 1 in a more compact form 
co 
T(f) = f a(f, z) dz 
o 
E T e 
s s 
-T(f) co 
+ 1 W(f,z) T(z) dz 
o 
(3 ) 
is the zenith opacity and W(f, z), which depends on a(f, z), is a weighting 
functioll that weighs the c:mtribution to TB from the atmospheric tempe
rature 
at vari.ous altitudes. For the case where the surface reflectance is neg
ligible 
W(f, z) = a (f, z)e 
_ fco a (f, z)dz 
z (4 ) 
The weighting function usually peaks at some altitude and this altitude v
aries 
with frequency. In temperature sounding, TB(f) is measured at several dis-
crete frequencies fi about an 02 absorption line, each value of f· being 
selected for the desired altitude where the weighting function Wefi' z) will 
peak. 
A consideration in choosing the set of W(fi' z) is that their mutu.al 
overlap be minimized, since overlapping leads to interdependence amO
(lg the 
different TB(fi) measurements and is responsible for the instability in ire""rt-
ing Equation 3 (Reference 2). To minimize overlap, the half-width of each 
W(fi, z) should be minimized, and the frequencies fi be chosen to space the 
W (fl' z) over the altitude range to be covered. 
At each RF, what is measured is the average brightness temperature 
over a spectral bar.d Af = BIF' The appropriate weighting function for
 
is a band averaged weighting ftUlction 
.'.-". ',-,. 
W(f, z) = if f W(f, z) jf 
Af 
A-8 
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In general, as Af increases, W(f, z) becomes broader in half-width. There-
fore, it is desirable to keep Af or BTF small enough so that W(f, z) will 
approach the monochromatic W(f. z), which has the minimum width. Hence, 
the maximum value of BIF for the temperature sounding channels is limited 
by the need to maintain vertical resolution for the sounder. 
To each IF in Table I of the radiometer RFP, there corresponds two 
RF symmetrical about the lIB. 75 GHz 02 line center. To each RF frequency, 
there corresponds a weighting function W(f, z) that can be calculated from the 
known oxygen absorption characteristics about IIS.75 GHz and the known oxy-
gen concentration profile in the atmosphere. However, if !l!(f, z) is assumed 
to be symmetrical about lIS. 75 GHz, then T'(f) and W(f, z) are symmetrical, 
which leads to TB(f) being symmetrical as well. Each MASR temperature 
sounding channel will observe the average of the brightness temperatures at 
lIS.75 - fIF and llS.75 + fIF, and there is effectively only one weighting 
function for each of the T -channels. The values Have shown in Table I of 
the radiometer RFP indicate the average height of each channel weighting 
fUloction. Channels T -I to T -4 are designed to probe the tJ':)posphere, while 
the other channels are to probe the lower stratosphere. Figure 2-3 shows 
some calculated weighting functions on the low frequenc y s ide of the 
lIS.75 GHz line, which are taken from Reference 3. A few of these weight-
ing functions are at frequencies approximately the same as some of the lower 
sideband frequencies in Table I of the RFP, and the average heights of the 
weig;i-t.ing functions in Figure 2-3 generally agree with the corresponding 
average heights given in Table 2-1. 
Factors Affecting System Performance 
The Figure 2-4 diagram summarl",es how the various system require-
IT,ent.s interact and lead to the radiometer performance needed. The require-
tr .... nts of area coverage, telnporal and (horizontal) spatial resolution of severe 
storm phenomena, combine together to determine the dwell time available 
for sounding each FOV cell. Contiguous coverage of an area L km by L km 
within a frame time tF, with a nadir ground resolution size of X km, leads 
to an FOV dwell time, or integration time 
t. '" 1 
This formula is approximate in that it neglects the time to turn around, step, 
and calibr"te at the end of each scan, and it assumes that the Lx L area is 
located in the subsatellite regir)ll. Contiguous coverage of the IS3 GHz chan-
nels is required to genen!.te water vapor maps. This requirement leads to an 
integration time of (ti)IS3 - 1 second as specified in Table 2 of the RFP. 
This value is obtained from the above equation with X = (35, SOD km) 
(1. 3 'A/D), if we substitute in the maximum antenna diameter of 4.4 m, and 
L = 750 km, tF = 30 min as typical mission requirements (Table 2-1). The 
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integration time and beamwidth for the 183 GHz channel determine a scan 
rate Bsc ' at which rate the antenna scan mechanism must be designed to 
move the 183 GHz beam. But the same mechanism will move the other 
channel beams at the saIne rate, so the FOV dwell times for the other chan-
nels are simply determined by (ti)>.. = (1.3 >"/D)/Bsc ' or (ti)>.. is proportional 
to >... Hence. (ti)1l8 is 183/118 = 1. 55 times (ti)183' as indicated in Tables 1 
and 2 of the RFP. 
As indicated in Figure 2-4, the requirements of temperature and spec-
tral resolution determine the required AT and BIF' respectively. These 
requirements differ for different types of sounding experiments. For ter'~rer­
ature profile sounding, the accuracy required in measuring TB(f) has to be 
typically many times the accuracy being sought for the temperature profile. 
This is because the mathetnatical "inversion" techniques used to invert the 
integral Equation I to recover T(z) are highly sensitive to data noise. as the 
cotnputations deal with inversion of ill-conditioned matrices. For example. 
in Tiros-N. where temperature profiles accurate to 10 to 1. SDK are Fought, 
the microwave sounding unit operating at the 60 GHz 02 band has a 
AT = 0.3°K. Similarly, NEMS at 60 GHz had a AT = 0.2 0 to O. 3°K, and 
was designed to retrieve attnospheric temperatures to accuracies of 10 to 
3°K. The random errorS in TB(f) that can be tolerated is also dependent on 
the particular inversion algorithm to be used. The ATB accuracy needed can 
be found through "computational experiments" by simulating the inversion 
process with artificial noise injected into the data. Frotn the A TB accuracy, 
one can specify the noise equivalent A TA desired. 
The selection of BIF for each temperature sounding channel is a com-
,,,,"',llise between the desire of increasing BIF to reduce AT versus that of 
" 'C ""<Ising BIF to provide sharper weighting functions. In temperature 
.... "c;"'· ing. spectral resolution is related to vertical spatial resolution; so the 
BIF tradeoff is between temperature and ver'ical resolution. 
In water vapor sounding, the required AT is controlled by the -10 to 
20 percent accuracy desired in measuring the water vapor profile nwv(z). 
The question of what randc.m errors in the set of 183 GHz TB(fi)'s will cor-
respond to 10 to 20 percent error in nwv(zi)'s is dependent on the numeri<:al 
algorithm used to go from the set of TB(fi)'S to the set of nw)zi)' s. A way 
to answer this is again to perform computational experiments on the actual 
algorithm to be used. by injecting artificial nois" into the water T B data 
vector. 
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APPENDIX B. REFERENCE AVERAGING IN PRESENCE OF GAIN FLUCTUATIONS 
1. Introduction 
The temperature resolution of a 'lli<:rowa've radiometer is determined by 
errors from two sources: (1) random fluctuations inherent in the square-
law detection of noise power in a frequency band; and (2) temporal variations 
in gain. The use of "reference averaging" to improve a Dicke radiometer, 
as first proposed by Bremer and Prince, (1) has the effect of reducing the 
first type of errors. The technique reduces the variance in,the reference 
voltage by increasing its integration time for postdetection smoothing, 
which leads to a decrease in the overall variance of the differential output 
voltage. In a switching radiometer with 50% duty cycle, instead of integrating 
over one-half the dwell time ('!' ) for a resolution element or "pixel", we can 
. p 
integrate over N'!'p/2 by averaging the reference samples in N consecutive 
pixels. Such an extension of integration tin,e is possible for the reference 
samples because the reference temperature is essentially constant. On the 
other hand, the integration time for the antenna samples must be limited to 
one-half the pixel dwell time in order to resolve the variation of scene 
temperature from pixel to pixel. 
As the reference averaging time N'!' /2 increases, the temperature error p 
due to detector fluctuations decreases, which corresponds to a decrease in 
the K-factor. If the chopping fraction remains at 50%, it can be shown that 
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(1) 
K=J2+~. Mathematically, as N - ~> K -~, which corresponds to 
about 307, reduction in K from its original value of 2. However, physically, 
it is not clear hm~ large a value of N can or should be used, which would 
determine how much improvement is physically realizable. Before this 
question can be answered, it is necessary first to understand how reference 
averaging affects the second type ~f errors; in particular, to know also 
how the errors due to gain variations depend on the parameter N. This paper
 
is aimed at clarifying these questions. Our results will show that the 
gain variation E,rror increases with increasing N, so there is, in fact, an 
optimal value of N that min~mizes the combination of detector fluctuation 
and gain variati.on errors. 
Above, we have described reference averaging with symmetric chopping. 
A further reduction in detector noise is possible by incorporating asyn-
metric chopping with reference averaging. If the fraction of time for 
antenna sampling is increased from .5 to some value q (,5 < q < 1.0), the 
antenna integral:ion time is lengthened from .s,-p to q,-P' while the referenc:e 
integration timt! in each pixel is shortened from .5,- to (l-q)'-. However,. p p 
the latter effe,~t is counteracted by averaging the references over N pixel .. 
to give a total reference integration time of N(l-q)'-, With a large p 
enough N, the overall effect is to reduce both the variances of the reference
 
and antenna voltages. The K-factor now becomes a function of Nand q, and 
is expressed by 
= /if + 1 
::. ,-' 
• 
For a given N, K is minimum whell 
If q is set equal to q for each N value, then as op 
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N is increased, the K-factor decreases as K = 1 + 1- (1) • tIN Thus, as N ... 00 , 
K ... 1, which is the value for a total power radiometer. As in the symmetric 
chopping case, one might again inquire how large a value of N can be used, 
in an attempt to ascertain the maximum improvement achievable. However, in 
any practical situation, there will always be gain variabilities, in which 
case the question of maximum improvement must be reformulated differently. 
We already kn~q the detector fluctuation error as a function of Nand q, 
but we also need to know the b~in variation error as a function of Nand q, 
so we can determine the values of Nand q that will minimize the combined 
error due to both effects. This will then give the maximum resolution 
improvement achievable by reference averaging with asymme,tric chopping. 
In this paper, we will start with analyzing only the case of reference 
averaging with symmetric chopping. Our approach is to start with a conven-
tional Dicke system with symmetric square-wave chopping and square-wave 
detection, and examine what happens to the gain variation error as reference 
averaging is incorporated with increasing values of N. The chopping fraction 
is kept constant at 50%, while N is varied. This facilitates comparison with 
the conventional Dicke case, and allow ••. easy interpretation of the results. 
The effect of adding asymmetric chopping to reference averaging will be con-
sidered in late.r studies. However, some of the characteristics we will 
derive for the symmetric chopping case will be qualitatively similar to that 
for asymmetric chopping, though the details will differ; fo. example, the 
combined ~rror due to detector fluctuation and gain variation when plotted 
against N will show a minimum, for any constant value of q, similar to 'W'~at 
we derive for q = .5. 
The effect of gain variabilities on a reference averaging radiometer 
was discussed in Reference 1, but was not treated'with adequate depth to 
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reveal the tradeoff between gain variation and detector noise errors. 
Consequently, there was some lack of appreciation of the limitation on the 
improvement realizable from reference averaging. 
r Ross Graves(2) has studied the problem of reference averaging in the 
presence of gain variation as a statistical estimation problem; i.e., as a 
problem in obtaining a best estimate to the true value of the time-varying 
, . reference voltage at a specified time (the observed pixel time), given data 
samples of the reference voltage at other times which are contaminated by 
the detector noise. He treated the generalized problem of using N pixels of 
reference samples to estimate an m-parameter reference-voltage function of 
time (m < N), and studied also the generalized technique of reference 
averaging with non-uniform IOeighting of the samples. His study utilized 
very elegant techniques to arrive at a number of interesting results, and 
the reader is referred to Reference 2 for a discussion of his numerous results. 
In this paper, we will examine the reference averaging system in its 
originally proposed form, where the one-parameter estimator is a constant, 
equal to the unweighted, simple average of the reference samples over N pixels. 
"Symmetric" averaging is assumed, where the II consecutive pixels of reference 
samples to be averaged are time-symmetrically distributed about the center of 
the observed pixel dwell time. Noting that gain variations are independent of 
detector fluctuations, IOe may set the latter to zero while IOe analyze the 
errors due solely to gain variations. This is the reverse of setting the gain 
variations to zero while analyzing the errors due solely to detector fluctua-
,- tions, as was done in deriving the K-factor improvement for ideal reference 
" 
" 
.,., averaging. The errors derived for these two opposite cases may be combined 
by RSS to yield the radiometer's temperature resolution. Since the detector 
fluct·" ,on noise is "turned off", we may leave aside the statistical 
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estimation aspects of the problem for the time being, and concentrate on 
studying the signal processing operations implied by the reference averaging 
algorithm, l~e I~ant to find out hOI~ the radiometer output response to the 
antenna temperature signal is modified by gain variation I~ith time which may 
be deterministic and/or random; and hOI~ these modifications depend on the 
reference averaging system parameters, such as N, "p and the chopping period • 
The objective is to relate antenna temperature error to gain variabilities, 
and to a~amine the dependence of that relationship on the parameters of 
reference averaging. Another objective is to derive equations that can be 
used for future computer simulation of reference averaging systems in 
general, to study system parameter tradeoffs and error sensitivities. 
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2. Response of Dicke vs. Reference Averaging Radiometer 
To compare the reference averaging and Dicke systems, it is help-
ful to cast both signal processing schemes into a common format, so 
that they can be readily compared. Toward this end, we view both 
systems as haVing postdetection sections equivalent to the block diagram 
of Figure 1. The modulated output from the square-law detrctor, denoted 
by Vet). is mUltiplied by a ref.erence waveform C(t) that is synchronized 
with the modulation frequency and phase. The product C(t)V(t) is 
filtered and smoothed by a pure integrator, to yield the radiometer 
output Va' The multiplier reference waveform C(t) is sometimes referred 
to 8S the "correlation" in Dicke radiometry. (3) It will be shown that 
by properly defining the correlation C(t) a digital reference averaging 
system can be made equivalent to the system of Figure 1. The function 
C(t) is different for different values of N, and we will study the 
sequence of CN(t)'s. 
The modulated output from the square-law detector is given by 
vet) = Bkg(t)[T(t) + TRN] + nCt) (1) 
where B is the IF or predetection bandWidth, k is Boltzmann's constant, 
get) is ~he power gain, TRN is the receiver noise temperature, Tet) is the 
noise temperature at the switching terminal, and nCt) is the zero-mean random 
process representing the fluctuations in the square-law detector. Later ott, 
n (t) will be set equal to zero, when Ive anal;'ze the errors due sole,ly to gain 
variations. The notation is simplified by defin::lg the product 
G (t) = Bkg (t) (2) 
and rewriting Vet) as 
Vet) = G(t)[T(t) + TRN] + net) (3) 
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We will refer to Get) as the "gain", lrlth the understanding that it is really 
the product of the electronic gain and kB; so variations in G{t) can arise 
from variations in th~ electronic gain and/or bandl~idth. Therefore, the 
error formulas to be derived for variations in Get) can be applied to 
either of these tl~o ef,,"ect:s, or a combination of both. 
Consider a Dicke radiometer with 50% chopping fraction and a chopping 
period ,. c' T (t) l~ill be a square-l~ave function of time that alternately 
equals the antenna temperature TA and reference temperature TR every "c/2 
s~conds. In general, TA is a function of time as the radiometer beam 
(jcans the scene, while TR is essentially constant, though it may have 
some residual variation depending on hm~ l~ell the reference source 
temperature is stabilized. To simplify the analysis, the radiometer beam 
l~ill be assumed to move from pixel to pixel j.n an idealized step-dwell 
mode, lrlth the stepping time being negligibl" compared to the dl~ell time. 
Under this assumption, a typical plot of T (t.l might look like that shmm 
on Figure 2 (a). The labeled intervals along the top denote pixel dl~ell 
time slots, each having a width equal to the pixel dl~ell time,. p' For 
Simplicity of illustration, the l~aveform is dralm for the case "c = "p/2 • 
TA is constant within each pixel dl~ell time, but its value will generally 
change from pixel to pixel follol~ing the sce:le brightness variation. The 
values of TA and TR within the j-th pixel time are denoted by TA j and TRj' 
respectively. The corresponding values of Vet) lmen T(t) equalS TA. and T·l . J J ~ll be denoted by VA" and VR.' respectively. J J 
Referring to Figure (1), the radiometer output V has the gen~ral o 
form 
Vo = constant x ~C(t) V(t)dt (4) 
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In what follows, the correlation C(t) for the Dicke and reference 
averaging systems will be determined and compared. In the Dicke case, 
the radiometer output that indicates the brightness temperature of the 
i-th pixel (see Figure 2) is simply given by 
v = V - V (5) 
o Ai Ri 
where VAi and VRi 
are, respectively, the average of the antenna and 
reference segments of V(t) , both taken within the i-th pixel dwell 
time. Combining the integrals in VA 
i 
and VR., we can also express Vo as 
l. 
Vo =! f Cl (t)V(t)dt 
p 'l" 
P 
(6) 
where Cl(t) is a square-wave function that alternates )etwee~ +1 and 
-1 every 'I" /2 seconds, as shown in Figure 2(b), and is equal to zero c 
outsid~ the pixel dwell time. 
We will US,! the symbol CN(t) to denote the correlation for reference 
averaging over N pixels. Since the Dicke is .~ special case of the 
reference averaging system with N = 1, the Dicke correlation is denoted 
by Cl(t). We will find that the CN(t) functions are easier to describe 
by sketching them, rather than writing out their algebraic equations; 
therefore, we will sketch out each function in defining it. 
In discussing reference averaging, we will always assume "symmetric" 
averaging, where the N consecutive pixels of reference samples to be 
averaged are time-symmetrically distributed about the center of the observed 
pixel time slot. It is expected that a digital reference averaging system 
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will most likely use symmetric averaging, since this can be implemented 
easily with a small amount of memory and can yeild great advantage in 
reducing the system sensitivity to gain variation. For symmetric 
averaging, if N is odd, we will take an integral number (N;l) of 
reference pixels before and after the observed pixel time slot. But 
if N is even, we will take an integral number plus half of a reference 
pixel on either side of the observed pixel time. 
Consider first the specific case of reference averaging with N = 3. 
The radiometer output that indicates the brightness temperature of the 
i-th pixel is computed by 
(7) 
where VA. 
l. 
is the same as previously defined and VR. is the average of 
J 
the reference voltages in the j-th pixel. CJmOining the integrals 
from all four terms in (7), it can also be e';tpressed as 
Va = :p 1 C3 (t)V(t)dt 
3,. 
p 
where C3 (t) is the square-~.ave function shown in Figure 2 (c). It can be 
described as a train of rectangular pulses of width ,. /2 and heights 
c 
1 
equal to +1, -3"' or zero, distributed in a Elymmetric pattern over a 
time interval of 3 "p' Outside this interval, C3 (t) = 0, so its overall 
width is 3 "p' 
Now, consider the case of referer.ce averaging with arbitrary value of 
N. Assuming that N is odd, the radiometer output for the i-th pixel is 
given by 
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where m = Nil. If ~~e again combine the integrals from all the terms, 
we Ciln write 
"To = ~p I C~(t)V(t)dt 
N'1' 
P 
where CN(t) f01:' N>3 is illustrated in Figure 2(d). Comparing C3 (t) 
and CN(t) for N>3, we note the following; The positive pulses in both 
functions are located inside the central pixel time slot, and their 
pulse heights remain equal to unity. The height of the negative pulses 
1 in CN(t) are reduced to a value - N' while th~ numper of negative pulses 
is increased, being spread out over a larger lnterval. The overall width 
of CN(t) is increased to a value N'1'p' CN(t) may be viewed as a train of 
~ 1 
rectangular pulses of .width 2 and heights eqla1 to + 1, - N' or zero, 
symmetrically distributed over a time interval of N'l'pi outside this 
interval, CN(t) ~ O. 
CN(t) depends not only on N, but also on the chopping period and 
pixel dwell time. We may indicate this by w~iting CN(t) = CN(t;'l'c''l'p)' 
Substituting Equation (3) into (10), we obtain 
Vo = :p J CN(t;'l'c,'l'p)G(t)[T(t) + TRN]dt 
N'l' p 
+.1.1 CN(t;'1" ,'1" )n(t)dt '1" c P 
P N'1" 
P 
This generalize,d system equation can be used to set up a future cOI:l,'JUter 
smulation of referenc;' averaging radiometers, to study parameter trade-
offs and error sensitivities. It describes the linear response of the 
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radiometer output to the modulated temperature Signal, shows how this 
response is disturbed by gain variations and detector fluctuations, 
and indicates how the response is modified by changes in the design 
parameters N, Tc and Tp' 
~ i 
: 
" 
, 
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3. Antenna Temperature Errors due to Gain Variability 
In what follows, we will set r~{t) to zerC\, and analyze the system 
behavior in the presence of only gain vaI:iations. With net) = D, 
Equation ell) reads 
(12) 
C(;nsider the above equation for the Dickl~ case, for which N = 1. Within 
the pixel dwell time, TA and TR are const~nt; so T(t) inside the interval 
of integration may be represented by 
where Cl (t) is the Dicke correlation shown in Figure 2 (b). Substituting 
(13) into (12) 'nth N = 1, we have 
Vo = :;p 1 G(t) f;'(TA-IR) C12 (t) + =;'(TA + TR) + TRNJcl(t)}dt 
"p 
Defining G as t~e average gain within the pixel interval, 
and Yl as the integral 
Yl = ,.: f Cl (t)G(t)dt 
"p 
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and making use of the fact that C1
2(t) ; 1 within the pixel interval, 
we may rewrite (14) as 
The second term in (17) is usually small in a conventional Dicke, but 
will not necessarily remain small with reference averaging, Therefore, 
we will retain this term throughout our analysis and will evaluate and 
compare it for the Dicke and reference averaging case. 
If the second term were neglected, as is usually done, we would 
arrive at the following classic equation for the gain variation error 
in a Dicke radiometer: 
Evidently, the gain referred to in this familiar formula should be the 
average gain G within the observed pixel dwel.l time, and IiG is the 
deviation of the actual G at the time of obsE,rvation from its value at 
the last calibration. 
With the second term present, any varial:ions in G(t) will, in 
general, cause changes in G and Vl via Equat~ons (15) and (16). The 
complete equation for the antenna temperaturE' error caused by gain 
variations should, therefore, be as follows: 
6T • ...L. [.,cr 
- T ) (TJ,. + TR + T,.)] A _ Vl A R + IiVl - 2 
G+-2 
where IiG has the same meaning. as above, and 6Vl is the variation in Vl' 
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Now, consider Equation (12) for the case of reference averaging over 
N pixels. It will be convenient to divide the integration in Equation (12) 
'l" 
into two parts: integration inside the observed pixel where I t-t I < f ' 
'l" 0 
plus integration outside the observed pixel where I t-tol >f. to is the 
time at the center of the observed pixel interval. 
'l" 
In the region It·t. I <..E.2 ' T (t) can be represented by Equation (13) 
.0 
which we rewrite as 
where TA is the antenna temperature in the observed pixel, and C1 (t) 
'l" 
is the Dicke co::relation. In the region It-tol< f 
Because of this property, the central part of the integral in (12) is 
given by 
;p f 'l" CN(t)G(t) [T(t) + TRNJ dt 
[tot I ~ ..E. 
o 2 
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whe~e G and Yl are previously defined in (15) and (16). 
'r 
In the region It-tol>T' 
1
1 TA. 
J T(t) = 
TR 
during antenna half-cycles 
during reference half-cycles 
where TA is the antenna temperature of the j-th pixel other than the j 
observed pixel. TA. mayor may not equal TA for the observed pixel. J 'r 
But since, for \t-t I> -£ o 2' 
during antenna half-cycles 
during reference half-cycles 
the follol~ing relation holds: 
Therefore, the remaining portion of the integral in Equation (12) is 
'r2p J 'r CN(t)G(t) [T(t) + TIDt] dt 
I t-t I>...E. o 2 
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Adding (22) and (26), we find that 
Va = ~J CN(t)G(t) [T(t) + TRNJ dt 
NTp 
= (G + Y2l) (TA - TR)+ (TR + TRN) T2pf CN(t)G(t)dt 
NTp 
where we define 
YN = ': f CN(t)G(t)dt 
NTp 
If we ret~ri.te Equation (17) for the Dicke case as follot~s: 
we see that (27) also describes t:le Dicke case t~hen YN = Yl. The slope 
of the linear relation be~~een Va and TA is the same for the Dicke as 
for the referenc!e averaging case, but the intercept is different. 
Taking the differential of Equation (27), t~e obtain the follot~ing 
expression for the antenna temperature error due tr; gain variations in 
a reference averaging radiometer: 
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where cG, oYl and oYN are the variations in the gain dependent quantities 
G, Yl and YN from their values at the last calibration. The above formula 
for N = 1 applies to the Dicke radiometer, and is the same as Equation (19). 
One should distinguish between the two terms appearing above. The 
first term is multiplied by (TA - TR), and can therefore be suppressed by 
keeping TR close to TA• We may call it a "differential radiometer type" 
gain variation error. The second term, on the other hand, is multiplied 
by TR + TRN , the system noise temperature during the reference look. It 
behaves like a "total pOli'er radiometer type" gain variation error, and is 
a more sensitive term. Moreover, it contains the dependence of oTA on 
the parameter N. In particular, the differem:e between the oTA for a 
Dicke and oTA for reference averaging over N pixels lies entirely in the 
second term. Therefore, our attention will bE' focused on analyzing the 
behavior of the second terms in Equations (27:. and (29). 
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4. Gain Variation Error Dependence on N and Chopping Frequency 
Up to this point, our formalism is applicable to arbitrary G(t) 
functions. For any given model of G(t), we first evaluate G, Vl and 
VN from Equations (15), (16) and (28), then substitute these inputs 
into Equation (27) to find the Vo response; and then determine the 
antenna temperature error fr~~ Equation (29) by considering the 
variation of these inputs. This analytical procedure can be readily 
coded in a computer program, to handle G(t) functions of arbitrary 
complexity. 
In the follo,qing analysis, we apply our general formalism to a 
simple model for G (t), ,mich can describe 10l~ frequency gain changes 
approximately. Our objective is to investigate the dependence of the 
gain variation error on the parameters N, ~c and Tp' and to obtain 
formulas that can be used to find order-of-lIlHgnitude estimates of the 
increase in gain variation error traded for reduction of detector noise 
error when reference averaging is used. 
We will assume that the variations in G(t) within an interval NTp 
are slow enough that they can be approximated by a cubic equation of the 
form 
3 
G(t) 
"'2: 
n=O 
for 
NT It - t I :;;-E.. 
o 2 
where a are constants, and t is the time at the center of the observed n 0 
pixel interval, which is also the center of the reference averaging 
interval. The range of N values for which this approximation is valid 
will depend on Tp and on the frequencies of the significant components 
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in the gain variation spectrum. Should this cubic model be inadequate 
to cover the interested range of N values for the gain variation fre-
quencies encountered, one could repeat this analysis with higher order 
models for G(t). 
In the analysis to fo11mQ, integrals involving ~(t) will be 
evaluated, and the fol1mqing assumptions will be made: 
" (1) That _.E. = n is an integer, n being the number of chop 
T c c 
c 
cycles per pixel time. Consequently, 
f CII(t) x constant dt = 0 
N Tp 
This equality ful.lows from the fact that CN(t) has nc positiv:e pulses of 
height + land lInc negative pulses of height - k, all the pulses being 
of equal ~vidths. 
(2) That GN(t) is a symmetric function of t-t
o
' where to is the 
center of the o·.)served pixel dwell time and also the center of the 
integration range. This requires, first of all, symmetric reference 
averaging, which we have assumed all along. In addition, it requires 
letting the pixel-to-pixel transition time fall, not at an antenna-
reference chopp~r transition time, but a quarter chop cycle later or 
" before, as shown in Figure 2. The same phasing also applies to the 
end points of the total integration range. The reference averaging 
algorithm should take in the appropriate frac.tion of a. chop on each 
end of the integration range to make CN(t) symmetric about to' As a 
consequence of this symmetry, 
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f CN(t)· (t - to)n dt = 0 
N'I" 
P 
for n equal to an odd integer. 
'I" 
(3) That ....£. « 
'l"p 
1 , which allows us to use certain appro~imations 
to evaluate integrals involving CN(t). 
1 1 100 to 10' depending on chopper design. 
In practice, 
substituting the G(t) given in (30) into Equation (28), 
range from 
since the a
o
' a 1 and a3 terms do not contribu':e because of (31) and 
(32) • Changing the integration variable to tot , and noting the 
o 
synnnetry of the integrand, the above e~pressi,)n may be rewritten as 
For N = 1, 
a
2
'1" 'I" 
c P 
4 
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where the integral has been evaluated ap
proximately by a technique similar to 
that of Attachment 1. The negative value for th
e integral assumes that Cl(t) 
Starts out at t '" 0 with + 1 , which wou
ld be the case if there are an 
odd number of chop cycles per pixel. I
f there are an even number of 
chop cycles per pixel, Cl (t) would start out 
at t = 0 with - 1, and 
the sign of the integral would be ,?osit
ive, but the magnitude remains 
the same. 
In Attachment 1, we defined 
'1' , which alternately equals + 1 
c 
in Figure A-1 of Attachment 1. 
pet) as the pulse-train function of period 
'1' 
c 
and 0 every :r seconds. pet) is shown T 
Identifying the pulse width, 6t = { , CN(t) 
can be expressed in terms of pet) as follows: 
- kp ( t _ '
1'; ) '1' 
pet) J < t < f 
CN(t) = 
_~ p (t _ '1'; ) '1' • >-E. ~ 2 
Therefore, the intEgral that appear
s in (34) is given by 
N'1'p ~ N'1' ---P. 
2 
=f2 2 { ~(t)t2dt: P (t)t2dt - 1:. r p (t _ '1';) t2dt Nj 0 0 
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In Attachmeut 1, we proved the following approximation: 
t 
a 
By this formula, 
~ 
/2 p(t)t2dt = (t -2::) Ci63 ) 
o 
NT ,. 
IT ~- 2
C 
( 3 2 ,.) (T 3) 
,. P(t)t2dt = ~ + ~ • ,.: iT 
..£ 
2 
Substituting th"se into (37) gives 
(
_ N2_l _ N+l • Tc ). 
3 2 ,. 
p 
T 3 
-L 
16 
Equation (34) becomes 
(
N
2
_l + ~ • Tc) 
3 2 ,. p 
Returning to Equation (29), let us distinguish that part of 8TA 
'" which depends on N by the symbol 8TA: 
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6~ = -1- 8Y • (TR + TRN) A _ '1'1 N 
G+T 
'1'1 
where T has been neglected i.n comparison with G because 
= 
a '1" 2 
2 P 
8 
'1" 
«G 
which follows from '1" c < < 1, and f.rom the expected upper bound on gain 
p 
variability of, say, 
few percent 
• 
"'-Combining (42) ,lnd (43), we find that eTA for reference averaging is 
given by 
2 p' !...:!+li±L,..£ T +T ea '1" 2 ( 2 '1" ) ( ) 
4a 3 2 ~ R RN 
which.shows explicitly the dependence on the parameters N 
'1" 
c 
and -, 
'1"p 
the 
latter being inversely proportional to chopping frequency. Compare this 
'" with eTA for a Dicke radiometer, which is given by 
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'l" 
'" In the Dicke case, oTA is proportional 
C to -
'l" ' P 
and is reduced to a 
small value 
'l" 
by keeping ...£ < < 1. 
'l"p 
'l" 
'" In the reference averaging case, oTA 
contains a. term independent of ...£ ~~hich rapidly increases with increasing N. 
'l"p 
The difference between the two cases lies in the factor appearing 
in the first parenthesis. We will call this dimensionless factor 
'" '" The ratio of oTA for reference averaging to oTA for a conventional 
Dicke is given by 
±J~ N2_1 + N+l 'r c . -3 2 "R = 
F(l :'c) 'rc , ,-
'r 
P P 
,. 
For example, 'f C J. - = 
'rp 
.1, going from a conventional Dicke to a reference 
averaging system with N=6 will increase oT-A by a factor of 120. Hence, 
while the term )~ may be ignored in a Dicke system, it must be dealt with 
in a reference averaging system. 
Figure 3 gives a plot of F (N' ::). 
Note that 
dependence 
"c ;:- affects F only for low values of N. 
p 
'1'c 
on - may be ignored, and 
"p 
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To give some feeling fo~ the magnitude of eTA' Equation (46) will 
be evaluated below for some typ;;'cal system parameters and gai'.l variabilities. 
But first, it is useful to expr,',ss ca2 in terms of more easily visualized 
parameters to describe gain variability. 
Sometimes gain stahility may be specified by such a statement as 
"gain variations should be less than 1% at .01 Hz". This may be interpreted 
by a simple model of the form 
G(t) = Go + G
w 
cos (wt + I'l) 
G 
where G is constant, ~ < 
o Go 
be shown that if 
2 N'l" <-P w 
w 
1%, 2rr = .01 Hz and I'l is random. It can 
N'l" N'l" 
G (t) in (51) can be approximated in the inte:cval _ -E. < t-t <-E. 2 0 2 
by the first four terms of its power series ,;xpansion about to' 
with errors less than 4% of G • w· 
G(t) 
G" (t ) 
+--?.. 21 
Gill (t ) 
o 
+ 31 (t-t ) 3 o 
Identifying the coefficients with those in Equation (30), we find that 
Gil (t ) 
o 
Now, as I'l varies randomly; G"(t ) ~Jill vary over the range 
o 
Therefore, the worst-case peak-to-peak variation in a Z is 
5a = w2G 2 w 
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Substituting this into (46), and considering only the absolute value 
As an example, consider a reference averaging system with the following 
parameters: 
'l" 
c 
'1" 
P 
= 
= 
1 
10 
1 sec 
and evaluate Eql!ation (56) for gain variabilities described by 
.!:!!.. = 01 Hz 2TT ., 
Gw = 
G .1%, .5% and 1% 
The results are shown in Figure 4 as plots of 5~A versus N. According to 
condition (52), these curves are valid for values of N up to 
N < 100"" 32 or • 
For the case TA = TR, as in a null balanced radiometer, the ·first 
term in Equation (29) vanishes, and the total temperature error due to 
"'-gain variation is equal to 5TA• This residual error is quite negligible 
when there is no reference averaging, since its value is ~.OOloK, as 
B-29 
------------" 
(56) 
(57) 
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indicated by the values of O~A for N = 1. But wheL reference averaging 
is used, this residual error grows rapidly with increasing N, as shown 
in Figure 4. 
For cases '~here TA '" TR, the two tenus i:!. Equation (29) must be 
combined to find the total gain variation error. The manner they are 
to be combined depends on how oG and oYN are correlated and on the 
sign and magnitude of TA - TR; therefore, for these cases, it is 
advisable to treat each case separately: according to the specific 
characteristics oi the gain and scene temperature variations, rather 
than to generalize. 
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Detector Noise vs. Gain Variation Error Tradeoff and Estimates of 
Maximum Possible Improvement 
Since gain variation error increases with N while detector noise 
error decreases l~ith N, there must be some optimal value of N where the 
total antenna tl!mperature error is minimum, To illustrate this tradeoff 
and optimization, we will work out the case for a null-balanced reference 
averaging radiometer where TA = TR, 
Let oTAn and cTAg denote respectively the detector noise and gain 
variation error", i~hich are assumed to be uncorrelated, From Reference l, 
where 
is the system nlise temperature, On the other hand, the gain variation 
error oTAg is gLven by Equation (56); so the total antenna temperature 
error oTA consists of 
oT = A 
., 
; 
(58) i 
I j 
(59) I 
(60) 
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Above, we have generalized the definition of the K-factor to include 
gain variation error. This generalized K-fac~or now depends not only 
'I'c 
on N, but also the dimensionless parameters --, B'I' , and the gain 
'I'p p 
G 
variability d~.ensionless parameters ill'l' and -W. 
p G 
As an example, we again choose the system parameters given in 
(57) and assume a gain fluctuation of .1% at .01 Hz. For the NASR 
water vapor 183 GHz channels, the typical IF bandl~idths are 2.5 and 
1.25 GHz. lvith 'I' = 1 sec, we have B'I' = 2.5 x 109 and 1.25 x 109, P P 
respecitvely. Assuming the aforementioned system parameters and gain 
variability, we evaluated the K-factor in Eql;ation (60) as a function 
of N, for the two values of B'I' • 
P 
The result~ are shown in Figure 5. 
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ATTACHNENT 1 TO APPENDIX B 
The fol101~ing integral will be evaluated approximately: 
lmere 
p(t) alternately every 6t seconds. 
as illustrated in Figure 2 of Appendi~ B, and 
where 
6t > 0 
n = positive integer > > 1 
The last condition means 6t < < I tb - tal. 
Let t l , t 2 , t 3 , ••• be the time at the centers of the intervals 
when p(t) = 1, as indicated in Figure 2. Consider the approximating 
sum that enters in the definition of the fol:!.01~ing integral: 
'" 2 [t1
2¢.t + t22 6t + ••• J 
+ [2 t 16t + 2t26t + ••• J 6t 
+ (6t)2 (tb - t
a
) 
2 
B-33 
(A-l) 
(A-2) 
(A-3) 
(A-4) 
(A-S) 
, 
I 
I' 
f 
l- •. , 
lbe sum in the second bracket is approximately equal to the following 
integral: 
Whereas, the sum in the first bracket is approximately equal to the 
integral (A-l), which we are seeking. Therefore, Equation (A-5) is 
approximately 
t _ 6t 
b 2 
·f tdt 
't - At 
a 2 
" (6t)'"(tb -t) +--,-
2 
substituting (A'"S) into (A-7), we obtain 
= 
,,_ .. 
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Laser Beams and Resonators 
H. KOGELNIK AND T. LI 
Abstract-This paper is a revIew of the theory of laser beams and 
resonators. It is meant to be tutorial in nature Dnd useful in scope. No 
attempt is IlUlde to be exhaustive in the treatment. Rather, emphasis is 
placed on formulations and derivations which lead to basic understnnd· 
ing and on results which bear practical signiHcancc. 
1. I NTROOUCTION 
T HE COHERENT radiation generated oy lasers or masers operating in the optical or infrared waveM • length regions usually appears as a beam whose 
transverse extent is large compared to the wavelength. 
The resonant properties of such a beam in the resonator 
structure, its propagation characteristics in free space, and 
its interaction behavior wiJh various optical elements and 
devices have been studied extensively in recent years. 
This paper is a review of the theory of laser beams and 
resonators. Emphasis is placed on formulations and 
derivations which lead to basic understanding and on 
results which are of practical value. 
Historically, the subject of laser resonators had its 
origin when Dicke [I], Prokhorov [2], and Schawlow and 
Townes [3 J independently proposed to use the Fabry-
Perot interferometer as a laser resonator. The modes in 
such a structure, as determined by diffraction effects, 
were first calculated by Fox and U [4]. Boyd and Gordon 
[5], and Boyd and Kogelnik [6] developed a theory for 
resonators with spherical mirrors and approximated the 
modes by wave beams. The concept of electromagnetic 
wave beams was also introduced by Goubau and Schwe-
ring [7], who investigated the properties of sequences of 
lenses for the guided transmission of electromagnetic 
waves. Another treatment of wave beams was given by 
Pierce [8]. The behavior of Gaussian laser beams as they 
interact with various optical structures has been analyzed 
by Goubau [9], Kogelnik [!O], [Il], and others. 
The present paper summarizes the various theories and 
is divided into three parts. The first part treats the passage 
of paraxial rays through optical structures and is based 
on geometrical optics. The second part is an analysis of 
laser beams and resonators, taking into account the wave 
nature of the beams but ignoring diffraction effects due 
to the finite size of the apertures. The third part treats the 
resonator modes, taking into account aperture diffrac M 
tion effects. Whenever applicable. useful results are pre-
sented in the forms of formulas, tables, charts, and 
graphs. 
Manuscript received July 12, 1966. 
H. Kogclnik is with Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Murray 
HiII,N.J. 
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2. PARAXIAL RAY ANALYSIS 
A study of the passage of paraxial rays through optical 
resonators, transmission lines, and similar structures can 
reveal m,ny important properties of these systems. One 
such "geometrical" property is the stability of the struc-
ture [6], another is the loss of unstable resonators [12]. 
The propagation of paraxial rays through various optical 
structures can be described by ray transfer matrices. 
Knowledge of these matrices is particularly useful as they 
also describe the propagation of Gaussian beams through 
these structures; this will be discussed in Section 3. The 
present section describes briefly some ray concepts which 
are useful in understanding laser beams and resonators, 
and lists the ray matrices of several optical systems of 
interest. A more detailed treatment of ray propagation 
can be found in textbooks [13] and in the literature on 
laser resonators [14]. 
INPUT 
PL ... NE 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
OUTPUT 
PL ... NE 
Fig. I. Reference planes of an optical system. 
A typical ray path is indicated. 
2.1 Ray Transfer Matrix 
A paraxial ray in a given cross section (z=const) of an 
optical system is characterized by its distance x from the 
optic (z) axis and by its angle or slope x with respect to 
that axis. A typical ray path through an optical structure 
isshown in Fig.!. The slope x' of paraxial rays is assumed 
to be small. The ray path through a given structure de-
. pends on the optical properties of the structure and on the 
input conditions, i.e., the position Xl and the slope Xl' of 
the ray ir, the input plane of the system. For paraxial rays 
the corresponding output quantities x, and xi are linearly 
dependent on the input quantities. This is conveniently 
written in the matrix form 
I.t·" I IA 
1,1';' = C BII··' I D ;l't' (1) 
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TABLE I 
RAY TRANSFER MATRICES OF SIX ELEMENTARY OPTICAL STRUcruRES 
NO 
2 
3 
4 
• 
OPTICAL SYSTEM 
k---d--..-.I , , 
, , 
, , 
, 
: I , , 
, , 
, , 
, 2 
-t-
\f\ 
, ' 
, , 
, , 
, , 
12 
L.e---d---.I 
I f 
' "' , , , 
• 
2 
RAY TRANSFER MATRIX 
d 
o 
o 
I 
-f 
d 
, 1-1 
-f 
COSd~ -'-~INd /n2 
..ff1ijff2 ..Jri; 
-JiiOrG. SIN d~ cosd Fi2. 1n. 
din 
o 
where the slopes are measured positive as indicated in the 
figure. The ABCD matrix is called the ray transfer matrix. 
Its determinant is generally unity 
AD -BO = 1. (2) 
The matrix elements are related to the focal length f of 
the system and to the location of' the principal planes by 
1 
f=-O 
D-l h,=--
o 
A-I 
h .. =---
- 0 
(3) 
where h, and h, are the distances of the principal planes 
from the input and output planes as shown in Fig. I. 
In Table I there are listed the ray transfer matrices of 
six elementary optical structures. The matrix of No. I 
describes the ray transfer over a distance d. No. 2 de-
scribes the transfer of rays through a thin lens of focal 
lengthf. Here the input and output planes are immediately 
to the left and right of the lens. No.3 is a combination 
of the first two. It governs rays passing first over a dis-
tance d and then through a thin lens. If the sequence is 
reversed the diagonal elements are interchanged. The 
matrix of No.4 describes the rays passing through two 
structures of the No. 3 type. It is obt.med by matrix 
mUltiplication. The ray transfer matrix for a lenslike 
medium oflength d is given in No.5. In this medium the 
refractive index varies quadratically with the distance r 
from the optic axis. 
(4) 
An index variation of this kind can occur in laser crystals 
and in gas lenses. The matrix of a dielectric material of 
index II and length d is given in No.6. The matrix is 
referred to the surrounding medium of index I and is 
computed by means of Snell's law. Comparison with No. 
I shows that for paraxial rays the effective distance is 
shorlelled by the optically denser material, while, as is 
well known, the "optical distance" is lengthened . 
2.2 Periodic Sequellces 
Light rays that bounce back and forth between the 
spherical mirrors of a laser resonator experience a periodic 
focusing action. The effect on the rays is the same as in a 
periodic sequence of lenses [15] which can be used as an 
optical transmission line. A periodic sequence of identical 
optical systems is schematically indicated in Fig. 2. A 
single element of the sequence is characterized by its 
ABCD matrix. The ray transfer through II consecutive 
elements of the seq uence is described by the 11th power 
of this matrix. This can be evaluated by means of Sylves-
ter's theorem 
lAo BDI" = __ I sin 0 
.1 A sin n0 - sin(n - 00 
o sin nl:) 
(5) 
B sin n(-) 1 
D sin n0 - sin(n - 1)0 
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where 
cos t-J ~ HA + D). (0) 
Periodic sequences can be classified as either s/able or 
IIl/slable. Sequences are stable when the trace ·(A+ D) 
obeys the inequality 
-I < HA + D) < J. (7) 
Inspection of (5) shows that rays passing through a stable 
sequence are periodically refocused. For unstable sys-
tems, the trigonometric functions in that equation be~ 
come hyperbolic functions, which ind,cotes that the rays 
become more and more dispersed I he fur'. her they pass 
till G~gh the sequence. 
-+-, r;e-1--: ... f-;""OH7ol---~ 
~ --~
(::,) (::.) (:~.) 
rig. 2. Periodic sequence of identical systems, 
each characterized by its ABCD matrix. 
2.3 Stability 01 Laser Resol/lltors 
A Jase resonator with spherical mirrors of unequal 
CUI'Vatuf' is a typical example of a periodic sequence that 
cnn be either stable or unstable [6]. In Fig. 3 such a 
resonator is shown together with its dual, which is a 
sequence of lenses. The ray paths through the two struc-
tures are the same. except that the ray pattern is folded in 
the resonator and unfolded in the lens sequence. The focal 
lengths f' and f, of the lenses are the same as the focal 
lengths of the mirrors, i.e., they are determined by ,he 
radii of curvature R, and R, of the mirrors (I, ~ R,/2, 
I,~ R,2). The lens spacings are the same as the mirror 
spacing d. One can choose, IlS an element of the peri· 
odic sequence, a spacing followed by one lens plus another 
spacing followed by the second lens. The ABC D matrix 
of such an element is given in No.4 of Table I. From this 
one can obtain the trace, and write the stability condition 
(7) in the form 
o < (1 -~) (1 -- ~) < 1. (8) II, //, 
To show graphically which type of resonator is stable 
and which is unstable, it is useful to plot a stability dia-
gram on which each resonator type is represented by a 
point. This is shown in Fig. 4 where the parameters d/ R, 
and ciR, are drawn as the coordinate axes; unstable 
systems are represented by points in the shaded areas. 
Various resonator types, as characterized by the relative 
positions of the centers of curvature of the mirrors, afC 
indicated in the appropriate regions of the diagram. Also 
entered as alternate coordinate axes are the parameters gt 
and g~ which play an important role in the diffraction 
theory of resonators (see Section 4). 
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Fig. 3. Spherical'mirror resonator nnd the 
equivalent sequence of lenses. 
Fig. 4. Stability diagram. UnSlable resonntor 
systems lie in shnded regions. 
3. WAVE ANALYSIS OF BEAMS AND RESONATORS 
In this section the wave" nature of laser beams is taken 
into account, but diffraction effects due to the finite size 
of apertures are neglected. The latter will be discussed in 
Section 4. The results derived here are applicable to 
optical systems with "large apertures," i.e., with apertures 
that intercept only a negligible portion of the beam power . 
A theory of light beams or "beam waves" of this kind was 
first given by Boyd and Gordon [5J and by Goubau and 
Schwering [71. The present discussion follolVs an analysis 
given in [11 J. 
3.1 Approximate Salutioll of tlte Wave Equatioll 
Laser beams nre similar in many respects to plane 
waves; however, their intensity distributions are not uni~ 
form, but are concentrated near the axis of propagation 
and their phase fronts are slightly curved. A field com-
ponent or potential II of the coherent light satisfies the 
scalar wave equation 
,'11 + k',,: = 0 (U) 
where k =211'/1\ is the propagation constant in the medium. 
i . >1 
I 
I 
- ~-. 
For light traveling in the z direction one writes 
1t = "'(x, y, z) exp( -jkz) (10) 
where '" is a slowly varying complex function which 
represents the differences between a laser beam and a 
plane wave, namely: a nonuniform intensity distribu-
tion, expansiori of the beam with distance of propagation, 
curvature of the phase front, and other differences dis-
cussed below. By inserting (10) into (9) one obtains 
a;y a;y a", 
- +--2j"- = 0 
ax:! ay" iJz 
(11) 
where it has been assumed that", varies so slowly with z 
that its second derivative a;Yjaz' can be neglected. 
The differential equation (ll) for'" has a form similar 
to the time dependent Schrodinger equation. It is easy to 
see that 
"'=exp{-j(P+~"')} (12) 
is a solution of (ll), where 
(13) 
The parameter P(z) represents a complex phase shift which 
is associated with the propagation of the light beam, and 
q(z) is a complex beam parameter which describes the 
Gaussian variation in beam intensity with the distance r 
from the optic axis) as well as the curvature of the phase 
front which is spherical near the axis. After insertion of 
(12) into (11) and comparing terms of equal powers in r 
one obtains the relations 
and 
q' = 1 
P'= _i 
q 
(14) 
(15) 
where the prime indicates differentiation with respect to z. 
The integration of (14) yields 
(16) 
which relates the beam parameter q, in one plane (output 
plane) to the parameter q, in a second plane (input plane) 
separated from the first by a distance z. 
3.2 Propagation Laws Jor the Fundamemol Mode 
A coherent light beam with a Gaussi~ 1 intensity pro-
file as obtained above is not the only solution of (II), 
but is perhaps the most important one. This beam is often 
called the "fundamental mode" as compared to the higher 
order modes to be discussed later. Because of its impor-
tance it is discussed here in greater detail. 
For convenience one introduces two real beam param-
eters Rand w related to the complex parameter q by 
1 1 h 
-=--j-' 
q R '/TW' 
(17) 
c-6 
£ 
E. 
. 
w ~ 
Fig. 5. Amplitude distribution of the fundamental beam. 
When (17) is inserted in (12) the physical meaning of these 
two parameters becomes clear. One sees that R(z) is the 
radius of curvature of the wavefront that intersects the 
axis at z, and lC(Z) is a measure of the decrease of the 
field amplitude E with the distance from the axis. This 
decrease is Gaussian in form, as indicated in Fig. 5, and 
w is the distance at whiel! the amplitude is lie times that 
on the axis. Note that the intensity distribution is Gaus-
sian in every beam cross section, and that the width of 
that Gaussian intensity profile changes along the axis. 
The parameter 10 is often called the beam radius or "spot 
size," and 2w, the beam diameter. 
The Gaussian beam contracts to a minimum diameter 
2wo at the beam wllisl where the phase front is plane. If 
one measures z from this waist, the expansion laws for 
the beam assume a simple form. The complex beam 
parameter at the waist is purely imagiuary 
'lrwo:! 
go =j--
h 
(18) 
and a distance z away from the waist the parameter is 
1rtlIo:! 
q=qo+z=j--+z. 
h 
(19) 
After combining (19) and (17) one equates the real and 
imaginary parts to obtain 
w'(z) = wo' [1 + C~z,,) '] (20) 
and 
[ (1l'wo')'J R(z) = z 1 + ~ . (21) 
Figure 6 shows the expansion of the beam according to 
(20). The beam contour w(z) is a hyperbola with asymp-
totes inclined to the axis at an angle 
h 
8=-· (22) 
This is the far-field diffraction angle of the fundamental 
mode. 
Dividing (21) by (20), one obtains the useful relation 
hZ ll'W' (23) 
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Fig. 6, Contour of n Gaussian beam. 
which can be used to express1Vo and; in terms of wand R: 
{ r (mC')'J 
100' = w' / L 1 + ~R (24) 
(25) 
To calculate the complex phase shift a distance z away 
from the waist, one inserts (19) into (15) to get 
P'= 
j j 
--= 
q z + j(mv,'/~) 
Integration of (26) yields the result 
;P(z) = In[! - j(~z/m.o')J 
(20) 
= IllV! + (~z/1rIVo')' - jnrc tnn(~z/1rIVo'). (27) 
The real part of P represents a phase shift difference <P be· 
tween the Gaussian beam and an ideal plane wave, while 
the imaginary part produces an amplitude factor wo/1O 
which gives the expected intensity decrease on the axis due 
to the expansion of the beam. With these results for the 
fundamental Gaussian beam, (10) can be written in the 
form . . 
w, 
u(r,z) =-
10 
·exp -j(kz - <1» - r' -+- ~ { ( I j/o )' w' 2R f 
where 
<~ = arc tan(~z;'ru'o'). 
(28) 
(29) 
It will be seen in Seotion 3.5 that Gaussian beams of this 
kind arc produced by many lasers that oscillate in the 
fundamental mode. 
3.3 Higher Order Modes 
In tl)e. preceding section only one sOI\itia.n qf (II) was 
discussed, i.e., a light beam with the property that i!~ 
intensity profile in every beam cross section is ./liven by 
the'same function, namely, a Gaussian. Th~ width of this 
Gaussian distribution changes as the beam propagates 
along its axis. There are other solutions of (11) with sim· 
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itar properties, and they are discussed in this section. 
These solutions form a complete and orthogonal set of 
functions and are called the "modes of propagation." 
Every arbitrary distribution of monochromatic light can 
be expanded in terms of these modes. Because of space 
limitations the derivation of these modes can only be 
sketched here. 
a) Modes ill CartesialJ Coordillatcs: For a system with' 
a rectangular (x, y, z) geometry one can try n solution for 
(11) vf tile form 
'" = g("') 'h(-~) 1lI . W 
.,.xp {-j[l' +~. (.1"' + II')JI. (aO) 
21} J 
where g is a function of x and z, and" is a function of )' 
and z. For real g nnd II this postulates mode beams whose 
intensity patterns scale according to the width 2",(z) of a 
Gaussian beam. After inserting this trial solution into 
(II) one arrives at differential equations for g and" of the 
form 
(/2/1 111 elll", 
. -~ - 2x -_ .. + 21111/", = O. (a I) 
dx' d;I" 
This is the differential equation for the Hermite poly-
nomial Hm(x) of order m. Equation (11) is satisfied if 
( _X) ( .. Y) g,,, = H" v2 -;;; Jio v2 w' 
where m and JJ are the (transverse) mode numbers. Note 
that the same pattern scaling para:".ter w(z) applies to 
modes of all orders. 
Some Hermite polynomials of low order are 
fI 0(''') = I 
Ji ,(x) = .,. 
H,(x) = 4x' - 2 
H ,(x) = S,.'. - 12". (:l3) 
.Expression (28) can be used as a mathematical descrip. 
tion of higher order light beams, if one inserts the product 
gill as a factor on the right-hand side .. The intenshy put-
tern in a cross section of a higher order beam is, thus, de-
scribed by the product of Hermite and Gaussian functions. 
Photographs of such mode patterns are shown in Fig. 7. 
They were produced as modes of oscillation in a gas laser 
oscillator [16J. Nme that the number of zeros in a mode 
pattern is equal to the corresponding mode number, and 
that the area occupil!d aya mode increases with the mode 
number. 
The parameter R(7) in (28) is the same for all modes, 
implying that the phase-front curvature is the same and 
changes in the same way f, r modes of all orders. The 
phase shift <I.), however. is a function or the mode numbers. 
One obtains 
<I>(m, n; z) = (m + n + 1) nrc tnn(~z/1rIVo'). (34) 
,......,,.--------------- ------.~----~ .. -,.~ .• -,.-.---,,'-"~'~ -:~~-: ..... "::' .. :... 
.. " 
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Fig. 7. Mode patterns of a gas laser ascii· 
lalar (rectangular symmetry). 
This means that the phase velocity increases with increas-
ing mode number. In 'resonators this leads to differences 
in the resonant frequencies of the various modes of oscil-
lation. 
b) Modes ill Cylindrical Coordinates: For a system with 
a cylindrical (r , <1>, z) geometry one uses a trial solution 
for (II) of the form 
'" ~ g (..':,1 . cxp {- j (p + ~ T' + I<I»} _ (35) 
wi 2q 
After some calculation one finds 
( I' ) ' (r') g = \1'2 --;;; -Lp' 2 w' (36) 
where L/ is a generalized Laguerre polynomial, and p 
and I are the radial and angular mode numbers. L/(x) 
obeys the differential equation 
dL,,1 
1 - .r) -- + pL; = O. 
d.l' 
Some polynomials of !ow order are 
" 0'(,,-) ~ 1 
L, '(.,·) = 1+ 1 - .r 
(37) 
L,'(x) = :u + 1)(/ + 2) - (I + 2)x + ~a·'. (38; 
As in the case of beams with a rectangular geometry, the 
beam parameters u,{z) and R(z) are the same for all cylin-
drical modes. The phase shift is, again, depr.ndent on the 
mode numbers and is given by 
"' (p, I;.) = (2p + 1 + 1) nrc tRn(A./ ",",'). (39) 
3.4 Oeam Tralls/ormatioll by a Lells 
A lens can be used to focus a laser beam to a small spot, 
or to produce a beam oi suitable diameter and phase-
front curvature for injection into a given optical structure. 
An ideal lens leave, the transverse field di,tribution of a 
beam mode unchanged , i.e., an incoming fundamental 
Gaussian beam will emerge from the lens as a funda-
mental beam, and a higher order mode remains a mode 
of the same order after passing through the lens. However, 
a lens does change the beam parameters R(z) and w(z) . 
As these two parameters are the same for modes of all 
orders, the following discussion is valid for all orders; 
the relationship between the parameters of an incoming 
beam (labeled here with the index I) and the p"_rameters 
of the corresponding outgoing beam (index 2) is studied in 
detail. 
An ideal thin lens of focal length/transforms an incom-
ing spherical wave with a radius R 1 immediately to the 
left of the lens into a spherical wave with the radius R, 
immediately to the right of it, where 
1 1 1 (40) 
R, RI f 
Figure 8 illustrates this situation. The radius of curvature 
is taken to be positive if the wavefront is convex as 
viewed from z~ <c. The lens transforms the phase fronts 
of laser beams in eactly the 3ame way as tha,;;; of spherical 
waves. As the diameter of a beam is the same imllll;jiately 
to the left and to t:,·' right of a IIIilllens, the 'I-parameters 
of the. incoming and outgoing beams are related by 
1 1 1 (41) q,=;-j' 
where the q's are measured at the lens. If'll and 'I, are 
measured at distances d1 and d,. from the lens as indicated 
in Fig. 9, the relation between them becomes 
q'l. = 
- (q'/I) + (I - dllf) 
(42) 
This formula is derived using (16) and (41). -
More complicated optical structures, such as gas lenses, 
combinations of lenses, or thick lenses, can be thought of 
as composed of a series of thin lenses at various spacings. 
Repeated application of (16) and (41) is, therefore, suffi-
cient to calculate the effect of complicated structures on 
the propagation of laser beams. If the ABeD matrix for 
the transfer of paraxial rays through the structure is 
known, the 'I parameter of the output beam can be cal-
culated from 
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Aq.+R 
q'l =-
Cg. + D 
(43) 
This is a generalized form of (42) and has been called the 
ABCD law [10]. The matrices of several optical structures 
are given in Section II. The ABCD law follows from the 
analogy between the laws for laser beams and the laws 
obeyed by the spherical waves in geometrical optics. The 
radius of the spherical waves R obeys laws of the same 
form as (16) and (41) for the complex beam parameter q. 
A morejolF,i1ed discussion of this analogy is given in [II ]. 
3.5 Laser ReSOIlOlors (llIfillite Aperlllre) 
The most commonly used laser resonators are com-
posed of two spherical (or flat) mirrors facing each other. 
The stability of such "open" resonators has been discussed 
in Section 2 in terms of paraxial rays. To study the modes 
of laser resonators one has to take account of their wave 
nature, and this is done here by studying wave beams of 
the kind discussed above as they propagate back and forth 
between the mirrors. As aperture diffraction effects are 
neglected throughout this section, the present discussion 
applies only to stable resonators with mirror apertures 
that are large compared to the spot size of the beams. 
A mode of a resonator is defined as a self~onsi tent 
field configuragion. If a mode can be represented by a 
wave beam propagating back and forth between the 
mirrors, the beam parameters must be the same after one 
complete return trip of the beam. This condition is used 
to calculate the mode parameters. As the beam that repre-
sents a mode travels in both directions between the mirrors 
it forms the axial standing-wave pattern that is expected 
for a resonator mode. 
A laser resonator with mirrors of eq ual curvature is 
shown in Fig. IO logether with the equivaler. unfolded 
system. a sequence of lenses. For this symm .trical struc-
ture it is sumci~nt to postulate self-consistency for one 
transit of the r~sonator (which is equivalent to one full 
period of the lens sequence), instead of a complete return 
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trip. If the complex beam parameter is given by q" im-
mediately to the right of a particular lens, the beam 
parameter g" immediately to the right of the next lens, 
can be calculated by means of (16) and (41) as 
1 1 1 
-c--- -- · 
g. q.+d f (44) 
Self~onsistency requires that q. - q,-g, which leads to 
a quadratic equation for the beam parametergat the lenses 
(or at the mirrors of the resonator): 
1 1 1 
-+-+-= 0 . 
g' fg fd 
The roots of this equation are 
1 1 - ./1 1 q = - 2f (+) j 11 fd - 4f' 
(45) 
(46) 
where only the root that yields a real beamwidth is used. 
(Note that one gets a real.beamwidlh for stable resonators 
only.) 
F rom (46) one obtains immediately the real beam 
parameters defined in ( 17). One sees that R is equal to the 
radius of curvature of the mirrors. which means that the 
mirror surfaces are coincident with the phase fronts of 
the resonator modes. The width 2w of the fundamental 
mode is given by 
w' = ( ~R) / 12 ~ -1. (47) 
To calcuhne the beam radius Wo in the center of the reso-
nator where the phase front is plane, one uses (23) with 
z=d/ 2 and gelS 
A 
w,' = - vd(2R - d). 
2". 
(4 ) 
The beam parameters R and w describe the modes of 
all orders. But the phase velocities are different for the 
different orders, so that the resonant conditions depend on 
the mode numbers. Resonance occurs when the phase 
shift from one mirror to the other is a multiple of ... 
Using (28) and (34) this condition can be written as 
kd - 2(m +" + 1) arc tan(Ad/ Z .. w,') = .. (q + 1) (49) 
where q is the number of nodes of the axial standing-wave 
pattern (the number ur half wavelengths is q+ I),' and III 
and II are the rectangular mode numbers defined in Sec-
tio n 3.3. For the modes of circular geometry one obtains 
a similar condition where (2p+l+ I) replaces (111+11+ I). 
The fu ndamental beat frequency Vo, i.e. , the frequency 
spacing between successive longitudinal n:sonances, is 
given by 
Vo = c/ 2d (50) 
I This q is not to be confused with the complex beam parameter. 
C - 9 
r 
( ) 
J) 
f' , 
, , 
, , 
<t, ql 
-d- ~ 
Fig. 10. Symmetrical laser resonator and the equivalent sequence 
of lenses. The beam parameters. ql and q" are indicated. 
Fig. 11. 
~ 
I I 
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w, 
ow, 
WAIST 
BfA'" CONTOUR R, 
Mode fJ.:>rnmetcrs of interest for a resonator with 
mirrors of unequal curvature. 
where c is the velucity of light. After some algebraic 
manipulations one obtains from (49) the following for-
mula for the resonant frequency, of a mode 
I 
,1'0= (q+I)+- (m+n+l) arc cos(l-dlR) (51) 
" 
For the special case of the confocal resonatond ~ R ~ b). 
the above relations become 
w:! = Xh/rr, 
v/vo = (q + I) +~\m + n + 1). (52) 
The parameter b is known as the confocal parameter. 
Resonators with mirrors of unequal curvature can be 
treated in a similar manner. The geometry of such a 
resonator where the radii of curvature of the mirrors are 
R, and R, is shown in Fig. II. The diameters of the beam 
at the mirrors of a stable resonator, 21!-'1 and 2'U'2. are 
given by 
R" -d d !l',' = (~R,/,,)' ~-- -------
. R, - d N, + R, - d 
R,-d d !l',' ~ (~H,I")' ---- ----- . (5~) 
R,-d R,+R,-d 
The diameter of the beam waist 2wu, which is formed 
either inside or outside the resonator, is given by 
lVo' = (!-_)' d(R, - d)(H, - (1)(1/, + R, - tI) . (5~) 
" (R, + R, - 2d)' 
The distances II and t~ between the waist and the mirrors, 
mcasl!red posithe as sho) .. " In the figure, afe 
el(R, - d) 
11 = 
R, + R, - 2d 
( .. = d(R, - <I) 
- R, + R, - 2d 
(55) 
The resonant condition is 
1'/"0 = 
I (q + I) + - (m + It + I) 
" 
nrc cosv'(T-= dl RI)(I - d/l!,) (50) 
where the square root should be given the signof(l-d/ RI ). 
which is equal to the sign of(l-dl R,) for a stable resona-
tor. 
There are more complicated resonator structures than 
the ones discussed above. In particular, one ~an insert a 
lens or several lenses between the mirrors. But in every 
case, the unfolded resonator is equivalent to a periodic 
sequence of identical optical systems as shown in Fig. 2. 
The elements of the ABCD matrix of this system can be 
used to calculate the mode parameters of the resonator. 
One uses the ABC D law (43) and postulates self-con-
sistency by putting 'II ='1,='1. The roots of the resulting 
quadratic equatio!1 are 
D - .4 
2B 
- j -------(+) 28 v'~ - (11 + D)'. 
which yields, for the corresponding beam radius w, 
3.6 Mode Malchillg 
(oi) 
(58) 
It was shown in the pl'eceding section that the modes of 
laser resonators can be characterized by light beams with 
certain properties and parameters which are defined by 
the resonator geometry. The!=e beams are often injected 
into other optical structures with different sets of beam 
parameters. These optical structures can assume various 
physical forms, such as resonators used in scanning 
Fabry-Perot interferometers or regenerative amplifiers, 
sequences of dielectric or gas lenses used as optical trans-
mission lines, or crystals of nonlinear dielectric material 
employed in parametric optics experiments. To match 
the modes of one structure to those of another one must 
transform a given Gaussian beam (or higher order mode) 
into another beam with prescribed properties. This trans-
formation is usually accomplished with a thin lens. but 
otiler more complex optical systems can be used. Although 
the present discussion is devoted to the simple case of the 
thin lens, it is ah,u applicable to more complex systems. 
provided one measures the distances from the principal 
planes and uses the combined focal length f of the more 
complex system. 
The IOl:ation of the waists of the two beams to be 
transformed into each other and the beam diameters at 
the waists are usually known or can t.e computed. To 
match the beams one has to choose a lens of a focal length 
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f that is larger than a characteristic length fo defined by 
the two beams, and one has to adjust the distances be-
tween the lens and the two beam waists according to rules 
derived below. 
In Fig. 9 the two beam waists are assumed to be 
located at dist~nces d, and d, from the lens. The complex 
beam parameters at the waists are purely imaginary; they 
are 
(59) 
where 2w, and 2w, are the diameters of the two beams at 
their waists. If one inserts these expressions for q, and q, 
into (42) and equates the imaginary parts, one obtains 
d, - f w,' (60) ---=_. 
d, -f w,' 
Equating the real parts results in 
(d, - f)(d, - f) = I' - !o' (61) 
where 
(62) 
Note that the characteristic lengthfo is defined by the waist 
diameters of the beams to be matched. Except for the 
term fo', which goes to zero for infinitely small wave-' 
lengths, (61) resembles Newton's imaging formula of 
geometrical optics. 
Any lens with a focal length f> fo can be used to per-
form the m,liohi',~ translormation. Oncefis chosen, the 
distances dt l1nd d, have to be adjusted to satisfy the 
matching formulas [10] 
Wt __ _ 
dt = f ± - vI' - /0', 
w, 
W2 __ _ 
d, = f ± - vI' - fo'. (63) 
Wt 
These relations are derived by combining (60) and (61). 
In (63) one can choose either both plus signs or both 
minus signs for matching. 
It is often useful to introduce the confocal parameters 
bt and b, into the matching formulas. They are defined 
by the waist diameters of the two systems to be matched 
bt = 27rWt'/X, b, = 27rW,'/X. (64) 
Using these parameters one gets for the characteristic 
lengthfo 
f02 = !b1b2, 
and for the matching distances 
d, = f ± ~b, vl,f'lfo') 1, 
(65) 
d, = f ± tb, v(f'If~) - 1. (66) 
Note that in this form of the matching formulas, the 
wavelength Joes not appear explicitly. 
Table II lists, for quick reference, formulas for the two 
importan.t parameters of beams that emerge from various 
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TABLE 11 
FORMULAS FOR THE CoNFOCAL PARAMETER AND THE LOCATJON OF 
BEAM WAlST fOR VARJOUS OPTICAL STRUCTURES 
NO OPTICAL SYSTEM i b = 7TWo"Zj"I .. t 
r-d-i-dt-
I ( I' Jci(R-df -
R 
, ft+: t· I -;--dt - !;-.jd (,R-d) ~d 
R R 
::- /.:- l d, 
t---~: t- .jd{R,-d)(R,-d)(R,+R,-d) d(R,-d) 3 R1 +R"Z-2d R1+R2- Ed 
R, R, 
r d1 I"" -di. -~ t R.jd(,R-d) f-Li- ndR 4 2R+d(n"Z_I) 2R+d(n2-1) 
R R n 
~-d-+-dl-k: I I .... rt-- dl-
~ ~ , ~ ~ .jd(4f -d) id s , • , I 
f f I f 
:.. ..•... d-I ~ t ~ , 
6 -------........, ~d 1d 
-- ' ----... ]..= =~ 
- - d --
~ I " d d , ;n zn 
n 
t*-d--""I 
I"l- - - di. I~' .t r- nR.jd(,R-d) dR 
8 
,-/ //1/ zn"ZR-d(n2:_ I} zn"ZR-d(n2-1) 
R 0 R 
optical structures commonly encountered. Tr.·. are the 
conlDeal parameter b and the distance t whict. 61ves the 
waist location of the emerging beam. System No. I is a 
resonator formed by a Hat mirror and a spherical mirror 
of radius R. System No.2 is a resonator formed by two 
equal spherical mirror.:.. System No. 3 is a resonator 
formed by mirrors of unequal curvature. System No.4 
C-ll 
j 
I 
I 
1 
::;. 
. , 
'I 
, 
b,l; . 
. . 
d,/f _ 
Fig. 12. The confocal parameter h~ <IS U func-
tion of Ihe Jcn!i~waist spacing cit. 
--
... b,/f ... 
\i fib, 
" , 
'-~--!;----.'-' ~:---*1- --+--' 
d./f 
Fig. 13. The waist spacing d~ liS a function of 
the Icns-wliist spacing tit. 
is. again. a resonator formed by two equal spherical n1ir~ 
rors, but with the reflecting surfaces deposited on plano-
concave optical plates of index II. These plates act as 
negative lenses and eha nge the characteristics of the 
emerging beam. This lens effect is assumed not present in 
Systems Nos. 2 and 3. System No.5 is a st'quencc of 
thin lenses of equal focal lengths f. System No.6 is ;.J 
system of two irises with equal apertures spaced at a 
distance tI. Shown are the parameters of a beam that 
will pass through both irises with the least possible beam 
diameter. This is a beam which is "confocal" over the 
distance d. This beam will also pass through a tube of 
length d with the optimum clearance. (The tube is also 
indicated in the figure.) A simP'u situation is shown in 
System No.7. which corresponds to a beam that is 
confocal over the length d of optical material of index 11. 
System No. g is a spherical mirror resonator filled with 
material of index II. or an optical material with curved 
end surfaces where the benlll passing through it is as-
Slimed to have phase fronts thnt coincide with these sur-
faces. 
''\'!len one dc .... igns a matching systcm, it is useful to 
know the accurd, .. .'y required of the distance adju;tments. 
The discussion below indicates how the parameters b'!. and 
d.! change when hI and fare fixed and the lens spacing d l 
to the waist of the input beam i~ varied. Equations (60) 
and (61) can b, solved for h, with the result [91 
This means that the parameter b, of the beam emerging 
from the lens changes with dl according to a Lorentzian 
functional fonn as shown in Fig. 12. The Lorentzian is 
centered at d, = [and has a width of b,. The maximum 
value of b, is 4['/b,. 
If one inserts (67) into (60) one gets 
1 - d,l! 
I - d,!! = (l ~J,/!)' +(b,/2f)~ (liS) 
which shows the change of d, with d,. The change is 
reminiscent of a dispersion curve associated with a 
Lorentzian as shown in Fig. 13. The extrema of this curve 
occur at the halfpower points of the Lorentzian. The slope 
of the curve at d,=[is (2[/b )'. The dashed curves in the 
figure correspond to the geometrical optics imaging re-
lation between d" d." and[ [20J. 
~ 7 Circle Dielgrams 
The propagation of Gaussian laser beams can be repre-
~l 'ted graphically on a circle diagram. On such a diagram 
one can follow a beam as it propagates in free space or 
passes through lenses. thereby affording a graphic solu-
tion of the mode matching problem. The circle diagrams 
for beams are similar to the impedance charts, such as the 
Smith chart. In fact there is a close analogy between 
transmission~line and laser-beam problems, and there are 
analog electric networks for every optical system [17J. 
The first circie diagram for beams was proposed by 
Collins [18J. A dual chart was discussed in [19]. The 
basis for the derivation of these charts are the beam prop-
agation laws discussed in Section 3.2. One combines (17) and (19) and eliminates If to obtain 
(~- + i~) (ll'W". - iZ) = I. (1i0) ll'W' . If ~ . 
Th, ['elation contains the four quantities 11', R. WO, and = 
whh.:h were used to describe the rl L'P~ rion of Gau'ssian 
beams in Section 3.2. Each pair l\( the... lantities can be 
expressed in complex variables Wanr 
~ I iJ'=-+j-
ll' If 
1iWo~ 
Z = -- - jz = b 12 - ;z. (70) ~ .. 
where b is the confocal parameter of the beam. For these 
variables (69) defines a conformal transformation 
11" = I/Z. (7 I) 
The two dual circle dhlgrams are plotted in the complex 
planes of Wand Z, respectivel~'_ The ~V-plane diagram lIS] is shown in Fig. 14 where the variables ~i1l"1I'~ and 
l/R are plotted as axes. In this plane the lines of constant 
h '2=1i'II·u:."·~ and the lines of constant = of the Z plane 
appeal' as circles through the origin. A beam is represented 
by a circle of constant b, and the beam parameters U' and 
R I.1t a distance = from the beam waist can be easily read 
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Fig. 15. The Gnussian beam chart. Both W-plane and Z-plane 
circle diagram arc combined into one. 
from the diagram. When the beam passes through a lens 
the phase front is changed according to (40) and a new 
beam is formed. which implies that the incoming and 
outgoing beams are connected in the diagram by a 
vertical line of length l,if. The angle <I> shown in the figure 
is equal to the phase shift experienced by the beam as 
given by (29): this is easily shown using (23). 
The dual diagram [19] is plotted in the Z plane. The 
sets of circles in both diagrams have the same form, and 
only the labeling of the axes and circles is different. In 
Fig. 15 both diagrams are unified in one chart. The 
labels in parentheses correspond to the Z-plane diagram. 
and b is a normalizing parameter which can be arbitrarily 
chosen for convenience. 
One can plot various other circle diagrams which are 
related to the above by conformal transformations. One 
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such transformation makes it possible to use the Smith 
chart for determining complex mismatch coefficients for 
Gaussian beams [20]. Other circle diagrams include those 
for optical resonators [21] which allow the graphic deter-
mination of certain parameters of the resonator modes . 
4. LASER RESONATORS (FINITE APERTURE) 
4.1 General Mathematical Forml/lation 
IIi this section aperture diffraction effects due to the 
finite size of the mirrors are taken into account; these 
effects were neglected in the preceding sections. There, 
it was mentioned that resonators used in laser oscillators 
usually take the form of an open structure consisting of a 
pair of mirrors facing each other. Such a structure with 
finite mirror apertures is intrinsically lossy and, unless 
energy is supplied to it continuously, the electromagnetic 
field in it will decay. In this case a mode of the resonator 
is a slowly decaying field configuration whose relative 
distribution does not change with time [4]. In a laser 
oscillator the active medium supplies enough energy to 
overcome the losses so that a steady-state field can exist. 
However, because of nonlinear gain saturation the me-
dium will exhibit less gain in those regions where the 
field is high than in those where the field is low, and sO the 
oscilJating modes of an active I f:sonator are expected to 
be somewhat different from the decaying modes of the 
passive resonator. The probltm of an active resonator 
filled with a saturable-gain medium has been solved re-
cently [22], [23], and the computed results show that if 
the gain is not too large the resonator modes are essen-
tially unperturbed by saturation effects. This is fortunate 
as the results which have been obtained for the passive 
resonator can also be used to describe the active modes of 
laser oscillators. 
The problem of the open resonator is a difficult one 
and a rigorous solution is yet to be found. However, if 
certain simplifying assumptions are made, the problem 
becomes tractable and physically meaningful results can 
be obtained. The simplifying assumptions involve essen-
tially the quasi-optic nature of the problem; specifically, 
they are 1) that the dimensions of the resonator are large 
compared to the wavelength and 2) that the field in the 
resonator is substantially transverse electromagnetic 
(TEM). So long as those assumptions are valid, the 
Fresnel-Kirchhoff formulation of Huygens' principle can 
be invoked to obtain a pair of integral equations which 
relate the fields of the two opposing mirrors. Further· 
more, if the mirror separation is large compared to mirror 
dimensions and if the mirrors are only slightly curved, 
the two orthogonal Cartesian components of the vector 
field are essentially uncoupled, so that separate scalar 
equations can be written for each component. The solu-
tions of these scalar equations yield resonator modes 
which are uniformly polarized in one direction. Other 
polarization configurations c .... u be constructed from the 
uniformly polarized modes by linear superposition. 
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In deriving the integral equations, it is assumed that a 
traveling TEM wave is reflected back and forth between 
the mirrors. The resonator is thus analogous to a trans~ 
mission medium consisting of apertures or lenses set in 
opaque absorbing screens (see Fig. 16). The fields at the 
two mirrors are related by the equations [24] 
r(1'EIIl(S,) = f
s
,K(2)(Sh s,)E"'(s,)dS, 
r"'E"'(f,) = f [("'(s" s,)E"'(s,)dS, (n) 
s, 
where the integrfltions are taken over the mirror surfaces 
S, and S" respectively. In the above equations the sub-
scripts and superscripts one and two denote mirrors one 
and two; Sl and s:! are symbol!:: notations for transverse 
coordinates on the mirror surface, e.g., Sl=(X" YI) and 
s,=(x" y,) or s,=(r" </>,) and s,=(r" </>,); EU' and EI" 
are the relative field distribution functions over the mir~ 
rors; 'Ym and 1'(2) give the attenuation and phase shift 
suffered by the wave !n transit from one mirror to the 
other; the kernels K(l) and K(2) are functions of the dis~ 
tance between .)1 and S'! and, therefore, depend on the 
mirror geometry; they are equal [KIII(S" s,)=K"'(s,. 52)] 
but, in general, are not symmetric [K(1)(s~, sl)~K(J)(s], s~), 
K""( ) ~ KI"'( , )] • SI, .)2 r- . S2, '~J • 
The integral equations given by (72) express the field 
at each mirror in terms of the reflected field at the other; 
that is, they are single-transit equations. By substituting 
one into the other, one obtains the double-ttansit or 
round-trip equations, which state that the field at each 
mirror must reproduce itself after a round trip. Sinc.e the 
kernel for each of the double-transit equations is sym-
metric [24], it foHow< [25] that the field distribution 
functions corresponding to the different mode orders are 
orthogonal over their respective mirror surfaces; that is 
f E m O)(Sl)1iJ11 (1)(SI)dS I = 0, 
s, 
m¢n 
(7:1) 
where III and II denote different mode orders. It is to be 
noted that the orthogonality relation is nonMHermitian 
and is the one that is gl'nerally applicable to lossy sys-
tems. 
4.2 Existellce q{ SO/lIIio." 
The question of th'! existence of solutions to the 
resonator integral t.,:: uations has been the subject of 
investigation by se,'eral authors [26J-[28]. They have 
given rigorous proofs of the existence of eigenvalues and 
eigenfunctions for kernels which belong to resonator 
geometries commonly encountered. such as those with 
parallel-plane and spherically curved mirrors, 
4.3 Integral Equationsfor 
Resonators Ivilh Spherical Mirror,\' 
When the mirrors are spherical and have rectangular or 
circular apertures. the two~dimensional integral equations 
can be separated and reduced to one-dimensional equa-
tions which are amenable to solution by either analytical 
or numerical methods, Thus. in the case of rectangular 
mir,ors [4]--[6J, [24], [29]. [30], the one-dimensional 
equations in Cartesian coordinates are the same as those 
for infinite~strip mirrors; for the x coordinate, they are 
C"' = 1.~([, ",)11"'(,- )(/" J .~,,",! ,I, t 
-" 
where the kernel K is given by 
g(,r" ,c,) = IE 
. 'k J .1'( "+ " > )} 
·pxp t - '2(/ {/Iorl- {/'!..G.!,- - :'.I'I·t'!. . 
(74) 
(7,;) 
Similar equations can be written for the y coordinate, so 
that E(x. Y)=II(X)I'(Y) and -y=-y,-y", In the above equa-
tion (II and (I'!. are the half-widths of the mirrors in the x 
direction, d is the mirror spacing, k is 21r/h. and h is the 
wavelength. The radii of curvature of the mirrors RJ and 
R! are contained in the factors 
rI 
{Ii = I - H, 
rl 
{/"! = I - - - (7(;) 
n, 
For the case of circular mirrors [4]. [31], [32J the equa-
tions are reduced to the onc-dimensional form by using 
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cylindrical coordinates and by assuming a sinusoidal 
azimuthal variation of the field; that is, E(,,</»= R,(r)e-i '<, 
The radial distribution functions Ril) and Ri" satisfy the 
one-dimensional integral equations: 
• 
'Y,(t'R,"'(I',)V;:;-= J <, 1(,(1'" ",)R,"'(I',)-vr;; dr, 
i 0 
'Y,"'R,'''(I',)vr, = 1.<'[(,(1'" r,)Rr'''(r,)vr, dr, 
where the kernel K, is given by 
jlH ( "11''') 1(,(1'" 1',) = d"J, k -;f vr,l', 
{ jk } 'exp - - 2d (0'1',' + g,"") 
(77) 
(78) 
and J, is a Bessel function of the first kind and lth order. 
In (77), a, and a, are the radii of the mirror apertures and 
d is the mirror spacing; the factors g, and g, are given by 
(76). 
Except for the special case of the confocal resonator 
[S] (g,=g,=O). no exact analytical solution has been 
found for either (74) or (77), but approximate methods 
and numerical techniques have been employed with suc-
cess for their solutions. Before presenting results, it is 
appropriate to discuss two important properties which 
apply in general to resonators with spherical mirrors; 
these nre the properties of "equivalence" and "stability." 
4.4 Equivalellt ResoMtol' Systems 
The equivalence properties [24], [33] of spherical-
mirror resonators are obtained by simple algebraic manip-
ulations of the integral equations. First, it is obvious that 
the mirrors can be interchanged without affecting the 
results; that is, the subscrip'(s and superscripts one and 
two can be interchanged. Second, the diffraction loss and 
the intensity pattern of the mode remain invariant if both 
g, and g, are reversed in sign: the eigenfunctions E and 
the eigenvalues 'Y merely take on complex conjugate 
values. An example of such equivalent systems is that of 
parallel-plane (g,=g,= I) and concentric (g,= g,= -I) 
resonator systems. 
The third equivalence property involves the Fresnel 
number N and the stability factors G, and G" where 
(79) 
If these three paratneters are the same for any two rcsona~ 
tors, then they would have the same diffraction loss, the 
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same reS,lOant frequency, and mode patterns that are 
scaled ve':sions of each other. Thus, the equivalence rela-
tions reduce greatly the numlier of calculations which are 
necessary for obtaining the solutions for the various 
resonator geometries . 
4.S Stability COllditioll alld Diagl'C/I11 
Stability of optical resonators has been discussed in 
Section 2 in terms of geometrical optics. The stability 
condition is given by (8). In terms of the stability factors 
G, and G" it is 
0< G,G, < I 
or 
(80) 
Resonators are stable if this condition is satisfied and 
unstable otherwise. 
A stability diagram [6]. [24] for the various resonator 
geometries is shown in Fig. 4 where gl and J:'.! are the co-
ordinate axes and each point on the diagram represents a 
particular resonator geometry. The boundaries between 
stable and unstable (shaded) regions are determined by 
(80), which is based on geometrical optics. The fields of 
the modes in stable resonators are' more .concentrated 
near the resonator axes thaa those in unstable resonators 
and, therefore, the diffraction losses of unstable resona-
tors are much higher than those (Jf stable resonators. The 
transition, which occurs near the boundaries, is gradual 
for' resonators with small Fresnel numbers and more 
abrupt for those with large Fresnel numbers. The origin 
of the diagram represents the confocal system with mirrors 
of equal curvature (Rt=R,=d) and is a point of lowest 
diffraction loss for a given Fresnel number. The fact that 
a system with minor devtations from tHe ideal confocal 
system may become unstable should be borne in mind 
when designing laser resonators. 
4.6 Modes of tlie Resollator 
The transverse field distributions of the resonator 
modes are given by the eigenfunctions of the integral 
equations. As yet, no exact analytical solution has been 
found for the general case of arbitrary G, and G" but 
appl'oximate analytical expressions have been obtained to 
descnbe the fields in stable spherical-mirror resonators 
[S], [6]. These approximate eigenfunctions,are the same 
as those of the opl:caL beam modes w' ,Ieh are discussed in 
Section 2; that is, the field distributions are given approxi-
mately by Hermite-Gaussian functions for rectangular 
mirrors [5], [6], [34], and by Laguerre-Gaussian func-
tions for circular mirrors [6], [7]. The designation of the 
resonator modes is given in Section 3.S. (The modes are 
designated as TEMtrll\q for rectangular mirrors and 
TEM,." for circular mirrors.) Figure 7 shows photo-
graphs of some of the rectangular mode patterns of a 
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laser. Linearly polarized mode configurations for square 
mirrors and for circular mirrors nre shown in Fig. 17. 
By combining two orthogonally polarized mdes of the 
same order t it is possible to synthe5ize other polarization 
configurations; this is shown in Fig. 18 for the TEMOI 
mode. 
Field distributions of the resonator modes for any 
value of G could be obtained numerically by solving the 
integral equations either by the method of successive ap-
proximations [4], [24]. [31] or by the method at' kernel 
expansion [30], [32]. The former method of solution is 
equivalent to calculating the transient behavior of the 
resonator when it i~ excited initially with a wave of arbi-
trary distribution. This wave is assumed to travel back 
and forth between the mirrors of the resonator, under-
going changes from transit to transit and losing el"ergy by 
diffraction. After many transits a quasi steady~state co'n~ 
dition is attained where the fields for successive transits 
differ only by a constant multiplicative factor. This steady-
state reletlive field distribution is then an eigenfunction of 
the integral equations and is, in fact, the field distribu-
tion of the mode that has the lowest diffraction loss for 
the symmetry assumed (e.g., for even or odd symmetry in 
the case of infinite-strip mirrors, or for a given azimuthal 
mode index number I in the case of circular mirrors); the 
constant multiplicative factor is the eigenvalue associated 
with the eigenfunction and gives the diffraction loss and 
the phase shift of the mode. Although this simple form 
of the iterative method gives only the lower order soh,· 
tions, it can, rievertheless, be modified to yield highe .. 
order ones [24], [35]. The method of kernel expansion, 
however, is capable of yielding both low-order and high-
order solutions. 
Figures 19 and 20 show the relative field distributions 
of the TEMoo and TEM" modes for a resonator with a 
pair of identical, circular mirrors (N=l, at=a" gt=g, 
= g) as obtained by the numerical iterative method. 
Several curves are shown for different values of g, ranging 
from zero (confocal) through one (parallel-plane) to 1.2 
(convex, unstable). By virtue of the equivalence property 
discussed in Section 4.4, the curves are also applicable to 
resonators with their g values reversed in sign, provided 
the sign of the ordinate for the phase distribution is also 
reversed. It is seen that the field is most concentrated 
near the resonator axis for g=O and tends to ;?"'ad out 
as I gl increases. Therefore, the diffraction IOh is ex~ 
pected to be the least for confocal resonators. 
Figure 21 shows the relative field distributions of some 
of the low order modes of a Fabry-Perot resonator with 
(parallel-plane) circular mirrors (N = 10, at = a" g, = g,= I) 
as obtained by a modified numerical iterative method 
[35]. It is interesting to note that these curves arc not 
very smooth but have small wiggles on them, the number 
of which are related to the Fresnel number. These wiggles 
are entirely absent for the confocal resonator and appear 
when the resonator geometry is unstable or nearly un-
stable. Approximate expressions for the field distribu-
tions of the Fabry-Perot resonator modes have also been 
obtained by variollS analytical techniques [36], [37]. They 
are represented to first order, by sine and cosine fune· 
tions for infinite-strip mirrors and by Bessel functions for 
circular mirrors. 
For the special case of the confocal resonator (gt=g, 
= 0), the eigenfunctions are self-reciprocal under the 
finite Fourier (infinite-strip mirrors) or Hankel (circular 
mirrors) transformation and exact analytical solutions 
exist [5 j, [38! -[40]. The eigenfunctions for infinite-strip 
mirrors are given by the prolate spheroidal wave func-
tions and, for circular mirrors, by the generalized prolate 
spheroidal or hyperspheroidal wave functions. For large 
Fresnel number,.. these functions can be closely appro:<i~ 
mated by Hermite-Gaussian and La ~uerre-Gaussian 
functions which are the eigenfunctioo, for the beam 
modes. 
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4.7 Diffractioll Losses alld Phase Shifts 
The diffraction loss" and the phase shift f3 for a par-
ticular mode are important quantities in thllt they deter-
mine the Q and the resonant frequency of the resonator 
for that mode. The diffraction loss is given by 
" = 1 - 1 1'1' (81) 
which is the fractional energy lost per transit due to dif-
fruction effects at the mifl0fs. The phase shift is given· by 
f3 = angle of l' (82) 
which is the phase shift suffered (or enjoyed) by the wave 
in transit from one mirror to the other, in addition to the 
geometrical phase shift which is given by 2"d/X. The 
eigenvalue l' in (81) and (82) is the appropriate l' for the 
Illode under consideration. If the total resonator loss is 
small, the Q of the resonator can be approximated by 
27rll Q=-
~", 
where Cih the total resonator loss, includes losses due to 
diffraction, output coupling, absorption, scattering, und 
other effects. The resonant frequency v is given by 
"jv, = (q + 1) + {i/" (84) 
where q. the longitudi~al mode order, and '0. the funda-
mental beat frequency, are defined in Section 3.5. 
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The diffraction losses for the two lowest order (TEMoo 
and TEM,,) modes of a stable resonator with a pair of 
identical, circular mirrors (a1=a21 gl=g2=g) are given 
in Figs. 22 and 23 as functions of the Fresnel nu?,ber N 
and for various values of g. The curves are obtaIned by 
solving (77) numerically using the method of successive 
approximations [31]. Corresponding curves f?r the phase 
shifts are shown in Figs. 24 and 25. The honzontal por-
tions of the phase shift curves can be calculated from the 
formula 
{3 = (2p + I + I) urc cos v'gIO~ 
= (2p + I + I) m'e eos 0, fOl' 01 = g, (85) 
which is equal to the phase shift for the beam modes 
derived in Section 3.5. It is to be noted that the loss curves 
are applicable to both positive and negative values of g 
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while the phase-shift curves are for positive g only; the 
phase shift for negative g is equal to t 80 degrees minus 
that for positive g. 
Analytical expressions for the dill'raction loss ami the 
phase shift have been obtainp:! lor the special cases ,of 
parallel-plane (g= 1.0) and confocal (g=O) geometnes 
when the Fresnel number is either very large (small dif-
fraction loss) or very small (large dilTraction loss) 1361. 
[38], [39], [41], [421. In the case of the parallel"plane 
resonator with circular mirrors, the approximate expres-
sions valid for large N, as derived by Vainshtein 136 J. are 
.(.11 -l: .I) 
I(if + ,I);"+o;f; 
(.11) {3= -e< 4. 
(Xli) 
(87) 
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where 6 = 0.824, M = v8;'N, and "pI is the (1'+ I )th zero 
of the Bessel function of muer I. For the confocal resona· 
tor with circular mirrors, the corresponding expressions 
are [39] 
a= 
211"(811" .V) ~1'+l+le-~".\' 
p!(p + 1+ I)! 
tr 
{3 = (2)1 + I + I) ~ . 
2 
(88) 
(8i1) 
Similar expressions exist for resonators with infinite-strip 
or rectangular mirrors [36], [39]. The agreement be-
tween the values obtained from the above formulas and 
those from numerical methods is excellent. 
The loss of the lowest order (TEMoo) mode of an 
rmstable resonator is, to first order. independent of the 
mirror size or shape. The formula for the loss, which is 
based on geometrical optics, is [12] 
1 - vl=-(g~i,'FI 
" = 1 + 
- 1 + "II (gIg,) I 
where the plus sign in front of the fraction applies for Ii 
values lying in the first and third quadrants of the stability 
diagram, and the minus sign applies in the other two quad-
rants. Loss curves (plotted vs. N) obtained by solving the 
integral equations numerically have a ripply behavior 
which is attributable to diffraction effect< [24], [43]. How-
ever, the average values agree well with those obtained 
from (90), 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Space limitations made it necessary to concentrate the 
discussion of this article on the basic aspects of laser 
bear.1s and resonators. It was not possible to include such 
interesting topics as perturbations of resonators, resona-
tors with tilted mirrors, or to consider in detail the effect 
of nonlinear, saturating host media. Also omitted was a 
discussion of various resonator structures other than 
those formed of spherical mirrors, e.g., resunators with 
corner cube reflectors, resonators with output holes, or 
fiber resonators. Another important, but omitted, field is 
that of mode selection where much research work is cur-
rently in progress. A brief survey of some of these topics 
is given in [44]. 
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APPENDIX D. PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS "ROM 100 TO 200 GHz 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Surface resistivities of metals and dissipation factors (bss tangents) 
of dielectrics cause olunic losses in the radiomete"' signal channel. Metallic 
losses are predictable in both waveguides and quasi-optical assemblies 
because surface resistivities of metals and behavior are well known. How-
ever, dielectric data in the frequency region from 100 to 200 GHz are incom-
plete and spotty. This study shows the need for a dielectric materials 
measurement program. 
Section 2 lists the reflective losses encountered from various types 
of metals. The theoretical values are more optimistic than measured values 
by a typical factor of 3. Section 3 lists dielectric data obtained from an 
exhaustive survey with all sources referenced. In cases where 100 to 
200 GHz data are not available, data from other frequencies are listed. 
Section 4 discusses two effective methods of reducing reflective losses from 
dielectric surfaces. 
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2. REFLECTIVE LOSSES FROM METALS 
',.-, Reflective losses from metals can be shown to be given by 
I 
I 
i 
I j 
i 
where 
2wo 
--c 
Rr = fraction of energy absol'bed by metal surface 
o = skin depth of metal 
W = frequency 
c = velocity of light'~ 
Skin depth 0 is defined to be the distance an electromagnetic wave field penetrates into a metal*" 
where 
fJ. = magnetic permeability 
E = dielectric permittivity 
IT = surface resistivity of metal 
If the material is a good conductor, IT» WE and 
*G. P. Harnwell, Principles of Electricity and E1ectrOlnaglletislTI, McGraw Hill, New York, 1949, p. 587. 
~":'Fink, Electronic Engineer's Handbook. 
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This approximation holds for frequencies beyond 1000 GHz for metals of typical resistivities. 
Table 1 lists surface resistivities, skin depths, and reflective losses at 2, 100, and 200 GHz for ten common metals used in microwave and milli-meter wave circuits. It should be observed that t.heoretical reflective losses from surfaces of copper and silver are the order of O. 1 percent. In practice, these are approximately O. 3 percent at 200 GHz. 
TABLE 1. REFLECTIVE LOSSES OF COMMON METALS 
Skin Depth,lIm Reflective Loss 
Metal ResistivitY (n'm) x lO·B 2 GHz 100 GHz 200 GHz 2 GHz 100 GHz 200 GHz 
Aluminum 2.62 1.82t 0.258 0.IB2 0.000152 0.0012 0.0015 Beryllium 4.57 2.41 0.340 0.241 0.000202 0.0014 0.0020 Brass 3.9 2.2 0.31 0.22 0.000185 0.0013 0.0018 (66 cu 34 zn) 
Chromium 2.6 1.8 0.26 0.18 0.000151 0.0011 0.00151 Copper 1.72 1.48t 0.209 0.148 0.000124 0.0008 0.00124 Gold 2.44 1.76t 0.249 0.176 0.000148 0.0010 0.00147 Nickel 6.9 0.42t 0.059" 0.042" 
Platinum 10.5 3.65 0.516 0.365 0.000307 0.002 0.0031 Silver 1.62 1.43t 0.203 0.143 0.000120 0.0008 0.0012 Tin 11.4 3.80 0.537 0.380 0.000319 0.0022 0.0032 
"Assumes IIr = 50. 
tVerified by comparison with published values; see Fink Electronics Engineers' Handbook, pg. 6·4. 
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3. DIELECTRIC DISSIPATION FACTOR (LOSS TANGENT) 
Eq uations and Definitions 
fl are re~~;e~o~plex relative permittivity ~ and complex index of refraction 
where 
and 
Now 
A 1\ 2 
'E' = (n) 
'e'=:el-je ll 
n(l - jK) 
c = speed of light = 3 x 108 ml sec 
K = extinction coefficient = ca/4rrvn 
a = absorption coefficient per meter 
n = real index of refraction 
2 
- (::v) - jnca 2rrv 
equating components gives 
2 
EI = n 
2 
- (i,fy) 
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When 
then 
and 
cn<1' 
e" = 2lTV 
E" 
tan 8 = 
E = 
81TVnC<1' 
2 2 (41TVn) - (C<l') 
8 = loss angle in flrad 
<1' « 41Tvn 
c 
E' =:: n 
2 
tan 8 C<1' = Z;V; 
very useful approximations 
J 
In general, these approximations are lUade whenever <1'« vi c and 
fl' = flo (lUagnetization can be neglected for organic polYlners) Then if 
absorption is asslUIled to be the only source of attenuation, we lUay write 
an expression for transmission T 
T = exp [- <1'£] 
where £ is the thickness of dielectric material in quesHon. 
Table 2 lists the dielectric properties of lUaterials. 
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TABLE 2. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS, GHz 
Dielectric Dielectric Absorption 
Constant Loss loss Tangent Coefficientt 1) 
Material , , e "If"" tiln 8 Ineper·em·' ) Reference 
Polyethylene 2,24 2' 0.0005 25 0.00021 25 0.0017 25 ; 
2,31 143 b 
2,31 343 0.00048 300 0,00021 300 0.02 300 band i 
2.33 B50 0.0009 B50 0.0004 B50 0.1087 B50 h 
Polypropylene 2,25 35 , 
2.25" 120 O. t012 120 0.00053 120 0.02 120 I 
Polystyrene 2.54 25 0.Ou3 25 0.0012 25 0,010 25 , 
2.52 140 0.005 140 0.002 140 0.0924 140 , 
2.53 210 0.00316 120 0.0013 120 0.05 120 a and d 
2.57 343 0.0063 16B 0.0025 16B 0.14 16B band d 
2.52 B50 0.00227 B50 0,0009 B50 0.25 B50 h 
Acxolitll fl422) 2.54 10 0.00127 10 0.0005 10 0.0017 10 ; 
(cross linked polyslYfcne) 2.47 140 0.00494 140 0.002 140 0.0922 140 , 
2.50 210 , 
2.54 343 b 
2.525 B50 0.0076 B50 0.003 B50 0,B5 B50 h 
T.P.X. (basically a 2.126 35 0.001 35 0.00048 35 0,0051 35 9 
poly 4.mcthyl '·pentene) 2.15" 120 0,0016 120 0.00076 120 0.028 120 I 
Teflon (treated PTFE. 2.08 25 0.00125 25 0.0006 25 0.0045 25 ; 
polytetra'luoroethylene) 2.058 35 0.00062 50 0.0003 50 0,0045 50 e and k 
~'.039 60"90 • 205 140 0,00615 140 0,003 140 0.126 14r~ , 
2,')8 210 , 
2.l17 343 b 
2.042 B50 0.00143 B50 0.0007 B50 0.95 B50 h 
PTFE (unsintered) 1.9511 35 , 
1.9f,2 35 0.0001 35 0.00005 35 0.00049 35 I 
2.052 300 0.0002 300 0.0001 300 0.00912) 300 j 
RTFEI3) (sinlered) 1,933 300 0,00084 300 0,000435 300 0.38 300 j 
Paraffin 2.2 25 0.00066 25 <0,0003 25 <0.0023 25 , 
2.19 120 000595 120 0.0027 120 0,10 120 d 
2.2 16B 0.(t!l296 16B 0.00135 16B 0.07 16B d 
2.3 2·300 0.001 , 
Lucile 2.57 25 0.0082 25 0.0032 25 0.027 25 ; 
2.56 140 0.038 140 0,015 140 0,696 140 , 
2,58 210 , 
Plexiglas 2.59 25 0.017 25 0,0067 25 0.056 25 i 
2.59 120 0.019 120 0.0075 120 0.30 120 d 
2.60 143 0.023 16B 0.0089 16B 0,49 16B b ,:md d 
2.61 343 b 
Mylar {pOlyethylene 3,35 140 0.0335 140 0.01 140 11,537 140 , 
terephthalatel 3.11,5 55 0.0138 55 0.0044 55 O.CCI 55 m 
Fused Silica (85% density 3.:19 ,4 0,0085 .4 0,(1026 .4 0.09;~3 94 h 
slip cast) 
Fused Silica (spectrosil) 3.79 10 0.00064 10 0,00017 10 0.n007 10 ; 
3.85 2·300 0.00039 0.0001 0,003. 75(6) , 
3.82 60·90 , 
Glass (Corning 7070) 3.' 25 0,0121 25 0.0031 25 0.032 25 ; 
4.0 2·300 0.0096 0.0024 - , 
Quartz (crystal·anisotropic) 4.43(4) 35 0.00014 35 0.000031 35 0.00048 35 • 4.45(4) 2"'300 0.0002 
-
, 
4,64(5) 35 
Ethyl Cellulose 2,65 25 0.0795 25 0,03 25 0.256 25 ; 
3.71 140 0.371 140 0.1 140 5.65 140 , 
Nole: Temperature is usually at or near 250 0 or 3000 K • 
• Assumed vall: e necessary to calculate absorption. 
1) AbsOfO!:.,,", coefficient per unit length is without regard to effects at the medium boundaries. The neper here, as defined in 5ubmillimetre optics, is only 
hlif the magnitude of the neper used in E.I:,; therefore. 1 Neper " 4.343 dB is the conversion. 
21 This is an upper bound correspondi,Ig 10 the limit of the particular experimental technique used in reference i. 
3) "Sintered" PTFE is obtained by stretching a sample al2500 C and allowing it to cool under tension, 
4J Ordinary ray Eo. 
5) Extraordinary fe_ 
6) Arbitrarily chosen frequency between 2 and 300 GHz. 
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Table 2 (continued) 
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4. DIELECTRIC REFLECTION LOSSES 
Reflectiv~ losses from a dielectric surface are determined by 
where n is the refractive index of the material Or .JE. Typical losses for an 
air-quartz surface are the order of I dB. A quartz lens I).aving two surfaces 
will have loss contributions from both surfaces or 2 dB. 
Reflective losses can be minimized by two methods (see Figure D-I). 
A common method in optics is a 11./4 coating on the surface of proper refrac-
tive index. For example, if a fused silica lens ns = 1. 962 and teflon 
nt = 1.43. the reflective losses of the quartz can be reduced by coating the 
quartz with a layer of teflon. The reflective loss with coating is then 
2 
L 
(RIO + R 21 ) - 4RIORZI 
= 1 + RJOR21 r 
where 
nt - 1 
RIO = 1 nt + 
and 
n 
- nt 
R21 
s 
= 
ns + nt 
which red uces the loss to 0.019, or 0.08 dB per surface. 
Another method of eliminating surface reflections is to machine 
grooves in the optical surface to simulate the quarter wave spacing. This 
technique applies especially to materials like Rexolite which mahine easily, 
but can also be achieved with Teflon. The technique is to adjust the ratio of 
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TEFLON 
n :s 1.43 
t 
FUSED SILICA 
n = 1.962 , 
MATCHED DIEL ECTRIC FILM 
9 = 
APPROXIMATE 
CROSS·SECTION 
OF f/2 
POLYSTYRENE 
LENS 
INCIDENT RAY ANGLES (0) AT INTERFACE OF ANY 
SPHERICAL PLANO·CONVEX LENS 
(ASSUME PARAXIAL COLLIMATED BEAM) 
MATCHED GROOVE 
d = RIDGE WIDTH 
I-d GROOVE WIDTH 
1 CONSTANT 
FIGURE 0·1. REDUCTION OF REFLECTION LOSSES BY DIELECTRIC FILM 
AND GROOVE MATCHINGS 
groove width to groove spacing to achieve the correct "effective" matching 
index of refraction, and to adjust the depth of the groove s to 0 btain the 
quarter wave spacing. ':' 
"~So B. Cohn and T. Morita, "Measured Performance of Dielectric Lenses," 
IRE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, January 1956, pp. 31-33. 
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